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Ekweremadu: Court Orders NIMC To Submit Ukpo’s Bio-data For Transmission To UK
BY DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

Federal High Court sitting in Abuja 
yesterday ordered the National 
Identification Management 
Commission, NIMC, to send David 

Ukpo’s bio-data to the Attorney-
General of the Federation, AGF, and 
Minister of Justice, Mr Abubakar 
Malami (SAN). Ukpo had accused 
a former Deputy Senate President, 
Ike Ekweremadu and his wife, 

Beatrice, of sponsoring his trip to 
the United Kingdom, UK, for the 
aim of harvesting his kidney to 
save their daughter who is in need 
of one.

Justice Inyang Ekwo, in a 

ruling, said Ukpo’s bio-data 
should be released to the AGF to 
be transmitted to the court in the 
UK where the trial is being heard.

It would be recalled that the 
court had on July 1 ordered 

NIMC to make available to 
Ekweremadu’s team of lawyers, 
the Certified True Copy, CTC, of 
Ukpo’s bio-data. 

From left: Director 
General, Nigerian 
Institute of 
Advanced Legal 
Studies, NIALS, Prof 
Muhammed Ladan, 
member NIALS 
Governing Council, 
Chief Awomolo, SAN,   
Attorney General 
of the Federation 
and Minister of 
Justice, Abubakar 
Malami, during the 
presentation of three 
years (2019-2021) 
annual report on 
NIALS at the AGF 
Chambers, Federal 
Ministry of Justice, 
Abuja.

Panic as Buhari expresses disappointment over poor intelligence

Defence Minister confirms escape of 64 terrorists
ISWAP claims responsibility, releases video

Four inmates dead, 16 injured, 443 recaptured and 551 at large – NCoS spokesman
’Abba Kyari not missing’

BY DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

Justice Inyang Ekwo of the 
Federal High Court, Abuja, 
yesterday granted the request 
of a former Imo State governor, 
Senator Rochas Okorocha, to 
travel to the United Kingdom 
for medical care.

Justice Ekwo ordered the 
court registrar to give Okorocha 
his international passport to 
enable him embark on the 
medical trip.

Prior to the judge’s order, 
Okorocha’s lawyer, Mr Ola 
Olanikpekun SAN, told the 
court that his client has a health 
condition that he is battling 
with and needs to go to the UK 
for care.

He added that his client 
will not abuse the permission 
granted him and will ensure that 
he is present in the country for 
his trial.

KUJE JAILBREAK
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L-R: Country Director, Nigeria, African Financial Revolution Project , AFREP, Barry Johnson; Chairman/ Founder  AFREP, Prof. Sam Zuga and Face of Zugacoin, Queen Mabel Sam, during 
the world Press Conference to unveil  AFREP Zuga Coin in Abuja  recently PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

President Muhammadu Buhari 
yesterday departed Abuja to 
participate at the International 
Development Association, IDA, 
summit in Dakar, Senegal.

IDA is an international 
financial institution which offers 
concessional loans and grants 
to developing countries. It is a 
member of the World Bank Group.

The president’s spokesman, 
Malam Garba Shehu, confirmed 
Buhari’s participation in a 
statement he issued in Abuja.

According to him, President 
Buhari is expected to join other 

Buhari Departs Abuja For Development Summit In Dakar
African leaders in an open dialogue 
on development challenges and 
priorities.

The African leaders will also 
dialogue on transformational 
initiatives that will lead to an 
outcome document, the Dakar 
Declaration.

The high level summit slated 
for July 7 would be hosted by 
President Macky Sall of the 
Republic of Senegal.

“This commitment is expected 
to chart the way forward for the 
transformation of the economies 
of the participating nations in 

partnership with the World Bank/
IDA.

“Topics slated for discussion 
include: Financing for Recovery 
and Economic Transformation 
in Africa; Agriculture, Livestock 
and Food Security; Human 
Capital; Digital and Technological 
Innovation; and Energy 
Transition and Climate Change’’, 
he stated.

The president was accompanied 
by the Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs, Geoffery Onyeama; 
Finance, Budget and National 
Planning, Zainab Ahmed; as 

well as Industry, Trade and 
Investment, Adeniyi Adebayo.

Others on the entourage are 
the Governor of the CBN, Godwin 
Emefiele and Director-General, 
National Intelligence Agency, 
Ahmed Abubakar.

The Director-General, Debt 
Management Office, Patience 
Oniha and Managing Director of 
the Bank of Industry, Olukayode 
Pitan are also on the president’s 
entourage.

President Buhari and his 
entourage are expected to return 
today.

Chatham House, a world-leading 
policy institute based in London, has 
praised the efforts of Nigeria and its 
military in making the Gulf of Guinea 
safer for operations.

The global think-tank gave the 
commendation yesterday in London 
during a meeting with the Minister 
of Information and Culture, Alhaji Lai 
Mohammed.

The News Agency of Nigeria, NAN, 
reports that Mohammed, who was on 
a working visit to London, met with 
Chattam House’s Managing Director, 
Risk, Ethics and Resilience/Director, 
Africa Programme, Dr Alex Vines, and 
his team.

The global think-tank also called 
on the federal government to take 
advantage of the decline in piracy in 
the Gulf of Guinea to boost its blue 
economy.

“With what the military, Nigeria 
Navy in particular, has achieved in the 
Gulf of Guinea, the next step will be to 
convince major insurance companies 

in the world to start doing business 
with Nigeria.

“Ships will be freely plying the route 
to boost Nigeria’s blue economy”, he 
said.

Speaking with NAN after the 
meeting, the minister said it was 
a huge compliment coming from 
Chatham House.

“Chatham House is one of the most 
respected think-tanks around the 
world, it was an honour and privilege 
for me to meet with the director and 
some of the principal members of 
staff.

“We exchanged views on the 
happenings in Nigeria.

“We went further to discuss 
security, economy and I was amazed 
about how informed they were about 
Nigeria.

“I am also impressed about how 
sympathetic and appreciative 
they were of the efforts of this 
administration in the areas of 
economy, security and providing 

infrastructure.
“It was a very healthy exchange for 

both parties”, he said
The minister underscored the need 

for Nigerian media to report the 
achievements of the administration 
rather than playing up sensational 
negative news.

He assured that the administration 
would remain focused to sustain its 
reputation locally and internationally.

NAN reports that in his continuing 
engagements with the international 
media in London, the minister met 
with “The Telegraph”, BBC –Radio, 
Television Pidgin and Yoruba service.

He said the interactions covered a 
range of issues – security, economy, 
infrastructure, fighting and 
corruption.

NAN reports that the Gulf of 
Guinea is an important shipping 
zone transporting oil and gas, as well 
as goods to and from Africa and the 
rest of the world.

It accounts for about 4.5 million 

barrels of oil produced daily in Africa 
while Nigeria’s maritime environment 
constituted about 12 percent of the 
Gulf of Guinea, thus accounting for 
over 85 percent of the total seaward 
trade with the rest of the world.

The Gulf of Guinea had, however, 
been on constant attacks by pirates 
who constitute impediments to the 
growth of the maritime and blue 
economy.

To address the security challenge, 
the Nigerian Navy initiated an anti-
piracy operation: ‘Operation Tsare 
Taku’ and anti-crude oil theft and 
illegal crude refining operation: 
‘OP DAKATAR DA BARAWO’ to 
curb insecurity in the maritime 
environment.

The navy had been given a pat on 
the back for the significant decline in 
piracy in the Gulf of Guinea.

Swift responses to illegal activities 
at the sea was said to have reduced the 
rate of successful attacks on Nigeria’s 
maritime domain. 

Chatham House Hails Nigeria For Making Gulf Of Guinea Safer

Hajj: Oyo Pilgrims 
Offer special Prayers 
For Nigeria
Oyo State pilgrims have offered 
special prayers in Saudi Arabia for 
the continued good governance 
in the state and for peaceful co-
existence in the nation.

This was contained in a 
statement issued from Kabba, 
Saudi Arabia by the Commissioner 
for Information, Culture and 
Tourism, Dr Wasiu Olatubosun, 
and made available to journalists 
yesterday in Ibadan.

According to the statement, the 
special prayers were led by the 
Vice Chairman, Oyo State Pilgrims 
Welfare Board, Muslim Wing, Dr 
Ibrahim Adebolu.

The commissioner said the 
prayers had in attendance top 
government functionaries from 
the state and pilgrims from other 
states who expressed pleasure with 
the Oyo delegation.

According to him, “the last two 
batches of the 2022 Oyo State Hajj 
exercise offered special prayers 
for Governor Seyi Makinde while 
observing their obligatory Tawaf 
(circumbulation around the Sacred 
Kabba and walking at Saffa and 
Marwa).

“Oyo State pilgrims were joined 
by other well-wishers during the 
special prayer session for our 
governor.

“We also prayed for our country, 
Nigeria, as well as peaceful 
coexistence of the nation.

“The pilgrims expressed delight 
at the good governance in Oyo 
State and also prayed to Allah to 
give Makinde the grace to keep 
executing the mandate given him 
to develop our state.
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IN THE NEWS

With serial attacks by terrorists across 
unsuspecting terrain and once impenetrable 
targets, it has become obvious that the issue of 
insecurity has taken a sad turn in our country 
which also is beset by sundry disquiets.

Tuesday July 5, 2022 welcomed what could 
be added as one of the most provocative affront 
of terrorists in the nation’s recent history as in 
two separate occasions, high ‘profile targets’ 
were slammed in a dare devil attacks which 
humiliated our claim to be up to the task against 
terrorism.

Notwithstanding assurances that the nation’s 
frontline correctional centres are fortified 
against any attacks, what is now obvious in the 
public space is the worry that even the much 
touted security measures are mere propaganda 
that can hardly stand the test of time, given the 
unhindered affront of the terrorists who had ease 
in violating and breaching security in supposedly 
heavily fortified security environment as Kuje 
Correctional Centre in Abuja.

While it is on record that it is not the first time 
a security breach of this nature would take place 
in the prison environment, the commando type 
operation of this particular instance, suggests 
that the insurgents were working ahead of the 
authorities who in essence should be on top of 
their game of securing all, including lives and 
properties at all cost.

It is even more disparaging that the terrorists 
walked unhindered through the labyrinth of 
a tight military set up before gaining access 
to execute their nefarious acts. They were 
said to have advanced through the rear of the 
facility through an access linked with the Army 

Time To Firm-up Against Terrorists’ Audacity
formation near the prison. The audacity is 
unprecedented and calls for a fresh reordering 
of our total security architecture across board to 
engender a new outlook that would mitigate our 
security challenges.  

It is disheartening that in spite reported claims 
by the Ministry of Interior and the various 
security agencies engaged in internal security 
that they put water-tight measures in place, the 
current reality calls for them to buckle up by 
returning to the drawing board rather than suffer 
in delusion that the various correctional centres 
are well fortified. It is demeaning that just a 
few days after, the MoI Minister, Alhaji Rauf 
Aregbesola lauded his ministry’s performance 
that an unprecedented fortification of all its 
facilities have been achieved, unbeknown to 
him that the so-called terrorists were working 
up strategies to beat the authorities.  

Within the same time frame, an advance 
presidential convoy of President Muhammadu 
Buhari on its way to Daura to herald his coming 
for the Sallah celebrations was attacked with 
reported ‘minimal casualty’ with only two 
persons injured as the attackers ‘met stiff fire 
resistance against them’, Mr. Garba Shehu, one 
of the President’s spokesman had reportedly 
announced to the public. We find these placating 
statements inordinate and unbecoming of one 
whose integrity should be outstanding.

While the President’s embarrassing moments 
came knocking, a promising police officer who 
had received enormous goodwill from tax-
payers whose resources had been deployed to 
train him until attaining an enviable rank of 
Assistant Commissioner of Police, ACP, was cut 

short same day in a bad coincidence in Katsina, 
the state of the President.

He was adjudged as a gallant officer who had 
terrorised various cells of the terrorists who 
later ambushed and killed him.

Before these harvest of repulsive attacks in 
one day, was the Shiroro massacre in a mining 
site in Niger State where scores of soldiers were 
killed by terrorists. We are indeed bothered 
that these compatriots had to be caught down 
when their services were needed most as their 
attackers were believed to have taken advantage 
of insiders who must have given them out.

It is time to do a radical scrutiny of existing 
personnel in the security agencies to ascertain 
their integrity and patriotic zeal in order to 
safeguard this infiltration that has become 
obvious.

AljazirahNigeria commiserates with families 
and loved ones of the fallen heroes who died 
fighting a noble cause as we urge the government 
to bring succor to their immediate families 
through instrumentalities within and outside 
their basic entitlements.

We must agree that these are not ordinary 
times for our nation so beleaguered from all 
fronts by desperate self-serving individuals and 
groups. The government must engage a self-
searching mechanism that would expose and 
purge the moles within its fold.  

A security emergency should be encapsulated 
as part of the urgent steps to be taken by 
the government to address this obvious 
embarrassing affront from terrorists and other 
rabble rousers.
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ETUK BASSEY WILLIAMS: Chief Executive Officer

“The death of Dr 
Barkindo is a great 
loss to his immediate 
family, Nigeria and 
the international 
community because 
of his contributions to 
the energy sector and 
development of oil 
and gas in Nigeria and 
throughout the world.”
– Chairman and 
Plateau State 
Governor, Simon 
Lalong



PHOTO 
OF THE 

DAY

“ Burnt vehicles and destroyed 
entrance of the Kuje Custodial 

facility after the attack by 
ISWAP.

Photo: NAN
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FROM GEORGE OPARA, PORT HARCOURT

National Assembly Joint Committee 
on Host Communities yesterday 
summoned the Minister of 
Environment, Mohammed Abdullahi, 
to explain to lawmakers the state of 
the remediation programme over the 
hydrocarbon pollution in Ogoni land 
in Rivers State.

The clean-up project was said to have 
been bungled, but Abdullahi reportedly 
turned down several invitations by the 
lawmakers for explanations.

The Chairman, Senate Committee on 
Host Communities, Bio Degi-Eremienyo 
disclosed this in Abuja while briefing 
journalists on the repeated failure of 
the minister to honour the invitations 
of the joint committee.

“The decision reached by the Senate 
and House of Representatives Joint 
Committee is to the effect that the 
minister has to be summoned.

“I don’t think he has any choice than 
to turn up for the engagement because 

Ogoni: NASS Summons Minister Over Pollution

I Joined Secret Cult To Avenge My Brother’s Death – Ghana Returnee

it is for the interest of the people that 
we represent and there is no reason why 
the minister will refuse to respond to 
the invitation as it has to do with the 
hydrocarbon pollution remediation 
programme in the Ogoni cleanup”.

He regretted that this week’s failure 
by the minister to appear before the 
National Assembly Joint Committee 

FROM IKHILI EBALU, BENIN CITY

Twenty-one-year old Ghana 
returnee, Ikponmwonsa Ekhator 
yesterday, confessed that he 
joined a secret cult to avenge the 
death of his brother killed by a 
cult group in 2018.

He said this while being paraded 
by the Edo State Police Command 
alongside six other cultists.

Ekhator said he decided to 
join the cult in 2018 because of 
his brother that was killed by a 
cult group in order to avenge his 
death.

The boy, who also said he is into 
internet fraud (yahoo), added that 

was not the first time he was snobbing 
the panel, warning that the committee 
would no longer tolerate the disrespect.

“As a matter of fact, this is not the 
first or second time that the minister is 
refusing to answer our call or invitation, 
senators and members are not happy 
about it”.

Considering the level of 

environmental degradation suffered 
by the people in the Niger Delta, the 
senator said the clean-up done so far 
to improve the condition of the region 
is not satisfactory.

He, however, affirmed that they are 
making efforts to achieve significant 
result in pollution control and cleaner 
environment in the Niger Delta.

Saudi Arabia’s General Authority on 
Civil Aviation, GACA, has extended the 
deadline for the closure of the airspace 
for this year’s Hajj till July 7.

The new development followed a 
high level discussion between Nigeria 
and Saudi authorities with the Nigerian 

team led by the chairman and chief 
executive officer of National Hajj 
Commission of Nigeria, NAHCON.

According to reports, there are 
still about 3,000 Nigerian pilgrims 
who are yet to be airlifted to Saudi 
Arabia for this year’s Hajj. 

While the two airlines, Max 
Air and Azman Airline, would 
continue their airlifting operations, 
the commission has concluded 
arrangements with Flynas to 
operate three rescue flights for 
pilgrims in Kano and Abuja.

Lawan

he came back from Ghana to ply 
his trade in Benin with a view of 
being a master of his own, having 
been maltreated by his brother 
that he stayed with in Ghana.

When asked how many persons 
he had killed as a way of avenging 
the death of his brother, he said 
he has not killed anybody since 
he joined the cult even when his 
mission was to avenge the death 
of his brother.

“I joined the cult in 2018 
because of my brother that was 
killed by a cult group so that I can 
avenge his death.

“Since I joined the cult, I have 

The lawmaker expressed optimism 
that with the passage of the Petroleum 
Industry Act by the National Assembly, 
significant result would be achieved in 
addressing the environmental problems 
in the Niger Delta.

The lawmaker added, “Well, I will not 
say that there is no improvement but 
it is not satisfactory. We are making 
progress and I hope that with the 
passage of the Petroleum Industry Act 
by parliament, it is expected that there 
will be significant result in the activities 
of pollution control and to achieve a 
cleaner environment”.

The meeting was suspended till 
further notice due to the absence of 
some of the invitees including the 
minister and the permanent secretary 
in the Ministry of Environment.

not killed anybody though I 
joined to avenge my brother’s 
death”, he said.

Addressing newsmen, the State 
Police Public Relations Officer, 
Chidi Nwabuzor said the arrest 
was in line with the Commissioner 
of Police, Abutu Yaro’s directive to 
rid the state of cultists.

“In line with the command’s 
aggressive manhunt policy to rid 
the state of cultism and cultists, 
the Command and Control, 
Intelligent Rapid Response Squad 
of the Edo State Police Command, 
went out aggressively to hunt 
down cultists.

“You will recall that some 
days ago, there has been fight 
and killings between cultists 
in the state and that is why the 
commissioner of police warned 
police operatives to go out for 
these criminals so that citizens 
will have peace.

“The operation was carried 
out along Ekehuan axis, these 
suspects were arrested and they 
belong to secret cults called Eiye, 
Vikings black axe and all’’, he said.

The police spokesperson, 
while listing their feats, said 
the command has arrested 30 
suspects within a few days.

Hajj: Saudi Govt Extends Deadline For Entry



NEWS IN BRIEF
FROM RABILU ABUBAKAR, GOMBE

Gombe State governor, Inuwa Yahaya has charged the newly 
graduated officers of the Nigeria Security and Civil Defence 
Corps, NSCDC, to discharge their duties professionally.

Governor Yahaya, who was represented by his Deputy, 
Manasseh Jatau, warned them against the violation of human 
rights and harassment of innocent civilians

In his remarks, the State Commandant of the corps, Waziri 
Goni said 173 new intakes had been recruited into the NSCDC.

NSCDC Graduates 173 Officers In Gombe

FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Governor Ifeanyi Okowa of Delta State said the 24-kilometre 
Isoko ring road project running from Ellu, Ovrode, Ofagbe, 
Orie, Okpe-Isoko, Uro to Ada-Irri traversing Isoko North and 
Isoko South Local Government Areas would be completed in 
December.

Okowa disclosed this after inspecting construction works 
at the bridge linking Ellu and Ofagbe on the road.

The governor, who was conducted round the site by the 
Commissioner for Works (Highways and Urban Roads), Mr 
Noel Omodon, said work on the entire stretch of the project 
had progressed appreciably and expressed certainty that it 
would be ready for inauguration before Christmas.

BY PAUL EFFIONG, ABUJA

Executive Director of Safer-Media Initiative, Peter Iorter has 
emphasized the need for journalists to engage in investigative 
journalism, noting that it is an effective tool for national 
development.

Speaking during the flag-off of a two-day capacity building 
workshop for journalists in Abuja with the theme “strengthening 
grassroots governance and accountability reporting,” Iorter 
informed that Safer-Media Initiative is aimed at strengthening 
watchdog journalism, media reporting on accountability and 
inclusion of the most underrepresented voices, places and issues, 
strengthen the capacity of journalists for in-depth reporting on 
what is working and what is not, expose lies, abuse of power and 
corruption in managing public resources, lack of accountability 
and transparency by providing journalists with the skills set to 
improve their investigative reporting capacity’’.

Delta To Complete 24-km Isoko Ring Road December

National Devt: Journalists Urged To Hold Public 
Officers Accountable 
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TODAY’S WEATHER 
FORECAST
CITY                                    MORNING        E VENING

ABUJA             23°C       30°C
LAGOS             24°C       28°C

CALABAR             23°C            27°C

MAKURDI              24°C       33°C

ONDO             22°C       29°C

ENUGU              23°C       32°C

BENIN                      23°C        29°C 

LOKOJA                    24°C       34°C
COMPILED BY GLADYS MARGRET OGAR

Phone Number:
08103845524

Facebook
Glory Ferdinard

Office Address:
No 7, Dominion Close, Mararaba, 
Nasarawa State.

GLORY 
FERDINARD
FASHION DESIGNER

Gloria Ferdinard is a professional 
and creative fashion designer, 
that has continued to expand her 
brand, giving customers their 
desired fashion appeal.

As the CEO of Gloria stitches, 
she left the search for white-
collar jobs and decided to 
be self-employed. Gloria’s 
entrepreneurship was borne- out 
of passion and drive to satisfy her 
customer needs.

She is also a graduate of 
Mass Communication, Federal 
Polytechnic, Nasarawa. She hopes 
to train youths who are willing 
and ready to become their own 
bosses as well as contribute her 
quota in nation-building.



The Royal Saudi Air Forces (RSAF) have completed its preparations to participate in this year’s Hajj season.
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Saudi Ministry of Transport and 
Logistic Services has been carrying 
out maintenance work in Makkah 
on roads leading to holy sites to 
help ensure the safety of pilgrims, 
improve travel to and from the 
holy sites, and help make Hajj 
experience easier, officials said.

The work includes installing 
protective barriers, fences, road 
signs and concrete curbs, and 
repainting road markings. Roads 
and buildings are also being 
repaired. The maintenance efforts 
have focused on improving the 
Hijrah route, along with the Jeddah 
and Makkah highways, but have 
also taken in parts of Makkah and 
the holy sites.

Some projects are already 
complete, including lighting along 
the Hijrah route and the extension 
of some Makkah highways.

The Ministry of Transport is 
responsible for planning and 
implementing air, land and 
sea transport in the Kingdom, 
including the maintenance of roads 
and coordination of the nation’s 
transportation system.

Meanwhile, a series of special 
exhibitions and enrichment 
initiatives will take place at the 
holy sites during Hajj to provide 
pilgrims with enhanced spiritual 
and cultural experiences as part of 
an unforgettable Hajj journey.

The programme was launched by 
the Royal Commission for Makkah 
City and Holy Sites, represented by 
the Kidana Development Company.

Transport Ministry 
Renovates Holy Sites 
Roads

As part of the latest efforts to 
promote AlUla as an increasingly 
popular summer vacation 
destination, new schedules have 
been announced for direct flights 
from within the Kingdom and the 
UAE.

Under the theme Live the World’s 
Masterpiece Summer Untold, the 
campaign also highlights the world-
class tourism and entertainment 
offerings at AlUla, which is a 
UNESCO World Heritage site, 
along with special activities and 
excursions in the coming months 
and accommodation options.

Beginning this month, Saudia will 
offer three weekly direct flights from 
Riyadh to AlUla, increasing to five 
a week from August 1 As of July 4, 
flights are operating from Jeddah to 
AlUla every day of the week except 
Fridays. And beginning on Aug. 1, 
visitors from Dammam can fly direct 

Royal Saudi Air Forces, RSAF, 
have completed preparations 
to participate in this year’s Hajj 
season, where its tasks are to 
manage the airspace of the holy 
sites, in addition to supporting 
the public security and other 
relevant government sectors in 
the air follow-up.

The Air Forces work with the 
relevant sectors in the Ministry 

of Interior to follow up the 
security and traffic plans as 
well as to monitor the ports 
of Makkah and sorting points. 
The Air Forces also support 
the Ministry of Media in the 
televised coverage of the Hajj 
rituals.

The Commander of the Air 
Force Group participating in 
this Hajj season, Col. Pilot 

Khaled Bin Abdullah Al-Mutairi, 
disclosed that the Air Force 
is working to support public 
security with a number of 
helicopters equipped with the 
advanced technologies around 
the clock.

He added that the Air Force 
is responsible for organising, 
managing and monitoring the 
airspace as well as supervising 

the air traffic of all helicopters 
participating in the Hajj season 
from all sectors.

He pointed out that the main 
objective of participation is to 
achieve security and safety for 
pilgrims and to address any 
potential risks that may affect 
the safety of pilgrims from their 
arrival until their departure 
from the holy sites.

Alula Unveils New Summer Schedule For Flights, Activities

Air Forces Supports Security 
Through Pilgrims Movement 

to AlUla on weekdays. Meanwhile, 
Flynas offers flights between Riyadh 
and AlUla every Sunday.

Flynas also offers flights to 
AlUla from the UAE. They depart 
from Dubai on Fridays and return 
flights depart every Sunday. The 
airline has said it plans to increase 
the frequency of the flights by 
September. In addition, Flydubai 
offers two flights a week to AlUla, 
on Thursdays and Sundays.

One of the attractions of AlUla 
is its weather, which is slightly 
cooler than many other parts of the 
country during the scorching Saudi 
summer. As a result, it is a popular 
location for visitors keen to enjoy 
outdoor activities such as cycling, 
camel riding, swimming or hiking 
during the day and stargazing at 
night.

Unique attractions include Jabal 
Al-Fil, or Elephant Rock, a stunning 

natural rock formation. Meanwhile 
fans of local culture and heritage can 
sign up for guided tours of historic 
locations such as Hegra, AlUla Old 
Town, and about half a dozen other 
options in and around Dadan, Jabal 
Lkmah and other locations.

More adventurous or active 
visitors might consider having 
a go at ziplining, rock climbing, 
hiking on the hidden valley trail, 
or taking in the views from the air 
on a helicopter tour. For those who 
prefer to relax and enjoy a slower-
paced vacation, stargazing remains 
a favourite activity for many, and 
there are also live concerts and other 
performances to enjoy in the Old 
Market Town.

In the Old Town of AlUla, visitors 
can chat and haggle with local 
vendors or tour the handicraft 
pavilions, where nature is the main 
component of traditional crafts.

When it is time to rest and 
recharge, visitors can sample the 
menus at many local restaurants, 
including Tama at Habitas, Suhail 
Old Town, Pink Camel Pastry 
Boutique and Circolo.

For businesses looking for 
an unforgettable location for a 
conference or team-building retreat, 
spaces at the majestic Maraya are 
available to rent. Recognized in 
2020 by Guinness World Records 
as the world’s largest mirrored 
building, it offers a capacity of up 
to 500 seats and stunning scenery 
all around.

The accommodation options 
include the popular Shaden, a four-
star resort 32 minutes from the 
airport that offers 125 rooms and 
villas; and Habitats, a five-star 
resort 45 minutes from the airport 
that will reopen on July 25 after 
maintenance work.
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King Salman has received a written 
message from Oman’s Sultan 
Haitham bin Tariq, regarding the 
strong and solid bilateral relations 
that bind the two countries, and 
ways to support and enhance them 
in various fields and on all levels.

The message was received on 
behalf of Foreign Minister Prince 
Faisal bin Farhan, by the Deputy 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Waleed 
Al-Khuraiji, during a meeting 
with Sayyid Faisal bin Turki, the 
sultanate’s ambassador to the 
Kingdom.

During the reception, they 
discussed relations between the two 
countries, and ways of enhancing 
them in various fields.

Also, major events including the 
COVID-19 pandemic and war in 
Ukraine have caused price hikes 
around the world, Saudi Minister 
of Commerce Majid Al-Qasabi 

Saudi Arabia on Tuesday took part in 
the High Level Political Forum, HLPF, 
2022, which is concerned with the 
sustainable development goals and 
working to accelerate their progress.

The forum, which is the main 
UN platform to follow up on the 
progress of the 17 SDGs and review 
its plans for 2030, is being held 
under the title: “Building back 
better from the coronavirus disease, 
COVID-19, while advancing the full 
implementation of the 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development.”

The Kingdom’s delegation is 
headed by the Ministry of Economy 
and Planning, with the participation 
of representatives from the 

ministries of education, finance, 
health, human resources and social 
development, environment, water 
and agriculture, communications 
and information technology, and 
the General Authority for Statistics.

The Kingdom’s delegation to the 
forum is led by the Undersecretary 
of the Ministry of Economy and 
Planning for Policies and Economic 
Planning Ayman bin Ishaq Afghani.

The forum, which will continue 
until July 15, will address goals 
aimed at rebuilding better after the 
pandemic, and a global outlook on 
developing the full implementation 
of the 2030 SDG agenda.

It will also focus on the goals of 

quality education, gender equality, 
life under water and on land, 
establishing partnerships to achieve 
the goals, and the importance of 
international cooperation and 
commitment to achieving the SDGs, 
taking into account low-income and 
least developed countries.

Afghani stressed the critical 
importance of the forum, saying: 
“The world is currently going through 
an important phase that requires all 
of us to cooperate and know what we 
need right now, and where we should 
be in the next stage, so that efforts 
can yield real results that will benefit 
the local and global levels.”

During the forum’s activities, 

the Kingdom’s representatives 
will highlight the roadmap plan 
developed by the country in 
coordination with stakeholders to 
achieve the SDGs, and the progress 
made through programs, initiatives 
and projects in line with the goals of 
the Saudi Vision 2030.

The 17 SDGs center around a call 
for all countries to work to promote 
prosperity and economic growth, and 
these goals include a range of social 
needs including education, health, 
social protection and employment 
opportunities, while addressing 
climate change and environmental 
protection.

King Salman Receives Letter From Oman’s Sultan

Kingdom Participates In UN-SDG Forum
Delegates attend the opening session of the High Level Political Forum. (Twitter/@naiaracc)

Saudi hip-hop music scene was 
in the spotlight at the weekend 
when local talent took to the stage 
in Riyadh at BeatRoots, a special 
music event that took place at 
AlMashtal Creative Space, in 
collaboration with Bahraini record 
label Museland.

The event, inspired by New 
York-style block parties, featured 
live performances by six Saudi 
and Bahraini artists, plus graffiti 
artists, b-boy dancing, and a 
market selling sneakers, street 
fashion and vinyl records.

AlMashtal, a creative incubator, 
regularly hosts collaborations 
with creators of various kinds, 
including musicians, visual artists 
and fashion designers. Its goal is to 
provide a platform to help creative 
talents to develop their crafts, grow 
and showcase their work.

“We really like to focus on these 
local talents, these up-and-coming 
artists that need a space to express 
themselves, to have their own 
audience, a chance to showcase 
themselves in front of an intimate 
audience; the right type of audience, 
the right type of space,” Elham 
Ghanimah, AlMashtal’s creative 
labs curator, told the media.

The night began with a mellow 
performance by Bahraini musician 
and graffiti artist Du$t. His music 
is inspired by diverse elements 
such as B-boy dancing, graffiti and 
surrealist art. He explained that it 
is important for his craft that he 
thinks outside of the box when 
creating his music, and said that he 
is pleased to see his style of music 
building a following in Saudi Arabia.

Hip-Hop Culture 
Takes Center Stage 
At Beatroots

said in a periodic government 
communication conference.

The press conference discussed 
four key areas: Global events that 
led to price increases, the Saudi 
leadership’s guidance to address the 
effects of the hikes, repercussions of 
global events on prices, as well as a 
question and answer segment.

“Let us rewind two years and 
a half back to February 2020. 
The COVID-19 pandemic was an 
economic, social and mental tsunami. 
It was the biggest economic crisis in 
the world,” Al-Qasabi said.

“This pandemic affected the whole 
world all at once, and suddenly 
without any warning. We are still 
suffering from its effects,” he added.

“We stayed in the pandemic for 
13 months, and after that, it was the 
beginning of recovery.”

After 13 months, specifically 
March 2021, there were growing 

signs of economic recovery, Al-Qasabi 
said, but warned that there was an 
increase in demand versus supply.

“The demand was more than the 
supply, and this causes an imbalance 
in the market, when the demand 
exceeds the supply. Of course, the 
result will be that prices have risen,” 
he added.

Al-Qasabi pointed to the Suez 
Canal obstruction in March 2021 as 
another event that added to global 
economic woes.

“We saw the blockage of the 
navigational movement and the 
cessation of the navigational 
movement in the Suez Canal, then 
after three months, in July 2021, the 
second variant of the virus appeared 
and imposed a curfew again, which 
caused the closure of some ports and 
some cities,” he said.

In February 2022, the Russia-
Ukraine conflict began. The 

minister said that the war affected 
transportation, too.

“We had a crisis between Russia 
and Ukraine, and we still do not 
know how long this crisis will last. 
These events combined, overlapped 
and completed, leading to a crisis in 
transportation and supply chains,” 
he said.

The transportation and supply 
chain crisis includes the disruption 
of some transportation ports, such as 
the main port of Shanghai, a six-fold 
increase in the cost of transportation, 
as well as surging freight insurance 
rates.

Al-Qasabi hailed King Salman’s 
royal order that approved the 
allocation of SR20 billion, $5.32 
billion, to help citizens mitigate the 
impacts of rising global prices.

Half of the allocated money will go 
to social insurance beneficiaries and 
the Citizen Account Programme.



BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

Residents of the Federal Capital Territory, 
FCT, yesterday woke up to the shocking 
news that men of the underworld beat 
security intelligence and attacked 
the popular Kuje medium security 
correctional centre a few kilometres to 
the FCT City centre adjudged to be safe 
and secured. Many of the affected people 
especially those living around the prison 
community and Kuje Local Council Area 
down to Gwagwalada and Lugbe, airport 
road are in great panic.

Consequently, President Muhammadu 
Buhari in a show of empathy and 
spirit-lifting yesterday before leaving 
for Senegal visited the attacked Kuje 
Custodial Centre , expresses deep 
shock, saying, “He is disappointed 
over poor intelligence gathering by 
security operatives”, and demanded for 
a comprehensive report on the attack by 
terrorist group.

AljazirahNigeria had reported that 
terrorists attacked the correctional centre 
and freed inmates including 64 of their 
members.

Meanwhile the Islamic State in West 
Africa Province, ISWAP, has claimed 
responsibility for the attack on Kuje 
Prison in Abuja. In footage yesterday 
night, the terrorist sect showed some 
of its men shooting their way into the 
facility.

Tens of fighters were seen marching in 
groups while vehicles and buildings were 
on fire in the 38 seconds video.

An elderly man dressed in a native 
attire also joined the young men who 
were shouting on top of their voices. The 
Islamic State’s A’maq Agency released 
the video with the caption: “Fighters 
of Islamic State attacked Kuje prison in 
Abuja yesterday and succeeded in freeing 
dozens of prisoners”.

The words were written in Arabic.
When he visited the prison on 

Wednesday morning, Bashir Magashi, 
Minister of Defence, said the attackers 
headed towards the direction where Boko 

Haram suspects were kept.
Magashi said after the attack none of 

the 64 Boko Haram suspects in custody 
could be located.

“The prison is accommodating about 
994 inmates and over 600 escaped. Many 
people have been recaptured and brought 
back to the prison. Maybe by the close 
of the day, more will have been captured 
and returned”.

“I think everything is under control. 
The people who came to do this activity, 
from the records, we believe they belong 
to a particular group. Most likely, they are 
Boko Haram members because we have a 
sizable number of Boko Haram terrorists 
suspects in detention, and presently we 
cannot locate any of them. I think they 
are 64 or more in the prison and none 
of them now is available; they have all 
escaped”, he told the public.

However, there was a mild drama at 
the Kuje correctional centre as an officer 
in charge of money meant for some of 
the influential prisoners raised the alarm 
that terrorists ransacked the offices and 
made away with  the sum of  N82 million, 
$36,000 cash belonging to inmates.

The money had been kept with at least 
five prison officials, including those 
manning the commissary, for several 
months, our sources said.

 Inmates held at Kuje Correctional 
Centre in Abuja are threatening a deadly 
riot after officials claimed a large chunk 

of money kept for the prisoners had been 
carted away by terrorists insurgents who 
breached the facility on Tuesday night, 
two sources with information told our 
correspondent.

 The money had been kept with at 
least five prison officials, including those 
manning the commissary, for several 
months, officials said.

 “One prison guard told 13 inmates this 
afternoon that all the money they kept 
with him had been stolen,” an official 
said. “He bluntly told them that the N26 
million is no longer in his possession.”

 Nigeria Security and Civil Defence 
Corps ,NSCDC, yesterday described 
a personnel of the Corps, Insp Ilyasu 
Abraham who was killed during Tuesday’s 
Kuje Correctional Service attack as a 
gallant officer.

NSCDC Public Relations Officer 
,PRO, Mr Olusola Odumosu during an 
interview with newsmen, said that the 
deceased personnel were deployed to the 
correctional facility three years ago.

Odumosu said that the circumstances 
surrounding the death of the officer was 
unfortunate.

“Late Abraham who was shot, fought  
bravely before his death as the attack was 
unexpected.

“The Corps Commandant-General ,CG, 
Ahmed Audi is saddened by the death of 
Abraham.

”The CG has assured the family of 
the slain personnel that all necessary 
compensation will be delivered in due 
time”, he said.

Reports that suspended Deputy 
Commissioner of Police, Abba Kyari, 
was among inmates that escaped from 
the Kuje Medium Security Custodial 
Centre, Abuja, on Tuesday night, is false, 
AljazirahNigeria authoritatively has 
learned.

 Recall that besides Kyari, other high 
personalities in the prison are former 
governor of Taraba State, Jolly Nyame, 
and Farouk Lawan, a former member of 
the House of Representatives.

Buhari Magashi Kyari

Kuje Jailbreak: Fear Grips Abuja Residents
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I think they are 
64 or more in the 
prison and none 
of them now is 
available; they 
have all escaped...

“

Panic as Buhari expresses disappointment over poor intelligence

Defence Minister confirms escape of 64 terrorists
ISWAP claims responsibility, releases video

Four inmates dead, 16 injured, 443 recaptured and 551 at large – NCoS spokesman
’Abba Kyari not missing’



Minister of State for Petroleum 
Resources, Chief Timipre Slyva 
has blamed the challenges 
associated with fuel supply 
to the forces of deregulation 
and distribution chain 
system largely controlled by 
independent oil marketers.

The minister said the 
Nigeria National Petroleum 
Corporation, NNPC, Limited, 
had ensured adequate supply of 
products but marketing outlets 
bent on short-changing the 
populace by hiking the price are 
largely responsible for the crisis.

Sylva gave the clarification 
yesterday after the Federal 
Executive Council, FEC, 
meeting presided over by 
President Muhammadu Buhari.

“Of course, I was expecting 
that question. Frankly, it is not 
a supply issue, as you can also 
confirm. So it is not from us. 
But you know when you have 
an arbitrary opportunity, people 
will tend to take advantage of it. 
These are some of the fallouts of 
the subsidy regime.

“If you look at it, there are no 
queues when you leave Abuja. 
It is only in Abuja metropolis 
that you continue to have these 
queues. Is it that there is less 
supply to Abuja than the rest 
of the country? It is not so. It is 
because if you go out of Abuja, 
they can afford to probably sell 
at higher prices. I am sure a lot 
of you must be buying at higher 
prices, within Abuja, because of 
the watchful eyes of the federal 
government, they cannot sell at 
those prices.

“So it is not a very attractive 
market for them. I think 
these are the things that we 
might have to deal with for a 
while until we are able to fully 
deregulate.

“But that actually is the 
problem, it is not a supply 
problem, the country is well 
supplied as it is. NNPC has a 
very good supply. So it is not 
a problem from us, it is the 
marketers. We are engaging and 
will continue to engage them. In 
fact, before now NATO said, Oh, 
because diesel prices were now 
going up. And of course, you 
know that diesel is deregulated 
already.

“So, because diesel prices 
have gone up, the cost of 
moving product has also gone 
up and therefore, we must try 
to do something about the 
bridging cost. We did that with 
them, we were able to respond 
to that and they were able to do 
something for NATO.

“Of course, the rest of the 
marketers are also saying oh no, 
we must try to add a few things 
for them here and there. But we 
can’t continue as a government 
to increase subsidy, we cannot 
continue to do that. Because of 
it, they are now saying in Abuja 
metropolis where they feel it 
is right at the centre, they are 
not supplying the product as 
they are doing in other places. 

Independent 
Marketers 
Responsible For 
Fuel Queues In FCT 
– FG

FROM ABDULLAHI IDRIS (BAUCHI) AND 

SEGUN AYINDE, ABEOKUTA

Federal Road Safety 
Corps, FRSC, Bauchi 
State Command, is to 
deploy 987 personnel for 
the 2022 Eid-el-Kabir 
special patrol to ensure an 
accident-free celebration.

The Sector Commander, 
Yusuf Abdullahi said 
the personnel comprise 
regular, special marshals 
and First Road Traffic 
Corps Respondents, RTC, 
from five major routes in 
and out of Bauchi State.

For logistics, the 
command is deploying 
six ambulances; 10 patrol 
vehicles; one heavy-duty 
tow truck; two power 
bikes mainly for highway 
surveillance, speed control 
patrol and alert motorists 
of obstructions and failed 
part of highways

Also, communication 
equipment will be put at 
its optimum level while 
interconnectivity will 
be accorded the desired 
attention as other sister 
security agencies networks 
are all connected for 
prompt response and 
synergy for a hitch-free 
Sallah festival.

It gave its free toll 
number as 122 & 112.

“Health service 
providers are also in 
collaboration with the 
command to provide 
prompt services to 
RTC victims to curtail 
fatality. To that effect, 
two roadside clinics to 
manage RTC victims and 
the immediate community 
have been established.

“Offices in the 20 local 
government areas are 
fully activated to ensure 
prompt response to road 
traffic issues, as well as 
clear obstructions, RTC. 
PE and traffic control 
while five help areas to be 
positioned on all routes 
in and out of Bauchi have 
been created”, the sector 
commander disclosed.

In another development, 
the police in Ogun State 
have arrested two men for 
allegedly stealing Sallah 
ram worth N120,000 
belonging to one Sodiq 
Abolore in Ogijo area.

The suspects, Adetunji 
Alagbe and Opeyemi 
Ogunlokun were arrested 
on July 5.

The State Police Public 
Relations Officer, DSP 
Abimbola Oyeyemi 
confirmed this to 
newsmen in a statement 
in Abeokuta, yesterday.

Eid-El Kabir: 
Bauchi FRSC 
Deploys 987 
Personnel For 
Special Patrol
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BY DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

Two members of the All 
Progressives Congress, 
APC, Zakari Maigari and 
Zubainatu Mohammed, 
yesterday, approached the 
Federal High Court in Abuja 
for an order stopping the 
party from replacing Alhaji 
Kabiru Masari as the running 
mate to the presidential flag 
bearer, Ahmed Bola Tinubu, 
in the 2023 presidential 
election.

The duo prayed the court 
to restrain the Independent 
National Electoral 
Commission, INEC, from 
accepting any other person 
as Masari’s replacement, 
pending the hearing and 
determination of the suit.

The plaintiffs, who 
disclosed that they were 

Although the Economic 
and Financial Crimes 
Commission, EFCC, 
represented by Mr Chile 
Okoroma had tried to oppose 
the request, the commission 
soft-pedalled when Justice 
Ekwo explained that the 
request would be granted 
with a caveat by the court.

While granting the request, 
Justice Ekwo ordered 

delegates in the recently 
conducted presidential 
primary election, requested 
the court among other 
things, to determine, if with 
regard to the combined effect 
of Sections 142(1) and 29(1), 
31 and 33 of the Electoral 
Act, it is legally possible for 
Masari to withdraw as the 
vice presidential candidate 
of APC.

They also asked the court 
to determine if it was legally 
possible to substitute or 
replace Masari with another 
person.

Cited as first to fourth 
defendants in the suit 
marked FHC/ABJ 
CS/1059/2022, are the APC, 
INEC, Tinubu and Masari.

They also want the court 
to determine whether in 

the lawmaker to return 
the passport to the court 
registrar not later than three 
days of his arrival into the 
country. The judge held that 
he would declare him wanted 
if he attempts to abuse the 
favour granted him.

Justice Ekwo subsequently 
fixed November 7 for his trial 
in the money laundering 
criminal charges brought 
against him by the federal 
government.

view of the joint ticket 
provision in Section 142(1) 
of the Constitution of the 
Federal Republic of Nigeria, 
1999, the withdrawal of 
Masari does not entail the 
automatic withdrawal of 
Tinubu as APC’s candidate.

Whether having regard to 
the provisions of Sections 
29(1), 31 and 33 of the 
Electoral Act 2022, the first 
defendant, APC, is entitled 
to submit the name of any 
other person to replace the 
fourth defendant, Masari, 
as the vice presidential 
candidate without holding 
a fresh primary election to 
produce a fresh presidential 
candidate.

The plaintiffs also asked 
the court to determine 
if the third defendant, 

Tinubu, having nominated 
the fourth defendant in 
the suit, in compliance 
with Section 142(1) of the 
Constitution of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria, 1999, 
if the third defendant can 
subsequently undertake or 
effect nomination of any 
other person to replace 
Masari and whether upon 
withdrawal of the fourth 
defendant or under any 
other circumstance, in view 
of the provisions of Sction 
33 of the Electoral Act, 2022.

They argued that Section 
187 (1) of the constitution 
created the governorship 
and deputy governorship 
joint ticket, just as Section 
142(1) established the joint-
ticket for the presidential and 
vice presidential candidates.

Court Permits Okorocha To 
Travel For Medical Care

Tinubu’s Running Mate: Court Asked To 
Stop APC From Replacing Masari

 President Muhammadu Buhari receiving briefing from security officials during his visit to the Kuje Correctional Centre following 
Tuesday night terrorist attack on the facility in Abuja. PHOTO: NAN

Okorocha
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BY MBACHU GODWIN, ABUJA

Ahead of the 2023 general 
elections, a former governor 
of Bauchi State, Alhaji Isa 
Yuguda has asked Nigerians 
to rally support for the 
candidate of the ruling All 
Progressives Congress, APC, 
Ahmed Bola Tinibu, saying 
he remains the best to fix the 
country.

Yuguda, a former Minister 
of Transportation and 
Director-General of Jack 
Rich Presidential Campaign 
Organization, noted that 
Tinibu’s experience and 
performance in Lagos 
as governor needs to be 
replicated at the center to 
tackle most of the challenges 
being faced in the country.

Speaking to 
AljazirahNigeria in an 
exclusive interview in 
Abuja yesterday, the former 
governor disclosed that Jack 
Rich Presidential Campaign 
Organization would work 
for the victory of the party’s 
candidate at the poll, urging 
other contestants to lend 
their support to Tinubu’s 
candidature.

He said “for the 2023 
election, Tinubu is the best 
as far as the APC and Nigeria 
is concerned. In 1999–
2007, he came out with the 
best score card and today 
you are demonizing him 
so that you deny Nigeria 
the benefit of somebody 
who can help it. Where 
were they when he was 
governor, if Tinubu out of 
36 governors turned around 
the economy of Lagos and 
you talk of certificate, is 
that not enough certificate 
for him, Nigerians should 
stop deceiving themselves, 
he is the best”.

On his speculated running 
mate, he noted that the 
APC presidential candidate 
should be allowed to pick his 
vice, as he has the capacity 
to do so.

“The former Lagos State 
governor has the capacity to 
harness the best of talents in 
the north. He should be able 
to get many curriculum vitae 
from the north and let him 
take the decision himself”, 
he insisted.

He maintained that 
Nigerians should talk about 
the best and not religion.

“If we have a Christian-
Christian ticket for God’s 
sake, the north should 
give him support; what 
matters is somebody who 
can guarantee justice and 
work for him. Let him bring 
somebody from the moon, I 
will support him”.

2023 Presidency: 
Tinibu Best 
Candidate To Fix 
Nigeria- Yuguda

BY CALEB ISHAYA

Opposition Peoples 
Democratic Party, PDP, has 
condemned the recent attack 
at Kuje correctional facility 
which led to the death of 
inmates and security personnel 
on Tuesday night.

The PDP expressed worry 
over the spate of insecurity 
and the audacity with which 
terrorists ravage the country 
unchallenged under the 
leadership of the ruling All 
Progressives Congress, APC.

A statement signed by the 
National Publicity Secretary 
of the party, Debo Ologunagba 
said “the simultaneous 
terrorist attacks on the 
advance convoy of President 
Muhammadu Buhari in 
Katsina State, as well as the 
correctional facility in Abuja, 
underscore the collapse of 
our security command and 
control structure under 
the failed, ineffective and 
uncoordinated Buhari-led APC 
administration.

“The terrorist attack on 
President Buhari’s convoy in 
his home State of Katsina, as 
well as the ferocious invasion 
and the freeing of hundreds of 
terrorists and criminals from 
the Kuje Correctional Facility 
confirm that Mr President has 
lost control of the security of 
the nation and that Nigerians 
are no longer safe under the 
APC.

“The escalated spate of 
terrorism across the country 
has heightened apprehensions 
of complicity by the APC to 
open up our nation to more 
terrorist attacks with the 
view to stall the 2023 general 
elections’’.

He noted that the failure of 
the APC administration to act 
on the intelligence provided 
by the Directorate of State 
Services, DSS, which on Tuesday 
July 5, reportedly warned of 
an impending attack on Kuje 
Correctional Facility gives 
credence to fears by Nigerians 
of complicity.

“This is in addition to reports 
that soldiers deployed to the 
precinct of Kuje Correctional 
Facility and who had become 
familiar with the terrain were 
redeployed 24 hours before the 
terrorists attacked.

“The PDP demands that 
the APC government should 
come clean on who ordered 
the reported redeployment of 
soldiers and who failed to act 
on the intelligence provided by 
the DSS’’.

Ologunagba recalled the 
public confession by the Kaduna 
State Governor, Mallam Nasir el-
Rufai at the wake of the bloody 
Abuja-Kaduna terrorist attack 
that the APC-led administration 
knows the whereabouts and the 
plans of the terrorists ravaging 
our nation but deliberately 
refused to act.

“It is rather distressing 
that President Buhari appears 
helpless without any decisive 
and concrete steps taken to stem 
the tide of terrorist attacks in 
our country.

“Even more curious is that 
he continues to retain Mr 
Isa Pantami as Minister of 
Communications and Digital 
Economy to head and coordinate 
this very critical sector in 
the fight against terrorism 
in our country in spite of his 
confession of affiliation to 
terrorists.

“With the sequence of 
events in the last 48 hours, 
it is clear to Nigerians that 
the APC government headed 
by President Buhari has 
failed in the basic purpose of 
government which is to secure 
life and properties of citizens’’.

The PDP also called on the 
National Assembly to pass 
a vote of no confidence on 
Pantami and insist on his 
immediate removal as minister. 
The National Assembly should 
also immediately summon 
the security chiefs for a 
thorough investigation on the 
circumstances resulting in the 
failure of Nigeria’s security 
system.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT

Bandits who abducted 
passengers on the ill-fated 
Kaduna-Abuja train in 
March have again threatened 
to slaughter the remaining 
51 victims after 24 hours.

In a viral audio, a man 
believed to be one of the 
bandits, threatened to 
slaughter the victims due to 
government’s failure to seek 
for their release.

It would be recalled that 
a negotiator for the release 
of the victims, Tukur Mamu 
had a few days ago, raised 
alarm over the health 
condition of the victims, 
saying they are being 
threatened by snake bites 
and other diseases.

Mamu, who later disclosed 
that one of the victims 
was shot as a warning to 
hasten the response to the 
agreement between the 

federal government and the 
bandits, confirmed yesterday 
that the audio was real and 
that the group had fixed 
Wednesday (yesterday) to 
carry out the threat.

According to him, the 
terrorists got provoked 
on Monday after giving 
government another 
opportunity to respond to 
the agreement.

“I was crying and pleading 
with them that since there 

is a delay from government, 
they should discuss with the 
family members directly to 
negotiate the victims release.

“Based on the plea, they 
agreed to negotiate directly 
with the victims families.

“But they said they are 
giving us till Wednesday, 
that if there is nothing 
concrete from those that are 
interested in the negotiation, 
they will start slaughtering 
some of the victims”, he said.

Kuje Attack: PDP Demands Answer 
To Redeployment Of Soldiers

Abuja-Kaduna Attack: Bandits Threaten To Slaughter Hostages After 24 Hours

President Muhammadu Buhari during his visit to the Kuje Correctional Centre which was attacked on Tuesday night by 
terrorists in Abuja. PHOTO: NAN 

FROM ABDULLAHI IDRIS, BAUCHI

All Progressives Congress, 
APC, Bauchi State chapter, 
has condemned the recent 
leadership crisis in the House 
of Assembly which led to an 
attempt to burn down the 
Assembly Complex.

This followed a violent attack 
on 22 lawmakers during which 
six were injured while their 
cars and guest houses were 
vandalized.

The party described the 
situation as broad-day robbery 
of democratic freedom and 
flagrant violation of the rule 
of law.

Addressing journalists, the 
State APC Deputy Chairman, 
Alhaji Muhammad Alhassan 
alleged that the development 
was masterminded in the 
form of political intimidation, 
victimization and threat to 
political opponents by the state 
government led by the Peoples 
Democratic Party, PDP.

“It remains fresh in 
our memories the recent 
utterances of the governor 
after he lost the PDP 
presidential primaries in 
June when he said in Hausa 
translated as thus: ‘We are out 
for battle, we are not afraid of 
evil plan, we are not afraid of 
charms, we are not afraid of 
dastardliness, we are not afraid 
of deceit, our morale were 
boasted, I wish the election 
holds tomorrow… Chaauu…’

“We recall that in July 
2021, Governor Mohammed 
had stated in a public address 
which was widely reported by 
the press as follows: ‘I know 
some leaders who are busy 
bringing criminals to the 
state; I will talk when the time 
comes. … But certainly, we are 
not afraid of them.

“You have seen what is 
manifesting in Bauchi of 
recent, criminality everywhere, 
kidnapping and stealing; it is 
not just like that. We have 
security reports and we know 
those behind it. And because 
we are allowing everybody to 
go round in Bauchi does not 
mean that we cannot stop 
them.

“No matter how big a person 
is, we can stop him from 
coming to Bauchi… you will 
see a different Mohammed 
from next month, because we 
have been keeping quiet for too 
long and people are taking us 
for granted”, the party leader 
recalled.

The party further recalled 
that six lawmakers were 
beaten and injured in addition 
to threat of murder and 
intimidation while their official 
and personal vehicles were 
destroyed and other personal 
valuables carted away.

Bauchi Assembly 
Crisis: APC 
Condemns 
Attempt To Set 
Complex Ablaze
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BY UCHE OYEALI

President Muhammadu 
Buhari has reshuffled 
his cabinet with newly-
designated ministers 
given portfolios.

The development 
affected 11 ministerial 
positions. Former 
Minister of State for 
Health, Dr Olorunnimbe 
Mamora was appointed 
Minister of Science and 
Technology; former 
Minister of Power, 
Mu’azu Jaji Sambo 
is the new Minister 
of Transportation, 
Umanna Okon Umanna 
is the Minister of Niger 
Delta Affairs; former 
Minister of State for 
Environment, Sharon 
Ikeazor moves to Niger 
Delta Ministry as the 
Minister of State while 
former Minister of State 
for Transportation, 
Gbemisola Saraki is now 
the Minister of State 
for Mines and Steel 
Development.

Others are Umar 
Ibrahim EI-Yakub as 
Minister of State for 
Works and Housing; 
Goodluck Nanah 
Opiah is the Minister 
of State for Education; 
Ekumankama Joseph 
Nkama takes over 
as Minister of State 
for Health; Henry 
Ikechukwu Ikoh is 
Minister of State for 
Science and Technology; 
Odum Udi is Minister of 
State for Environment 
while Ademola Adewole 
Adegoroye was 
appointed Minister of 
State for Transportation.

Seven ministers 
whose appointment was 
confirmed by the Senate 
on June 29 were sworn 
in by the president 
before yesterday’s 
Federal Executive 
Council, FEC, meeting.

They are Umanna, 
El-Yakub, Opiah, 
Nkama, Udi, Adegoroye 
and Ikoh, who were 
appointed to fill the 
vacuum left by the 
resignation of Rotimi 
Amaechi, Ogbonnaya 
Onu and five others.

FROM INIOBONG SUNDAY, UYO

Corps members yesterday 
took to the streets to protest 
the attack on their lodge by 
armed hoodlums along Udo 
Ekong Ekwere Street in Uyo, 
the Akwa Ibom State capital.

The protesting corps 
members lamented that some 
of their female colleagues 
were raped with personal 
belongings including cash, 
phones and laptops carted 
away by the criminals.

Narrating their ordeals, 
Emeka Emmanuel explained 
that the incident happened at 
about 1am yesterday

“They arrived on a tricycle, 
popularly called Keke 
and immediately started 
operation. They beamed 
high intensity torchlight 
everywhere, pounced on 
every door with heavy iron 
and threatened to shoot us 
if we fail to cooperate”, he 
explained.

A female corps member, 
who spoke on condition of 
anonymity while fighting 
back tears, said her phones, 
laptop and cash were 
forcefully taken from her 
after the hoodlums gained 
entry into her room from the 
back door.

“You know at that period 
of the night, most of us 
females, we sleep naked and 
the suddenness of the attack 
caught us unprepared. They 
beamed the torch through 
the window and threatened 
to shoot if the door is not 
quickly opened.

“I have never heard of this 
anywhere in Nigeria, even in 
the north where insecurity 
is at the highest peak, that 
corps members could be 
deliberately targeted, raped 
and robbed by criminals at 
gun point. Is it because we 
are not from Akwa Ibom that 
no one could hear our shouts 
and come to save us?” she 
lamented.

However, Nsikak Ibanga, 
a night guard at the Nigeria 
Union of Journalists, NUJ, 
secretariat along Information 
Drive, overlooking the lodge, 
told our correspondent that 
he “raised alarm by hitting 
the supporting pillars 
holding the reconstructed 
NUJ auditorium. The sound 
reverberated across the 
whole area but there was no 
response”.

Another neighbour, Bassey 
Offiong said “when I heard 
the noise, I quickly reached 
out to the police at Ikot 
Akpanabia Command, which 
is very close here, but they 
arrived a little late, after the 
criminals had finished and 
left with their tricycle’’.

Buhari 
Tasks New 
Ministers 
On Loyalty, 
Re-assigns 
Mamora, 
Others

Corps Members 
Protest Attack On 
A’Ibom NYSC Lodge

During yesterday’s 
proceedings, NIMC, through 
its lawyer, Mr Muazu 
Mohammed, notified the 
court that it could not comply 
with the order, as it was not 
served with hearing notice 
before it was issued.

Though NIMC initially 
asked for the order to be set 
aside, it later amended its 

motion and requested that it 
should rather be directed to 
submit Ukpo’s bio-data to the 
AGF instead of Ekweremadu’s 
lawyers.

The request was not 
opposed by Chief Adegboyega 
Awomolo (SAN), who 
represented Ekweremadu and 
his wife. Consequently, Justice 
Ekwo granted the application 
as prayed.

It would be recalled that 

London Metropolitan Police 
had arrested and charged 
Ekweremadu and his wife to 
court for allegedly bringing 
“a child” (Ukpo) to the UK for 
organ harvesting.

Though the UK police 
alleged that Ukpo is 15 years 
old, personal details on both 
his international passport 
and Bank Verification 
Number, BVN, showed that 
he is 21 years. This led the 

Ekweremadus, who are still in 
detention in the UK, through 
their lawyers, to approach the 
court in Nigeria, praying it to 
order NIMC to supply them 
with the CTC of Ukpo’s bio-
data in a suit marked FHC/
ABJ/CS/984/2022, with the 
comptroller-general of the NIS, 
Stanbic-IBTC Bank, United 
Bank of Africa and Nigeria 
Inter-Bank Settlement 
System as defendants.

Ekweremadu: Court Orders NIMC To Submit 
Ukpo’s Bio-data For Transmission To Uk
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I, MUSA MATHEW ADAMU, OF DUTSE BAUPMA, BWARI, 
FCT ABUJA, HEREBY INFORM THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
OF THE LOSS OF MY  ORIGINAL  CUSTOMARY  RIGHT 
OF OCCUPANCY (R OF O)  IN RESPECT OF   PLOT NO. 
1099 MEASURING ABOUT 900 SQM , KUBWA EXT. IIIB 
LAYOUT, BWARI AREA COUNCIL, FCT ABUJA, DATED 
15/5/2001 BEARING LAMIDO IDRIS. 

THE SAID DOCUMENT GOT LOST ON 20TH JULY 2019 
WHILE I WAS ON TRANSIT ALONG BWARI - DUTSE ROAD, 
FCT ABUJA.

ALL EFFORTS MADE TO TRACE  THE MISSING DOCUMENT 
PROVED ABORTIVE.  IF FOUND PLEASE CONTACT THE 
NEAREST POLICE STATION.  CONCERNED AUTHORITIES 
AND GENERAL PUBLIC SHOULD TAKE NOTE.

LOSS OF DOCUMENT

I, MUSA MATHEW ADAMU, OF DUTSE BAUPMA, BWARI, 
FCT ABUJA, HEREBY INFORM THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
OF THE LOSS OF MY  ORIGINAL  CUSTOMARY  RIGHT 
OF OCCUPANCY (R OF O)  IN RESPECT OF   PLOT NO. 
2144 MEASURING ABOUT 750 SQM, KUBWA EXT. IIIB 
LAYOUT, BWARI AREA COUNCIL, FCT ABUJA, DATED 
15/5/2001 BEARING POOPODA  A. SOLOMON. 

THE SAID DOCUMENT GOT LOST ON 20TH JULY 2019 
WHILE I WAS ON TRANSIT ALONG BWARI - DUTSE ROAD, 
FCT ABUJA.

ALL EFFORTS MADE TO TRACE  THE MISSING DOCUMENT 
PROVED ABORTIVE.  IF FOUND PLEASE CONTACT THE 
NEAREST POLICE STATION. CONCERNED AUTHORITIES 
AND GENERAL PUBLIC SHOULD TAKE NOTE.

LOSS OF DOCUMENT

I, MUSA MATHEW ADAMU, OF DUTSE BAUPMA, BWARI, 
FCT ABUJA, HEREBY INFORM THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
OF THE LOSS OF MY  ORIGINAL  CUSTOMARY  RIGHT 
OF OCCUPANCY (R OF O)  IN RESPECT OF   PLOT NO. 
2165 MEASURING ABOUT 500 SQM, KUBWA EXT. IIIB 
LAYOUT, BWARI AREA COUNCIL, FCT ABUJA, DATED 
15/5/2001 BEARING NELSON ELEMU. 

THE SAID DOCUMENT GOT LOST ON 20TH JULY 2019 
WHILE I WAS ON TRANSIT ALONG BWARI - DUTSE ROAD, 
FCT ABUJA.

ALL EFFORTS MADE TO TRACE  THE MISSING DOCUMENT 
PROVED ABORTIVE.  IF FOUND PLEASE CONTACT THE 
NEAREST POLICE STATION.  CONCERNED AUTHORITIES 
AND GENERAL PUBLIC SHOULD TAKE NOTE.

LOSS OF DOCUMENT

I, formerly known, called and addressed as 
DANIEL LYNDA AKUKI, now wish to be called 
and addressed as LYNDA AJUMA AKUKI. All 
former documents remain valid. The general 

public should please take note.

AJUMA

I, formerly known, called and addressed as JOEL 
AMAEBI WHITE, now wish to be called and 

addressed as IKEINKA AMAEBI WHITE. All 
former documents remain valid. Banks and the 

general public should please take note.

IKEINKA

I, formerly known, called and addressed as MISS. 
NWADIKE FAUSTINA NGAKUDI, now wish to 
be called and addressed as MRS. ONWUSONYE 

FAUSTINA NGAKUDI. All former documents remain 
valid. The general public should please take note.

ONWUSONYE

I, formerly known, called and addressed as 
MNGEREM DANIEL MKAVGA, now wish to 
be called and addressed as WATERS DANIEL. 

All former documents remain valid. The general 
public should please take note.

WATERS

I, formerly known, called and addressed as 
OGBOCHI  BLESSING, now wish to be called 

and addressed as SESE DITIMI. All former 
documents remain valid. Banks and the general 

public should please take note.

DITIMI
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Repentance Of 50,000 Insurgents 
Will Ensure Lasting Peace – Zulum
FROM HASSAN JIRGI, MAIDUGURI

Borno State governor, 
Babagana Zulum said proper 
handling of the over 50,000 
repentant terrorists currently 
in rehabilitation camps would 
encourage others still in the 
forest to lay down their arms 
and surrender for the return 
of peace and development to 
Borno and other parts of the 
North-East ravaged by the 
lingering insurgency.

Governor Zulum stated this 
while inaugurating a committee 
on the repatriation of Borno 

citizens living as refugees in 
Chad, Niger and Cameroon 
and another committee for 
the management of repentant 
insurgents.

He added that the 
committee would also manage 
the repentant insurgents 
particularly, how they are 
to come out of the bush, 
their rehabilitation and 
reintegration into the society.

He explained that already, 
the federal government 
had constituted a similar 
committee on the repatriation 
of victims of insurgency 
taking refuge in neighbouring 

countries.
According to him, the federal 

committee is headed by Vice 
President Yemi Osinbajo and 
would collaborate with that of 
Borno for synergy.

The governor, however, 
noted that there is currently, 
a challenge of lack of space to 
accommodate surrendering 
insurgents as all the three 
camps provided for them have 
been filled to capacity.

He therefore said 
government had discussed 
with the Theatre Commander 
of Operation Hadin Kai, Major-
General Christopher Musa on 

the need to have bigger camps.
While reiterating the state’s 

commitment to fund the 
activities of the committee, 
Zulum said it should also look 
for other sources of funding 
from public and private 
organizations.

He said a few months ago, 
the state secured 15 million 
Euros as support from 
Germany and is being managed 
by the United Nations 
Development Programme, 
UNDP, adding that henceforth, 
the committee would be 
involved in the management 
of the funds.

BORNO

 From left: News Ministers: Ekumankama Joseph from Ebonyi State; Goodluck Nanah Opiah from Imo State and Umar El-Yakub 
from Kano taking oath of office before President Muhammadu Buhari during  the Federal Executive Council Meeting at the 
Presidential Villa, Abuja, yesterday. PHOTO: NAN 

FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Management of Nigerian 
Maritime Administration 
and Safety Agency, 
NIMASA, has tasked 
the leadership of the 
Association of Coastal and 
Waterways Communities 
of Nigeria, ACWCN, on 
the empowerment of its 
members on coastal skills 
pending when opportunities 
would arise for employment 
and other forms of 
economically beneficial 
engagements.

Acting Coordinator of 
NIMASA, Central Zonal 
Operational Office in Warri, 
Mr Friday Opuene gave the 
charge when the agency 
played host to the leadership 
of ACWCN.

Opuene, who is also the 
Zonal Officer of Edo, Delta 
and Ondo States, said the 
executives of ACWCN could 
document their requests 
to the zonal office for 
routing to the head office 
of NIMASA, assuring that 
their requests considered 
to be reasonable would be 
properly addressed.

He stated that NIMASA 
had embarked on some 
community development 
projects in the past and 
would welcome suggestions 
as regards the need of 
communities.

The Delta State Chairman 
of ACWCN, Engr Tuoyo 
Woligho explained that 
“the idea for a platform or 
an association for coastal 
and waterways communities 
in Nigeria was conceived in 
2019 by some credible and 
passionate indigenes of 
the area who felt the pains 
of longtime exploitation, 
degradation and total 
neglect of the affected areas 
by successive governments 
and their agencies and 
corporate organizations 
operating in the area.

“The sole purpose of this 
initiative is to represent, 
protect and defend the 
interest of the community, 
promote sustainable peace, 
clean environment and 
improve living in coastal 
and waterways communities 
through peaceful dialogue 
and consultation with 
relevant authorities.

“We want to use this 
medium to formally 
appreciate the efforts of the 
federal government and its 
agencies like the Ministry 
of Transport, NIMASA, 
NNPC, NPA, NIWA and 
others for the ongoing plans 
to dredge Warri River from 
the Escravos Bay down to 
Burutu, Warri, Koko and 
Sapele Ports.

NIMASA Tasks 
ACWCN On 
Coastal Skill 
Dev’t
DELTA

Ikubese, Fasoranti, Others Inducted Into ‘Ondo State Hall Of Fame’

Two Arraigned For Assaulting Elders Over Witchcraft Activities

Government, SSG, Oladunni 
Odu, congratulated the 
inductees and advised them 
not to relax but ensure that 
they add more value to the 
state.

Some of the inductees are 
the Special Adviser to the 
Governor on Health, Dr Dayo 
Faduyile; Afenifere leaders, 
Chief Reuben Fasoranti, Chief 
Sehinde Arogbofa; Tunde 
Adegbomire (SAN) and others.

In his remark, Dr Ikubese 
dedicated the feat to God 
and the less privileged in the 
society.

The convener of YesWeFit 
Movement and former 
presidential aspirant said, “I 
was inducted into the Ondo 
State Hall of Fame alongside 
other dignitaries on Sunday, 
July 3.

“I appreciate this honour 
and dedicate this recognition 
to the less privileged in the 
society”, he concluded.

During the event, the book, 
‘Who Is Who In Ondo State’ 
was launched, featuring 
personalities who have made 
impact in various fields of 
human endeavor, yours 

sincerely being privileged to 
have been so featured in the 
health sector”.

Ikubese was honored for his 
outstanding and humanitarian 
feats in the health sector over 
the years, which includes 
rendering free antenatal 
services and deliveries to 
pregnant women since 2002, 
as well as free caesarean 
section to pregnant women 
with higher order multiple 
gestation, an uncommon 
gesture that has won him 
several laurels from far and 
near.

The suspects were alleged to 
have assaulted some elders in 
the community and accused 
them of witchcraft activities.

The prosecution had told 
the court that Chief Moses 
Jir and David Zaki both of 
Tse-Tsua community in Gwer 
Local Government Area, 
reported to the police that 14 

persons led by one Aondoseer 
Ordam including the accused 
conspired and invited some 
elders of the community 
to a meeting which they 
unknowingly attended.

He explained that during 
the meeting, the accused and 
others who called themselves 
youths tied the elders to 

bamboo sticks and threatened 
to kill them, accusing them of 
being responsible for the death 
of one Terngu John through 
witchcraft.

According to the prosecuting 
police officer, during police 
investigation, the two accused 
were arrested, while others are 
still at large.

ONDO

BENUE

FROM FUNSO OJO AKURE

Medical Director of Sckyé 
Hospital, Dr Thomas-Wilson 
Ikubese has been inducted 
into the Ondo State Hall of 
Fame alongside other eminent 
citizens.

The event held at the 
International Events Centre 
was well attended by citizens 
of the state from different 
organizations and groups.

Governor Rotimi 
Akeredolu, represented by 
the Secretary to the State 

FROM HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

Two suspects, Haaoron 
Achov and Terhile Ordam of 
Tse-Tsua village in Mbakya, 
Gwer Local Government Area 
of Benue State, have been 
arraigned before a Makurdi 
Chief Magistrate Court for 
attempted culpable homicide.

FROM RICHARD AKINTADE, OSOGBO

Osun State governor, 
Adegboyega Oyetola 
has lauded the Social 
Intervention Programme, 
SIP, of the federal 
government, saying it has 
impacted positively on 
the lives of less privileged 
citizens.

Governor Oyetola gave 
this commendation at 
the flag-off of the Federal 
Government Rural Cash 
Grant, On-boarding of 
Independent Monitor NSIP 
(second batch) and flag-off 
of digitised payment system 
for Conditional Cash Transfer 
Programme at Aurora 
Conference Centre, Osogbo.

The governor said the 
programmes comprising 14 
different social intervention 
initiatives were specifically 
aimed at alleviating the plight 
of ordinary Nigerians.

He added that the 
programmes had 
clearly portrayed the 
federal government as a 
responsible and responsive 
administration which has 
been equally demonstrated 
by his administration 
such as health insurance 
scheme, school feeding, 
food support scheme, as 
well as empower women and 
youths irrespective of ethnic, 
political or religion affiliation 
across Osun State.

Oyetola reiterated his 
administration’s efforts to 
make life bearable for all 
citizens through various 
people oriented programmes.

In her remark, the Minister 
of Humanitarian Affairs, 
Disaster Management 
and Social Development, 
Hadjia Sadiya Umar-
Farouq, represented by the 
Permanent Secretary in the 
ministry, Dr Nasir Gwarso, 
said the intervention 
programmes introduced in 
2016 had impacted positively 
on the lives of over 12 million 
households with Osun State 
being the major beneficiaries 
in line with Governor 
Oyetola’s various welfare 
policies.

Umar-Farouq noted that 
President Muhammadu 
Buhari had graciously 
approved the extension of 
the programmes in meeting 
its objective of lifting over 
100 million Nigerians out of 
poverty.

National Coordinator 
of the programmes, Engr 
Umar Bindir commended 
the governor for providing 
an enabling environment for 
the success of SIPs that have 
favourably changed the lives 
of many across the state.

FG’s SIP 
Contributes To 
Dev’t In Osun
 - Oyetola
OSUN
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Okowa Tasks Lawyers On Professionalism, Commends CJ For Digitalizing Judiciary

Primaries: Ondo APC Inaugurates Reconciliation C’ttee, Appeals To Aggrieved Aspirants

criminal, land or family law 
to exploration of emerging 
areas of expertise such 
as international trade, 
blockchain, artificial 
intelligence and cyber 
security, among others.

Expressing concern over 
some lawyers focusing on 
traditional areas of law, he 
stated that the issue was not 
that there were too many 
lawyers, but too many lawyers 
doing the same thing.

“But there is increasing need 
for legal advice in niche areas. 
These include international 
trade law, with AfCFTA and 
the exponential increase in 
cross-border trade. Fintech 
- the merger of finance and 

technology - is another area 
requiring expert knowledge 
while its sister, Regtech - the 
marriage of regulation and 
technology - has emerged to 
address regulatory challenges 
thrown up by the new 
technologies being used in the 
financial sector”, the governor 
stated.

He lauded the State Chief 
Judge, Tessy Diai, for her 
efforts in commencing virtual 
court sessions in the state 
judiciary, stressing that courts 
and the legal profession must 
continue to adapt to rapid 
changes.

Harping on the speedy 
dispensation of justice, the 
governor disclosed that his 

administration, through the 
Ministry of Justice, had taken 
bold and pioneering reforms 
in the criminal justice sector 
including using technology 
and active case management 
to minimize trial delays and 
decongest custodial centres.

Justice Diai, in her opening 
remarks, stated that the theme 
of this year’s NBA Section on 
Legal Practice Conference, 
‘Legal Practice in Nigeria: Our 
Rreality, Our Future,’ is apt in 
the light of the critical issues 
and challenges bordering on 
democracy, good governance, 
independence and financial 
autonomy of the judiciary, 
rule of law and legal practice 
in general.

the inauguration of a 
reconciliation committee 
at the state secretariat, 
Adetimehin charged members 
to “painstakingly look into the 
post primaries issues of our 
party”.

He said the committee is 
expected to draw from its 
wealth of experience to seek 
how to persuade, massage 
any aspirant that might be 

aggrieved by the processes of 
the exercise”.

Adetimehin urged the 
committee to address every 
agitation on merit and without 
bias and appealed to aggrieved 
aspirants to put the party 
ahead of personal interests.

He argued that a political 
party presents a platform that 
could be utilized any day, so 
long as the party remains in 

power.
He expressed appreciation 

to them for accepting to serve 
on the committee, especially 
as some of them spent money 
and time to participate in 
the exercise before they were 
prevailed upon to withdraw 
from the race, citing the 
former deputy governor and 
chairman of the committee as 
an example.

DELTA

ONDO

Eid-el-Kabir: Gombe Gov Dolls Out N114m To Youths
FROM RABILU ABUBAKAR, GOMBE

Gombe State governor, 
Inuwa Yahaya has disbursed 
N114 million to youths and 
women across 114 wards.

N1million is to be shared 
in each ward to enable 
them prepare for the Eid 
celebration.

Speaking with journalists 
at the state party 
secretariat, State Chairman 
of the ruling All Progressives 

Congress, APC, Mr Nitte 
Amangal commended 
Governor Yahaya for 
having the welfare of the 
people at heart, noting 
that the gesture is part of 
his resolve to bring succour 
to the common man.

He emphasized that this 
gesture is specifically for 
youths and women while 
the general Sallah package 
is underway.

According to him, 
he believes that the 
gesture will ease the 

difficulty many face during 
celebrations, especially 
youths and women.

“A festive period like Eid-
el-Kabir requires sacrificing 
animals and no doubt the 
welfare package approved 
by the governor will help 
significantly in supporting 
the beneficiaries to meet the 
ritual obligations”, he said.

Amangal pledged 
transparency in the 
disbursement process.

Also shedding more 
light on the disbursement 

formula, the State Publicity 
Secretary, Mr Moses Kyari 
said the party would abide 
by the governor’s directive 
of selecting 100 persons 
from each of the 114 wards 
for onward disbursement to 
the identified beneficiaries 
at all levels excluding party 
executives.

He called on the people 
of the state to rally round 
the Governor Yahaya-
led government for them 
to continue to enjoy 
democracy dividends.

GOMBE

FROM IKHILI EBALU, BENIN CITY

Edo State Acting Governor, 
Comrade Philip Shaibu 
has called for dialogue 
in resolving the impasse 
between Nigerian Petroleum 
Development Company, 
NPDC, and its host 
communities.

Speaking at a meeting 
with representatives from 
the 52 host communities, 
executives of NPDC led by 
the Managing Director, 
Ali Muhammad Zarah, 
security agencies and other 
government officials at the 
Government House, Benin 
City, Shaibu assured that the 
state government will work 
with stakeholders to resolve 
the dispute.

“We want Edo State to 
be the hub of all economic 
activities. We want Edo to 
be the operational zone for 
businesses and from where 
they will launch into other 
zones. We thank NPDC for 
having its headquarters here. 
Edo people appreciate it and 
at the same time, we must 
benefit from the company.

“We must protect this 
facility while it works for us. 
It is our commonwealth and 
together we must protect it”, 
he said.

Shaibu appealed to 
members of the host 
communities to vacate 
the premises of NPDC to 
enable positive dialogue 
that will lead to an 
amicable resolution of the 
crisis. “You will bring four 
people to represent your 
communities. We will bring 
five persons to represent 
the state government, while 
NPDC will also bring their 
representatives. We will 
sit together, look at our 
demands and peacefully 
resolve the issues.

“We have a two-week 
timeline to speak to the 
issues and address the 
details in our demand. Our 
focus is developmental, 
we will ensure a peaceful 
resolution of the issues and 
a win-win situation for the 
disputing parties”.

The Commissioner of 
Police, Abutu Yaro appealed 
to the host communities 
and NPDC to embrace 
dialogue and ensure a 
peaceful resolution of the 
crisis, noting that “we should 
all have an inclusive and 
constructive engagement 
that will be beneficial to all 
of us”.

NPDC: Edo Govt 
Urges Dialogue 
In Resolving 
Dispute With Host 
Communities
EDO

FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Delta State governor, 
Senator Ifeanyi Okowa has 
challenged legal practitioners 
to specialize on specific 
emerging new areas of law 
in order to be relevant in 
the information technology 
driven era.

Governor Okowa gave 
the charge at the ongoing 
Nigerian Bar Association, 
NBA, Section on Legal 
Practice Conference in Asaba, 
yesterday.

The governor in a keynote 
address advocated for a 
paradigm shift from the 
conservative practice of 

FROM FUNSO OJO, AKURE

Ondo State Chairman of the 
All Progressives Congress, 
APC, Engr Ade Adetimehin 
said every issue relating to the 
recently concluded primaries 
would be dispassionately 
addressed before constituting 
a campaign committee for the 
2023 general election.

Speaking during 

Minister of Mines and Steel Development, Mr Olamilekan Adegbite, left, with the new Minister of State 
for Mines and Steel Development, Sen. Gbemisola Saraki, during the latter’s assumption of office in Abuja, 
yesterday. PHOTO: NAN

FROM SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

National Population 
Commission, NPC, is 
to deploy technological 
innovations in the 2023 
census.

Federal Commissioner 
in charge of Niger State, 
Alhaji Mohammad 
Dattijo disclosed this 
yesterday while addressing 
journalists in Minna.

He said the forthcoming 
census would not only be 
accurate and reliable, but 
will also be transparent and 
acceptable to all Nigerians.

Dattijo explained that 
already, the commission 
has carried out the 
demarcation of the entire 
land mass of Nigeria into 
small enumeration areas 
in the first and second 
pre-test to test the census 
equipment.

According to the 
commissioner, NPC will 
commence the trial census 
known as dress rehearsal 
preparatory to the main 
census.

The federal 
commissioner said the 
trial census is in line with 
the approval of the federal 
government and will be 
conducted from June 27 
to July 30.

“The specific aim of the 
trial census is to assess the 
quality and usefulness of 
the Enumeration Area, 
EA, maps that have been 
created and determine 
the possible demography, 
as well as geographical 
changes that might occur 
in the EA carved between 
2016 and 2018 and their 
implications for the 
census”.

It would also determine 
the correlation between 
the EAD estimated 
population and pre-test 
enumerated population, 
as well as determine the 
requisite educational 
qualification for the 2023 
census enumerators.

Others are to determine 
the appropriateness of 
the estimated work load 
on the enumerators and 
to also determine the 
necessary logistics support 
that might be required 
from states and local 
governments.

AljazirahNigeria reports 
that nine local government 
areas were selected in the 
three zones for the trial 
census in Niger State. They 
include Edati, Katcha and 
Mokwa in Zone A, Bosso, 
Gurara and Tafa in Zone 
B while Zone C comprises 
of Agwara, Borgu and 
Wushishi.

NPC To Commence 
Trial Census In Niger
NIGER
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Taliban Excavate Car Used By Leader 
To Escape After U.s.-Led Invasion

Omar had fled in the Toyota 
car from Kandahar to Zabul at the 
beginning of the U.S.-led invasion, 
the Taliban said. He continued to live 
in hiding in a small mud house until 
his death in 2013, but with the group 
ruling Afghanistan once again after 
the U.S. withdrawal, his Toyota may 
soon be on public display.

Anas Haqqani, a Taliban leader, 
urged on Twitter for the vehicle to 
be placed in the National Museum of 
Afghanistan in Kabul.

The car was buried beside the 
mud wall of a traditional village 

in Afghanistan’s southern Zabul 
province.

Photos of the excavation showed 
the vehicle covered in plastic sheeting 
and dirt. Cleaning and maintenance 
works on the vehicle were ongoing.

Omar was famously one-eyed, 
having lost his right eye to a shrapnel 
injury fighting Soviet troops who 
occupied Afghanistan in the 1980s.

Experts say the move to excavate 
his car is an attempt by the hard-line 
Islamic movement to consolidate 
power over the country, which is 
facing an economic and hunger 

crisis after foreign powers cut off 
humanitarian aid over its restrictions 
on women’s rights and other 
liberties.

“The Taliban are trying to 
consolidate their power by 
resurrecting symbols of their own 
history,” Shuja Nawaz, a political 
analyst at the South Asia Center at 
the Atlantic Council, a Washington, 
D.C.-based think tank, said 
Wednesday.

“They do not respect the history 
and culture of other sects of Islam or 
of other religions.”

Police in Turkey’s capital broke 
up an LGBTQ Pride march and 
detained dozens of people.

Turkish authorities have banned 
LGBTQ events, but around 50 
people holding rainbow flags 
nevertheless marched toward a 
main park to mark the end of Pride 
Month.

Police officers prevented the 
group from reaching the park, 

detaining the participants on a 
busy street in central Ankara.

Some of the marchers were 
forced to the ground, angering 
passers-by who tried to physically 
intervene or pleaded with officers 
to let them go. Plain-clothed 
officers were seen pushing them 
away.

Organisers said at least 30 people 
were detained.

A small group of Islamists, who 
regard the LGBTQ community 
as a threat, held a counter 
demonstration near the park.

Turkey previously was one of the 
few Muslim-majority countries 
to allow Pride marches. The first 
was held in 2003, the year after 
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s 
party came to power.

In recent years, the government 

hasadopted a harsh approach 
to public events by groups that 
do not represent its religiously 
conservative views. Large numbers 
of arrests and the use of tear gas 
and plastic pellets by police have 
accompanied Pride events.

More than 300 LGBTQ people 
were briefly detained following a 
ban on Pride events in Istanbul 
late last month.

Six Nigerien soldiers were killed and 
14 wounded on Monday night in an 
attack by “fifty” suspected jihadists on 
the military post of Blabrine, south-
east Niger, near the border with Chad, 
the Ministry of Defence announced.

The provisional balance sheet also 
shows “17 dead on the enemy side”, 
while “weapons and ammunition have 
been recovered by the armed forces 

combing the area”, the ministry said 
in a statement read on public radio on 
Tuesday evening.

It did not specify the identity of the 
attackers, who are often identified as 
jihadists from Boko Haram or the 
Islamic State in West Africa, ISWAP, 
group, which was formed in a split 
from the Nigerian Boko Haram group.

According to the ministry, the 

attack was carried out “on the night 
of Monday 4 to Tuesday 5 July” at 
“around 1am” but “the reaction of the 
soldiers made it possible to repel the 
attack and to rout the enemy”.

This is the second attack in three 
days in south-eastern Niger, after 
the one on Sunday in which a soldier 
died in an assault by “Boko Haram 
elements” in Garin Dogo, near 

Nigeria.
Blabrine is located in the 

department of N’Guigmi, Diffa region, 
and borders Chad. Its military base 
has been targeted several times since 
2015 by “terrorist” attacks.

In May 2020, 12 Nigerien soldiers 
were killed and ten injured in an 
attack attributed to Boko Haram, 
according to an official report.

Ethiopia’s parliamentarians have set up 
a commission of enquiry into the recent 
“inhumane massacres of civilians” in 
the country in a resolution adopted 
yesterday.

They named several regions, without 
explicitly referring to the most recent 
killing, which took place on Monday 
in the Qellem Wollega administrative 
zone of Oromia, the country’s largest 
and most populous region.

The attack targeted the Amhara 
people, the second-largest 
ethnolinguistic community after the 
Oromo.

Yesterday, the Chairperson of 
the African Union Commission, 
Moussa Faki Mahamat, called for 
an investigation into “the attacks 
on Wollega territory” and urged the 
Ethiopian authorities “to take the 
necessary measures to protect civilians, 
especially minorities, and prevent such 
events”.

In its resolution, voted during a 
“special session on the current security 
situation”, “the House of People’s 
Representatives strongly condemns 
the indiscriminate killings of civilians 
and members of the security forces in 
several parts of the country, to which 
it is “necessary to provide a solution”.

“It has been decided to form a special 
committee to investigate the matter, 
so that the House and the people have 
sufficient information, as well as to 
make recommendations for further 
action,” the text said.

On Monday evening, Ethiopian 
Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed had accused 
the Oromo Liberation Army, OLA, a 
rebellion active since 2018 in Oromia, 
of being responsible for the massacre in 
the Qellem Wollega area, in the far west 
of Ethiopia.

Turkish Police Break Up LGBTQ Pride March, 30 Detained

Niger: Six Soldiers Killed In New Attack Near Chad

Ethiopia: MPs Set 
Up Commission Of 
Enquiry Into Recent 
MassacresAn old white Toyota Corolla wagon 

has been excavated in southern 
Afghanistan as the Taliban dig up 
new ways to display their hold over 
power in the country.

The vehicle was used by the 
militant group’s founding leader, 
Mullah Mohammad Omar, to escape 
U.S. troops after they invaded in 
2001.

It had been buried in a previously 
unidentified location, but was 
unearthed after Omar’s grave was 
identified in Zabul, a province in the 
country’s south.

world news
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A couple seeking family planning service
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BY BLESSING BATURE, ABUJA

Lack of access to family planning has 
contributed to the high population rate in 
Nigeria, Blessing Otobong-Gabriel writes. 

Over the years, access to family planning 
has remained low and this is as a result of 
the various challenges and barriers faced by 
women.

Nigeria has a rapidly growing population 
with current population estimates at over 200 
million (2021 NPopC projection), out of which 
about 46 million are women of reproductive age 
(WRA) with a total fertility rate of 5.3

Nigeria’s population is likely to reach 401 
million by 2050, becoming the fourth most 
populous country on earth according to 2021 
NPopC projection. It would take only about 30 
years for the population to double itself. 

Fertility and mortality patterns have resulted 
in a young population structure, where more 
than 40 percent of the current population are 
children under the age of 15.  

Factors associated with low contraceptive 
prevalence which is a significant barrier include 
cultures that are highly supportive of a large 
family size, myths and misconceptions about 
contraception, gender inequality, inadequate 
access to family planning  services, poor quality 
of services and inadequate demand. 

Our correspondent gathered that condoms 
and injectable contraceptives are the most 
popular methods.

Nigeria Demographic and Health Survey, 
NDHS, 2018 shows that there is a slow decline 
in Maternal Mortality Rate, MMR, of 512 per 
100,000 live births. Nigeria accounts for 14 
percent of global maternal deaths. Although the 
demand for family planning among women of 
reproductive age increased from 29 percent to 
38 percent between 2013 and 2018, the unmet 
need for family planning increased from 13 
percent to 20 percent during the same period. 

An increase in unmet needs over the past 
years has been attributed to poor family 
planning services, low method mix, low 
awareness and security, inadequate skilled 
family planning personnel to deliver the 
services.

Though there has been increase in 
contraceptive awareness in the last 10 years, 
issues around access, myth and other norms 

continue to hinder its acceptance among key 
populations in the country. 

Speaking with Mr Kelvin Kadiri on family 
planning services, he said it is God who gives 
children. 

Kadiri added that he is fortunate to have 12 
children but lost about four. According to him, 
if I had only three children, I would have been 
childless by now.

“Most people decide to have only two or 
three children but I do encourage my children 
to allow God decide for them”.

In the same vein, Mrs Josephine Eunice said 
gone are the days when women produce 10 to 
12 children but will not be able to take care of 
them.

She said those days, garri was a poor man 
food but today everything has become gold, 
even school fees. So I only desire to have two 
children so that I can cater for them.

Also, Mr Julius Okojie said it is not in our 
culture to practice family planning. It can only 
be done in Western countries not Nigeria.

“There are areas in Nigeria that you dare not 
mention family planning. It is God who gives 
children and whatever will be used to raise them 
is in his hands”.

Over population has long been identified as a 
major impairment to Nigeria’s economic growth 
and inability to provide basic amenities that will 
make lives better for citizens.

It has also been partly blamed for the 
country’s grim health indices including high 
maternal and child death and HIV/AIDS 
prevalence.

Several estimates, including that of the 
National Population Commission, pitch 
Nigeria’s population at about 200 million, 
a number expected to double in less than 25 
years if women continue to reproduce at the 
current rate.

The Nigerian government had foreseen 
a population crisis almost a decade ago and 
identified family planning as a method to 
slowdown the burgeoning population and 
reduce high maternal and child mortality rate.

The country, however, failed to meet a global 
pledge that it made alongside other countries 
in 2012 to achieve a Modern Contraceptive 
Prevalence Rate, MCPR, of 27 percent among 
all women by 2020.

At the dawn of the deadline, FP2020 target 
indicators showed that the country currently 
has only 13.9 percent MCPR for all women. 
This means that one in four married women 
aged 15-49 still has an unmet need for modern 
contraception.

It also indicates that about 15.7 million 
sexually active women in Nigeria who want to 
avoid pregnancy, as well as sexually transmitted 
diseases, will still find it very difficult to do so.

For sexually active women who do not use 
contraception, Professor Emmanuel Otolorin, 
said illiteracy contributes to the poor usage of 
contraception in Nigeria.

Otolorin stated that some people still think 
their wealth depends on the number of children 
they have but that is not so.

He listed poverty, religion and myths as some 
of the reasons why people reject contraception 
in Nigeria, saying the role of men is important 
because women will likely adhere more when 
the men are supportive.

The consequences of not meeting the 
family planning target is that we will become 
overpopulated. There will be social unrest, 
political unrest, insurgency, and environmental 
degradation.

Also, a public health expert, Mr Magashi 

said one major ripple effect from unmet 
contraception needs are unwanted pregnancies. 
Once a woman has an unwanted pregnancy, 
there are chances that she will attempt to 
get rid of it. She may go to a quack doctor to 
perform the abortion which may lead to further 
complications.

Of the 45 million women of reproductive age 
in Nigeria, 15.7 million want to avoid pregnancy. 
The figure represents women who are sexually 
active but do not want a child for at least two 
years. Without modern contraception, they 
stand a huge risk of unwanted and unplanned 
pregnancies which often leads to abortion, a 
major cause of maternal and child death toll.

A health analyst, Samuel Ogoja said Nigeria 
needs to not just rethink family planning 
programmes, but also place priority on them 
with the necessary funds.

He noted that there is the need to focus on 
ensuring that people know more about the array 
of available contraceptives, the most effective 
types and how they can access them.

“An initiative like this should also aim to 
reduce the perceptions based on myths and 
misconceptions”, he noted.

In order to address these challenges, the 
country has sought to implement new strategies 
to accelerate access to family planning. As part 
of its 2020 commitment, Nigeria removed the 
regulatory barriers and scaled up access to 
new contraceptive methods such as DMPA-
SC injections, building on its programmes and 
partnerships in the private and public sectors 
to ensure that health workers in the frontline 
are prepared to be catalysts of change.

The federal ministry of health has leveraged 
on the use of new and proven digital health 
technologies to improve health worker 
performance, service quality and health 
outcomes and to spur innovation on how health 
workers are trained, incentivized and managed, 
primarily through the deployment of open-
source human resource information systems 
strengthening tools and approaches. 

It advocates globally, nationally and at 
decentralized levels for the critical policy 
reforms necessary to expand access to modern 
contraception including task-shifting, especially 
for long-acting family planning methods, critical 
role of community health workers, importance 
of meeting the growing sexual and reproductive 
health needs of adolescents and augmenting 
male engagement such as estimating the human 
resource requirements needed.

During the ministry’s advisory and 
visioning meeting held on February 10, 2017, 
it emphasized the need for a systematic plan 
to describe the Government of Nigeria’s, GoN, 
intention to use DMPA-SC as an opportunity to 
reach its target of 36 percent CPR by ensuring 
that the plan follows and strengthens the 
existing national family planning blueprint.

In articulating this aspiration, the ministry, 
on behalf of GoN, considered the low use of 
and high unmet need for contraceptive services 
in the country. Recognizing the opportunities 
provided by DMPA-SC to achieve rapid increase 
in the volume of users, as well as reach previous 
non-users, and also plan to leverage on the 
current work led by partners to roll-out a 
comprehensive scale-up plan through the 
public and private sectors.

Consequently, GoN is adopting a TMA to 
maximizer the complementary effects of these 
markets to expand product access and equity, as 
well as sustainable growth of the private sector 
market.

The federal ministry of health alongside  local 
and international stakeholders have always 
sought cost-effective, high-impact solutions to 
increase the country’s modern contraceptive 
rate, mCPR, rapidly. 

This direction was evident in the country’s 
commitment at the 2012 Family Planning 
Conference held in London where it 
committed to attaining 36 percent CPR by 
2020. With national surveys indicating that 
access to contraceptive services remain a 
significant barrier, the ministry of health 
sought innovative approaches that frontline 
health workers could deliver on, without 
compromising quality of care. 

Inadequate Access To Family Planning, 
Leading Cause Of High Population

The Nigerian 
government 
had foreseen a 
population crisis 
almost a decade 
ago and identified 
family planning 
as a method to 
slowdown the 
burgeoning 
population...
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Red-Hot Sunday Adetunji Promises More UCL Goals Sports Ministers Want Russian, Belarusian Officials Excluded From International Federations

BY JOEL AJAYI

Nigeria’s Super Falcons hope in 
winning its 10th title in the ongoing 
2022 African Women Cup of Nations 
may have suffered a big blow yesterday 
as forward Asisat Oshoala has been 
ruled out of the competition,

The FC Barcelona Feminino forward 
sustained an injury earlier in the 
opening group game against Banyana 
Banayana of South Africa but was able 
to continue before she was substituted 
in the second half.

She underwent a test yesterday 
ahead of their second game today and 
she was confirmed to have sustained 
a Grade 2 Medial Collateral Ligament 
strain.

According to the tweet from the 
Nigeria team in Morocco, the top 
striker Asisat Oshoala is out of the 
ongoing WAFCON2022. 

“She sustained a Grade 2 Medial 
Collateral Ligament strain in the game 
against South Africa. She is due back 
in Spain on Thursday. Get well quick 
Asisat”.

However, Nigeria will face Botswana 
today and a win will reignite their hope 
of qualifying for the quarter-final.

Local Organising Committee ,LOC, 
for the 2022 National Sports Festival 
yesterday unveiled the logo and mascot 
for the 21st National Sports Festival 
,NSF, scheduled to commence in 
November this year.

The logo and mascot were unveiled 
in Asaba at the Government House 
Unity Hall with Governor Ifeanyi 
Okowa as the chief host.

The Minister of Youth and Sports 
Development, Sunday Dare with other 
members of the Main Organising 
Committee ,MOC, headed by the 
Sports Ministry Permanent Secretary, 
Alhaji Isma’il Abubakar, were also 
present at the unveiling ceremony.

The Asaba 2022 National Sports 
Festival would be the best of its kind 
as it will be second to none since the 
inception of the games in the country 
since 1973.

Shocker As Oshoala 
Ruled Out Of 2022 
AWCON

Asaba 2022 NSF 
Logo, Mascot 
Unveiled

sports news
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game. The third goal came in the 62nd minute 
off an own goal by Lincoln’s Scott Wiseman. 

Basking in the euphoria of his debut UCL 
goal and his side’s victory, Adetunji who is 
on the radar of top Asian and European clubs 
expressed his readiness to score more goals in 
the competition to ensure his side qualifies for 
the group stages of the prestigious European 
competition. 

Sports ministers from 35 countries have 
demanded the suspension of Russian and 
Belarusian sporting bodies and their officials 
from international federations.

The Ministers made the demand in a joint 
statement published on Tuesday.

The “collective of like-minded nations” 
said they recognised the independence of 
global sports federations, but argued that 
“Russian and Belarusian sport’s national 
governing bodies should be suspended from 
international sports federations”.

The U.S., Canada, Britain, Australia, and 
most EU nations were among the nations 
calling for the move, which would exclude 
the two countries from bodies including the 
International Olympic Committee ,IOC.

Also, anyone with close ties to the Russian 
or Belarusian state should also be removed 
from important sports posts, whether they are 
officially linked to the government or not, the 
countries said.

The signatories also urged national and 
international sports organizations to suspend 

broadcasts of their competitions in Russia 
and Belarus.

Many international sports federations 
banned Russian and Belarusian athletes from 
participating in international competitions 
shortly after the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
began.

National federations, however, are for the 
most part still part of organized sports.

For example, the IOC lists two Russians 
among its voting members and two others 
among its honorary members.

Moroccan Club Appoints Nigerian Gara Gombe As Consultant
Former board member of the Nigeria 
Football Federation and former Chairman 
of Gombe State FA, Alhaji Ahmed 
Shuaibu Gara Gombe has been appointed 
Consultant to Moroccan soccer side, 
Avada’s Club Casablanca.

Gara Gombe received a letter of 
appointment dated July 4, 2022, from 
the club’s director, Rachid Nasraoui. The 
letter stated that the former Gombe United 
FC chairman will play a huge role in the 
upcoming International AIN Sebaa Cup 

tournament held between November 3 
and 7, 2022.

The tournament is for youth within the 
age bracket of 11 and 12 years. It is for 
youth development where future world 
stars and champions will be discovered, 
nurtured, and managed into stardom.

The letter read, “As our consultant, 
you are mandated to nominate, screen, 
coordinate and mobilize the participation 
of a minimum of four (4) teams from 
across Africa from different countries.

“This is the first time the tournament 
is going international. Other details and 
expectations of the tournament were 
discussed during the meeting. The details 
of your engagement will be discussed in 
due course some of which have already 
been discussed”.

As Consultant Gara Gombe will bring 
his wealth of experience to bear on the 
club’s youth development, organization 
and welfare policy among others during 
the tournament.

Red-hot Nigerian striker Sunday Adetunji 
has continued in his rich scoring form for his 
Macedonian club KF Shkupi, in Tuesday’s 
UEFA Champions League preliminary match 
3-0 win over Lincoln FC. 

Adetunji scored his first debut UCL goal 
and the second goal of his side in the 29th 
minute of the tie after Mamadou Donfa had 
opened the scoring at the 11th minute into the 

Juventus have reportedly reached an 
agreement to sign midfielder Paul 
Pogba on a free transfer this summer.

After six years at Manchester United, 
the 29-year-old is now a free agent 
following the expiration of his contract 
on June 30.

According to the report, Pogba has 
agreed to sign a four-year contract with 
the Serie A giants, and the Frenchman 
is set to arrive in Turin on Saturday for 
his medical before finalizing the deal.

Pogba has previously been linked 
with the likes of Real Madrid, PSG, 
and Manchester City, but he is now 
seemingly one step away from 
completing his return to Juve.

The midfielder spent four years 
with the Italian giants between 2012 
and 2016, recording 34 goals and 40 
assists in 177 appearances across all 
competitions and winning a total of 
nine domestic trophies.

Pogba, who was unable to win a 
single trophy in the last five years at 
Old Trafford, has recently revealed 
that he is keen to show his former club 
Man United that they have “made a 
mistake” in letting him leave the club 
this summer.

BY JOEL AJAYI

Ahead of the 2022 World Athletics 
Championship, the Athletics Federation of 
Nigeria ,AFN, has released the list of 22-man 
that will represent the country in Oregon, 
United States.

Expectedly, topping the list are; Tobi 
Amusan and Ese Brume, both of who will 
be hoping to clinch medals in their different 
games, having missed out in Doha four years 
ago.

Also on the list is the Nigerian champion 
in Shot Put, Chukwuebuka Enekwachi, who 
finished in 8th position in Doha as well as 
sprinter Favour Ofili who made it to the 
semifinal in the 400m event in her debut three 
years ago.

Joining Ofili will be fellow sprinters; 
Rosemary Chukwuma who was also in 
Doha and Tokyo Olympics 100m and 200m 
semifinalist, Grace Nwokocha.

Nigeria’s champion, Favour Ashe, 
reigning World U20 200m champion, Udodi 
Onwuzurike, and reigning African Games 
champion, Raymond Ekevwo will compete 
in the 100m event while new national 400m 
hurdles record holder, Ezekiel Nathaniel will 
be making his debut in the championship.

 Imaobong Nse Uko will also be making 

her debut and will compete in the 400m event 
and the 4x400m mixed relay.

Ruth Usoro will be competing in both the 
long and triple jumps.

Others Are: Sade Olatoye, Chioma 
Onyekwere, Godson Brume, Ushoritse Joy 
Udo Gabriel, Amusan.

Patience Okon-George, Knowledge 
Omovoh, Dubem Amene, Samson Nathaniel, 
and Sikiru Adeyemi 

Meanwhile, Kayode Yaya, Gabriel Okon, 
Esabunor Mavuah, and Ken Onuaguluchi will 
lead the team as coaches.

However, the championship is slated to start 
on July 15th.

World Athletics Championship: AFN 
Lists Amusan, Brume 20 Others

ICPC To Probe Pinnick, 
Dikko, Others

President of the Nigeria Football Federation 
,NFF,  Amaju Pinnick, and the second Vice-
President of the football body, Shehu Dikko, 
are reportedly going to face trouble in the 
coming days.

Authoritative sources revealed that with the 
conclusion of all investigations against the 
two football chieftains, Independent Corrupt 
Practices Commission, ICPC,  is set to drag 
them to court over alleged corrupt practices.

It was learned that after the corruption 
agency seems to have gotten the approval 
of the Presidency, the body embarked on 
intensive investigations and it is now set to 
drag Pinnick and Dikko to court over alleged 

corruption charges even as Pinnick plans to run 
for a 3rd term as NFF President.

The source added that five other chieftains 
of the football body have various cases to 
answer following the recent development on 
various malpractices in the running of football 
in the country.

It has been established that the NFF President, 
his second Vice President, Dikko, and five other 
top NFF officials have a case to answer after 
weeks of investigations by the ICPC.

“This followed extensive investigations 
by the anti-corruption agency. The legal 
department of the ICPC is concluding plans 
to put up charges against Pinnick and other 
officials for them to face trial as soon as 
possible” ,the source added.

Although the offenses of the football chiefs 
were not spelled out, it is believed that the ICPC 
is keeping this for strategic reasons.

In addition, a source from the ministry 
said: “The football chieftains receive money 
appropriated to Nigeria Football Association 
and spend as Nigeria Football Federation, NFF, 
but turn around to say “interference” when they 
owe their existence and recognition because 
Government turns a blind eye to their illegal 
status and they still don’t want to obey the 
laws of the land”.

Pogba ‘Agrees 
Juventus 4year Deal, 
To Undergo Medical 
Saturday’

Morocco 2022: Super Falcons Targets Three Points Against Botswana Today
JOEL AJAYI

It is another day in the hunt for points 
and Nigeria’s Super Falcons say they 
are ready to rekindle their campaign 
for a FIFA World Cup ticket and the 
tournament trophy when they clash with 
their counterparts from Botswana today.

The Cup holders suffered a 1-2 defeat 
to South Africa’s Banyana Banyana 
in the opening match of Group C on 

Monday and now their work is cut out 
against table-toppers Botswana, who 
turned back Burundi 4-2 on Monday 
night.

First-choice goalkeeper Chiamaka 
Nnadozie returns against the Botswanans 
after missing the first match due to 
suspension, and the forced departure of 
Asisat Oshoala means the vibrant Gift 
Monday or Mexico-based Uchenna 

Kanu will start in the fore for the nine-
time champions.

Midfield ace Rasheedat Ajibade, 
who scored the goal against the South 
Africans, is expected to again be the 
pivot as the Falcons search for early 
goals from 9 pm at the Prince Moulay 
Al-Hassan Stadium.

Coach Randy Waldrum could bring 
changes in some departments, with 

Glory Ogbonna likely to take her place at 
left-back to allow the energetic Ashleigh 
Plumptre to return to her accustomed 
role at center-back alongside Captain 
Ebi, while Osinachi Ohale moves to 
right back.

Victory on Thursday will calm 
Nigerian nerves and allow the Falcons 
to look forward to Sunday’s encounter 
against Burundi with much confidence.

I think we always look up to legends and 
people who not only win but give us a larger 
than life role model...  - Dani Alves

I consider skateboarding an art form, a 
lifestyle and a sport. ‘Action sport’ would be 
the least offensive categorization.
 - Tony Hawk



Red-Hot Sunday Adetunji Promises More UCL Goals Sports Ministers Want Russian, Belarusian Officials Excluded From International Federations

BY JOEL AJAYI

Nigeria’s Super Falcons hope in 
winning its 10th title in the ongoing 
2022 African Women Cup of Nations 
may have suffered a big blow yesterday 
as forward Asisat Oshoala has been 
ruled out of the competition,

The FC Barcelona Feminino forward 
sustained an injury earlier in the 
opening group game against Banyana 
Banayana of South Africa but was able 
to continue before she was substituted 
in the second half.

She underwent a test yesterday 
ahead of their second game today and 
she was confirmed to have sustained 
a Grade 2 Medial Collateral Ligament 
strain.

According to the tweet from the 
Nigeria team in Morocco, the top 
striker Asisat Oshoala is out of the 
ongoing WAFCON2022. 

“She sustained a Grade 2 Medial 
Collateral Ligament strain in the game 
against South Africa. She is due back 
in Spain on Thursday. Get well quick 
Asisat”.

However, Nigeria will face Botswana 
today and a win will reignite their hope 
of qualifying for the quarter-final.

Local Organising Committee ,LOC, 
for the 2022 National Sports Festival 
yesterday unveiled the logo and mascot 
for the 21st National Sports Festival 
,NSF, scheduled to commence in 
November this year.

The logo and mascot were unveiled 
in Asaba at the Government House 
Unity Hall with Governor Ifeanyi 
Okowa as the chief host.

The Minister of Youth and Sports 
Development, Sunday Dare with other 
members of the Main Organising 
Committee ,MOC, headed by the 
Sports Ministry Permanent Secretary, 
Alhaji Isma’il Abubakar, were also 
present at the unveiling ceremony.

The Asaba 2022 National Sports 
Festival would be the best of its kind 
as it will be second to none since the 
inception of the games in the country 
since 1973.

Shocker As Oshoala 
Ruled Out Of 2022 
AWCON

Asaba 2022 NSF 
Logo, Mascot 
Unveiled
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game. The third goal came in the 62nd minute 
off an own goal by Lincoln’s Scott Wiseman. 

Basking in the euphoria of his debut UCL 
goal and his side’s victory, Adetunji who is 
on the radar of top Asian and European clubs 
expressed his readiness to score more goals in 
the competition to ensure his side qualifies for 
the group stages of the prestigious European 
competition. 

Sports ministers from 35 countries have 
demanded the suspension of Russian and 
Belarusian sporting bodies and their officials 
from international federations.

The Ministers made the demand in a joint 
statement published on Tuesday.

The “collective of like-minded nations” 
said they recognised the independence of 
global sports federations, but argued that 
“Russian and Belarusian sport’s national 
governing bodies should be suspended from 
international sports federations”.

The U.S., Canada, Britain, Australia, and 
most EU nations were among the nations 
calling for the move, which would exclude 
the two countries from bodies including the 
International Olympic Committee ,IOC.

Also, anyone with close ties to the Russian 
or Belarusian state should also be removed 
from important sports posts, whether they are 
officially linked to the government or not, the 
countries said.

The signatories also urged national and 
international sports organizations to suspend 

broadcasts of their competitions in Russia 
and Belarus.

Many international sports federations 
banned Russian and Belarusian athletes from 
participating in international competitions 
shortly after the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
began.

National federations, however, are for the 
most part still part of organized sports.

For example, the IOC lists two Russians 
among its voting members and two others 
among its honorary members.

Moroccan Club Appoints Nigerian Gara Gombe As Consultant
Former board member of the Nigeria 
Football Federation and former Chairman 
of Gombe State FA, Alhaji Ahmed 
Shuaibu Gara Gombe has been appointed 
Consultant to Moroccan soccer side, 
Avada’s Club Casablanca.

Gara Gombe received a letter of 
appointment dated July 4, 2022, from 
the club’s director, Rachid Nasraoui. The 
letter stated that the former Gombe United 
FC chairman will play a huge role in the 
upcoming International AIN Sebaa Cup 

tournament held between November 3 
and 7, 2022.

The tournament is for youth within the 
age bracket of 11 and 12 years. It is for 
youth development where future world 
stars and champions will be discovered, 
nurtured, and managed into stardom.

The letter read, “As our consultant, 
you are mandated to nominate, screen, 
coordinate and mobilize the participation 
of a minimum of four (4) teams from 
across Africa from different countries.

“This is the first time the tournament 
is going international. Other details and 
expectations of the tournament were 
discussed during the meeting. The details 
of your engagement will be discussed in 
due course some of which have already 
been discussed”.

As Consultant Gara Gombe will bring 
his wealth of experience to bear on the 
club’s youth development, organization 
and welfare policy among others during 
the tournament.

Red-hot Nigerian striker Sunday Adetunji 
has continued in his rich scoring form for his 
Macedonian club KF Shkupi, in Tuesday’s 
UEFA Champions League preliminary match 
3-0 win over Lincoln FC. 

Adetunji scored his first debut UCL goal 
and the second goal of his side in the 29th 
minute of the tie after Mamadou Donfa had 
opened the scoring at the 11th minute into the 

Juventus have reportedly reached an 
agreement to sign midfielder Paul 
Pogba on a free transfer this summer.

After six years at Manchester United, 
the 29-year-old is now a free agent 
following the expiration of his contract 
on June 30.

According to the report, Pogba has 
agreed to sign a four-year contract with 
the Serie A giants, and the Frenchman 
is set to arrive in Turin on Saturday for 
his medical before finalizing the deal.

Pogba has previously been linked 
with the likes of Real Madrid, PSG, 
and Manchester City, but he is now 
seemingly one step away from 
completing his return to Juve.

The midfielder spent four years 
with the Italian giants between 2012 
and 2016, recording 34 goals and 40 
assists in 177 appearances across all 
competitions and winning a total of 
nine domestic trophies.

Pogba, who was unable to win a 
single trophy in the last five years at 
Old Trafford, has recently revealed 
that he is keen to show his former club 
Man United that they have “made a 
mistake” in letting him leave the club 
this summer.

BY JOEL AJAYI

Ahead of the 2022 World Athletics 
Championship, the Athletics Federation of 
Nigeria ,AFN, has released the list of 22-man 
that will represent the country in Oregon, 
United States.

Expectedly, topping the list are; Tobi 
Amusan and Ese Brume, both of who will 
be hoping to clinch medals in their different 
games, having missed out in Doha four years 
ago.

Also on the list is the Nigerian champion 
in Shot Put, Chukwuebuka Enekwachi, who 
finished in 8th position in Doha as well as 
sprinter Favour Ofili who made it to the 
semifinal in the 400m event in her debut three 
years ago.

Joining Ofili will be fellow sprinters; 
Rosemary Chukwuma who was also in 
Doha and Tokyo Olympics 100m and 200m 
semifinalist, Grace Nwokocha.

Nigeria’s champion, Favour Ashe, 
reigning World U20 200m champion, Udodi 
Onwuzurike, and reigning African Games 
champion, Raymond Ekevwo will compete 
in the 100m event while new national 400m 
hurdles record holder, Ezekiel Nathaniel will 
be making his debut in the championship.

 Imaobong Nse Uko will also be making 

her debut and will compete in the 400m event 
and the 4x400m mixed relay.

Ruth Usoro will be competing in both the 
long and triple jumps.

Others Are: Sade Olatoye, Chioma 
Onyekwere, Godson Brume, Ushoritse Joy 
Udo Gabriel, Amusan.

Patience Okon-George, Knowledge 
Omovoh, Dubem Amene, Samson Nathaniel, 
and Sikiru Adeyemi 

Meanwhile, Kayode Yaya, Gabriel Okon, 
Esabunor Mavuah, and Ken Onuaguluchi will 
lead the team as coaches.

However, the championship is slated to start 
on July 15th.

World Athletics Championship: AFN 
Lists Amusan, Brume 20 Others

ICPC To Probe Pinnick, 
Dikko, Others

President of the Nigeria Football Federation 
,NFF,  Amaju Pinnick, and the second Vice-
President of the football body, Shehu Dikko, 
are reportedly going to face trouble in the 
coming days.

Authoritative sources revealed that with the 
conclusion of all investigations against the 
two football chieftains, Independent Corrupt 
Practices Commission, ICPC,  is set to drag 
them to court over alleged corrupt practices.

It was learned that after the corruption 
agency seems to have gotten the approval 
of the Presidency, the body embarked on 
intensive investigations and it is now set to 
drag Pinnick and Dikko to court over alleged 

corruption charges even as Pinnick plans to run 
for a 3rd term as NFF President.

The source added that five other chieftains 
of the football body have various cases to 
answer following the recent development on 
various malpractices in the running of football 
in the country.

It has been established that the NFF President, 
his second Vice President, Dikko, and five other 
top NFF officials have a case to answer after 
weeks of investigations by the ICPC.

“This followed extensive investigations 
by the anti-corruption agency. The legal 
department of the ICPC is concluding plans 
to put up charges against Pinnick and other 
officials for them to face trial as soon as 
possible” ,the source added.

Although the offenses of the football chiefs 
were not spelled out, it is believed that the ICPC 
is keeping this for strategic reasons.

In addition, a source from the ministry 
said: “The football chieftains receive money 
appropriated to Nigeria Football Association 
and spend as Nigeria Football Federation, NFF, 
but turn around to say “interference” when they 
owe their existence and recognition because 
Government turns a blind eye to their illegal 
status and they still don’t want to obey the 
laws of the land”.

Pogba ‘Agrees 
Juventus 4year Deal, 
To Undergo Medical 
Saturday’

Morocco 2022: Super Falcons Targets Three Points Against Botswana Today
JOEL AJAYI

It is another day in the hunt for points 
and Nigeria’s Super Falcons say they 
are ready to rekindle their campaign 
for a FIFA World Cup ticket and the 
tournament trophy when they clash with 
their counterparts from Botswana today.

The Cup holders suffered a 1-2 defeat 
to South Africa’s Banyana Banyana 
in the opening match of Group C on 

Monday and now their work is cut out 
against table-toppers Botswana, who 
turned back Burundi 4-2 on Monday 
night.

First-choice goalkeeper Chiamaka 
Nnadozie returns against the Botswanans 
after missing the first match due to 
suspension, and the forced departure of 
Asisat Oshoala means the vibrant Gift 
Monday or Mexico-based Uchenna 

Kanu will start in the fore for the nine-
time champions.

Midfield ace Rasheedat Ajibade, 
who scored the goal against the South 
Africans, is expected to again be the 
pivot as the Falcons search for early 
goals from 9 pm at the Prince Moulay 
Al-Hassan Stadium.

Coach Randy Waldrum could bring 
changes in some departments, with 

Glory Ogbonna likely to take her place at 
left-back to allow the energetic Ashleigh 
Plumptre to return to her accustomed 
role at center-back alongside Captain 
Ebi, while Osinachi Ohale moves to 
right back.

Victory on Thursday will calm 
Nigerian nerves and allow the Falcons 
to look forward to Sunday’s encounter 
against Burundi with much confidence.

I think we always look up to legends and 
people who not only win but give us a larger 
than life role model...  - Dani Alves

I consider skateboarding an art form, a 
lifestyle and a sport. ‘Action sport’ would be 
the least offensive categorization.
 - Tony Hawk



FROM SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

Qalubalen tsaro a wasu sassan Jihar 
Neja na iya zama barazana ga babban 
zave dake tafe idan har aka ci gaba da 
tafiya yadda ake a halin yanzu.

Kwamishinan zave na jihar, 
REC, Farfesa Sam Egwu, wanda ya 
bayyana hakan a wata tattaunawa 
da manema labarai a ofishinsa da ke 
Minna a ranar Litinin, ya ce zai yi 
wuya a gudanar da zave a qananan 
hukumomin Munya, Rafi da Shiroro, 
in har ba’a daqile lamarin ba.

Egwu ya qara da cewa, “A wani 
vangare na aikinta na tabbatar da 
sahihin aikin rijistar masu kaxa quri’a 
domin gudanar da zavuka masu 
zuwa, an dawo da yin rijistar masu 
kaxa quri’a a jihar Neja”.

Ya ce atisayen da za a yi a faxin 
qasar zai qare ne a ranar 30 ga 
watan Yuni, amma hukumar ta 
qara tsawaita shi bayan da masu 
ruwa da tsaki suka shiga tsakani, 
baya ga hukuncin da kotu ta yanke 
na tabbatar da ‘yan Nijeriya da suka 
cancanta su shiga harkar siyasa.

Kwamishinan zaven ya bayyana 
cewa, tarin katinan zave na PVC 
ya fi na waxanda suka yi rajista ne 
waxanda suka nemi a canza musu 
quri’a, da gyara bayanan da suka 
shafi bio-data, waxanda suka lalace 
da kuma maye gurbin katin da suka 
vata a zangon farko da na biyu na ci 
gaba da rijistar masu kaxa quri’a.

Ya qara da cewa, tun bayan 
fara aikin a shekarar da ta gabata, 
hukumar ta yi rajistar mutane 229,000 
a faxin qananan hukumomi 25.

Dangane da tsawaita atisayen, 

REC ta ce wannan lamari ne mai 
kyau ga ‘yan Nijeriya domin zai ba su 
damar zaven ‘yan takarar da suke so.

Ya bayyana barazanar tsaro a 
Qananan Hukumomin Munya, Rafi 
da Shiroro a matsayin wasu qalubalen 
da hukumar za ta iya fuskanta amma 
ya bayyana qwarin gwiwar cewa za a 
iya samun ci gaba kafin zaven.

Egwu, ya kuma qarfafa gwiwar 
‘yan Nijeriya da su yi amfani da 
damar qarin wa’adin da INEC ta yi 
domin su yi abin da ya kamata don ba 
su damar shiga zaven 2023 gaba xaya.

FROM INIOBONG SUNDAY, UYO

Biyo bayan hare-haren da ake kai wa 
masunta da sauran ma’aikatan ruwa a 
kogin Jihar Akwa Ibom, Kwamishinan 
‘Yan sanda, Olatoye Durosinmi ya tura 
qarin jami’an tsaro domin daqile masu 
laifin.

Ayyukan ‘yan fashin teku na 
qaruwa ne a ‘yan kwanakin nan a 
yankunan gavar teku da suka haxa da 
Okobo, Uruan, Gabashin Obolo, Ikot 
Abasi, Oron, Mbo da kuma Qananan 
Hukumomin Ibeno.

Masunta da masu safarar ruwa 
a yankin tekun Akwa Ibom, sun yi 
Allah wadai da hare-haren da masu 

aikata laifukan ruwa ke yawan kaiwa, 
inda suka yi zanga-zanga a gavar tekun 
Ibaka da ke Qaramar Hukumar Mbo 
da sauran yankunan bakin kogi.

A cewar Etim Archibong, wani 
masunci a gavar tekun Ibaka, masunta 
da dama da masu safarar teku sun rasa 
rayukansu sakamakon hare-haren da 
‘yan bindiga suka kai kan teku.

“Mun yi asarar kayayyaki da dama 
da suka haxa da kayan kamun kifi, 
jiragen ruwa masu injuna a waje, wasu 
kayyakin kawuka da kuma tsabar kuxi 
na miliyoyin Nairori,” A cewar Effiong 
Antai, wani jami’in jigilar kayayyaki 
zuwa jamhuriyar Kamaru. 

“Matsalolinmu da masu aikata 

laifuka a cikin teku yana da nasaba da 
hare-haren da ‘yan sandan Kamaru 
(jandar) ke yi, waxanda galibi suna 
karvar mana kuxaxe da kayayyaki da 
sauran kayayyaki masu daraja tare da 
barazanar miqa mu ga hukumomin 
Kamaru idan muka qi”, in ji Akan 
Akwa, wani ma’aikacin sufurin ruwa.

Da yake nuna damuwarsa kan 
lamarin, Durosinmi ya shiga rangadin 
sa ido ga wasu daga cikin al’ummomin 
kogin da abin ya shafa da suka haxa 
da Atabong da ke Qaramar Hukumar 
Okobo da kuma sansanin ‘yan sandan 
ruwa da ke Qaramar Hukumar Oron, 
inda ya ba da umarnin qara yawan 
jami’an ‘yan sanda da tsaro a yankunan 

da lamarin ya shafa.
Kwamishinan ya samu rakiyar 

shugaban Qaramar Hukumar Okobo, 
Dr Sylvester Atta da babban mai mulki, 
Ovong Ita Okokon.

Durosinmi, wanda ya xauki lokaci 
ya yi jawabi ga matasan, ya kuma ba 
da tabbacin xaukar matakin ‘yan sanda, 
yayin da ya buqace su da su ba jami’an 
rundunar da aka tsara haxin kai domin 
daqile ‘yan ta’addan.

Ya yi bayanin cewa matakin zai 
kasance na yau da kullum da rana da 
kuma dare, sannan ya buqaci matasa da 
su ba da haxin kai a lokutan sintiri tare 
da bayar da bayanan sirri ga jami’an 
domin gaggauta mayar da martani.

FROM HASSAN JIRGI, DAMATURU

Al’ummar garin Bula da ke Garin 
Potiskum a Jihar Yobe sun yaba wa 
Ministan Wutar Lantarki Injiniya 
Abubakar Aliyu bisa gina katanga na 
ajujuwa 12 da gina tituna a yankin.

Chiroma na Bula, Yarima Saleh 
Shuddi, wanda ya bayyana jin daxinsa 
a lokacin da yake ganawa da manema 

labarai a qauyen Bula, ya ce “Nasarar 
da aka samu ita ce a yi cikakken 
amfani da damar matasa a fannin 
ilimi.

“Ilimi shi ne makami mafi qarfi 
da za ku iya amfani da shi don canza 
duniya. Yana ba mu damar fahimtar 
duniyar da muke rayuwa a ciki kuma 
shi ya sa ta hanyar ilimi, mun zama 
masu tunani game da abin da ke 

faruwa a kusa da mu. Ita ce makamin 
yaqi da fatara da talauci da Boko 
Haram da ta’addanci da yunwa da 
makamantansu.

“Mun yi matuqar farin ciki a 
yau cewa ministan wutar lantarki 
ya juya Bula, duk wanda ya ziyarci 
al’ummarmu a baya kuma ya dawo 
yau zai ga an samu ci gaba a Bula.

“Zan yi amfani da wannan dama 

wajen sanar da ku cewa, tun a shekarar 
da ta gabata, Ministan ya samar da 
hasken wutar lantarki ga xaukacin 
al’ummar Bula tare da gina tituna da 
magudanan ruwa,” in ji shi.

Shuddi ya yaba wa qoqarin 
Gwamna Mai Mala Buni da xan 
majalisar tarayya bisa namijin qoqarin 
da suke yi na ganin an samu nasarar 
ayyukan.

Rashin Tsaro: INEC Na Iya Fuskantar Qalubale 
A Qananan Hukumomi 3 A Neja – REC

Daga hagu: Matsayi na uku, lambar yabo ta MTN Foundation, Kolade Emmanuel; matsayi na biyu, Akwarandu Angela; Daraktan gidauniyar, Dennis Okoro; Shugaban MUSON, Louis Mbanefo; 
Babban Sakatare, Odunayo Sanya da matsayi na farko, Aghlor Uche, a lokacin bikin yaye masanan MTN-MUSON a Legas, kwanan nan.      HOTO: NAN

FROM RICHARD AKINTADE, OSOGBO

An gargaxi ma’aikatan Jihar Osun da su 
guji shiga miyagu waxanda kasuwancin 
su ke yin vatanci ga gwamnatin Gwamna 
Adegboyega Oyetola.

Daraktan Gudanarwa na Hukumar 
Kula da Ayyukan Qaramar Hukumar 
Osun, LGSC, Lekan Babalola ne ya 
yi wannan gargaxin a lokacin da yake 
jawabi ga ma’aikatan hukumar.

Babalola ya yi nuni da cewa irin 
wannan matakin zai sava wa qa’idojin 
aikin gwamnati, inda ya shawarce su 
da cewa a matsayinsu na ma’aikatan 
gwamnati, ya kamata su kasance masu 
aminci da jajircewa wajen ganin an samu 
nasarar gwamnatin wannan zamani, 
musamman gwamnatin da ta dace da 
ma’aikata irin ta Gwamna Oyetola.

Yayin da yake bayyana nasarorin da 
gwamnan ya samu a cikin shekaru huxu 
da suka gabata, Babalola ya yi qiyasin 
cewa Osun ce ta yiwu Jihar Osun ce 
kaxai ta aiwatar da biyan mafi qarancin 
albashin ma’aikata na qasa baya ga 
shekaru 65 na ritaya da kuma tsawon 
shekaru 40 na hidimar malamai.

Shugaban LGSC ya kuma yaba wa 
gwamnan bisa amincewa da sauya 
sunayen shugabannin kansilolin zuwa 
shugabannin qananan hukumomi da 
kuma yadda ya maido da daraktoci a 
qananan hukumomi.

“Duk da matsalolin kuxi da jihar ke 
fama da su, gwamnan bai ja da baya ba 
a kan qudirinsa na amincewa da yadda 
ake gudanar da naxe-naxen muqamai, 
ci gaba, sauya sheqa da suka haxa da 
tallafin kuxi na duk wani qarin girma ga 
ma’aikata har zuwa yau,” in ji shi.

Ya kuma yabawa gwamnan kan yadda 
yake ci gaba da biyan albashi da alawus-
alawus, da kuma fansho tun hawansa 
mulki ba tare da tauye wasu ayyukan 
raya kasa ba.

Kar Ku Shiga 
Cikin Masu Vata 
Malign Oyetola- 
Shugaban 
Ma’aikatan Osun

Da’irar ‘Yan Fashin Teku: ‘Yan sanda Sun Qarfafa Sintiri Gavar Tekun Akwa Ibom

Al’ummar Yobe Sun Yaba Wa Minista Kan Ayyukan Hanya Da Gina Ajujuwa
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FROM IKHILI EBALU, BENIN CITY

Gwamnatin Jihar Edo ta bayyana 
goyon bayanta ga yaxa daidaiton 
jinsi. Babbar Sakatariyar Ma’aikatar 
Ci Gaban Al’umma da Al’amuran 
Jinsi, Barbara Osobajo ta bayyana 
goyon bayanta a lokacin da ta karvi 
baquncin Edo Focal Person na UN 
Women’s HeForShe Initiative, Ehis 
Agugu, wadda ta kai ziyarar ban 
girma.

A cewar Osobajo, tun daga lokacin 
da aka haifi ’ya’ya mata sun riga sun 
san kansu da haqqoqinsu a cikin 
al’umma, inda ya ce babu wani abin 
da ba za su iya cimma ba.

“Tare da goyon bayan jinsin maza, 
mata za su iya cimma burinsu a 

kowane fanni na rayuwa”, in ji ta.
Babban Sakatare na ya lura cewa 

idan aka gudanar da gwagwarmayar 
tabbatar da daidaiton jinsi yadda 
ya kamata, sakamakon zai wuce 
zamanin da muke ciki.

“Na ga yiwuwar inda matasa za su 
san cewa haxa kai shi ne sunan wasan.

“Abu mafi mahimmanci shi ne 
muna samun wannan tallafin ga mata 
a jihar.

“Mun yi farin ciki da ganin ku 
kuna goyon bayan qungiyar Edo don 
daidaiton jinsi a kowane fanni, ciki 
har da siyasa, tattalin arziki, ci gaban 
zamantakewa da sauransu”, in ji ta.

Osobajo ya ce ba za a tava 
samun mutane da yawa suna bin 
abu xaya ba, ya qara da cewa abu 

mafi muhimmanci shi ne a samu 
sakamako.

Ta nuna jin daxin ta ga qungiyar da 
ta xauki fitilar daidaiton jinsi a jihar.

Tun da farko, Agugu ya ce 
tawagarsa tana cikin ma’aikatar ne 
domin tsara hanyoyin haxin gwiwa 
domin cimma burin qungiyar.

Ya yaba wa gwamnati mai ci bisa 
namijin qoqarin da take yi na ganin 
jihar ta kasance babu zaman lafiya 
ga masu fyaxe da sauran masu aikata 
laifuka.

Agugu ya qara da cewa zakarun 
HeForShe sun quduri aniyar yin aiki 
a matsayin masu aikin sa kai don yin 
adalci ga waxanda abin ya shafa da 
waxanda suka tsira daga cin zarafin 
jinsi, GBV.

Edo Ta Qaddamar Da Kamfen Goyon 
Bayan Daidaiton Jinsi

 FROM HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

Rundunar ‘Yan Sandan Jihar Benuwe 
ta gurfanar da wani Tsoho mai shekaru 
63, Cif  James Edoh na yankin Abugbe 
a Qaramar Hukumar Agatu a gaban 
babbar kotun majistare da ke Makurdi 
bisa zarginsa da aikata laifin damfarar 
xan uwa na Abugbe, sata da kuma 
yunqurin kisan kai.

Xan sanda mai shigar da qara, 
Sufeta James Ewache ya shaida 
wa kotun cewa a ranar 10 ga watan 
Mayu, shugaban al’ummar Abugbe, 
Cif  Bathelomew Ijale ya kai rahoto ga 
‘yan sanda cewa wanda ake tuhumar 
da wasu mutane tara qarqashin 
jagorancin wani Joseph Oga a yanzu 

 FROM SEGUN AYINDE, ABEOKUTA

Wani xan asalin Jihar Ogun, Jamiu 
Abdulwasiu ya kai qarar matarsa, Kaliya 
Abdulwasiu a kotu da ke zaune a Ake, 
Abeokuta, bisa laifin cin zarafin iyayensa 
tare da yi masa ruwan tsinuwa wanda ya 
kai ga hatsari.

Abdulwasiu, wanda ya roqi kotun da 
ta raba aurensu da suka shafe shekaru 20 
a duniya, ya zargi matarsa da cin zarafin 
mahaifinsa da mahaifiyarsa, da kuma 
zubar masa da tsinuwa a duk lokacin 
da suka samu savani a kan qananan 
batutuwa.

Mahaifin ‘ya’ya biyar ya ce tsinuwar 

Kotun Benue Ta Gurfanar Da Wani Tsoho Gaban 
Kotu Bisa Zargin Kisan Kai

Tsinuwar Da Matata Ke Min Ya Haddasa Min 
Haxari- Wani Magidanci Ga Kotu

haka sun haxa baki tare da naxa Mista 
Edo a matsayin. 

Xan uwa na garin Abugbe, wanda 
bayan makircin ya fara nuna kansa a 
matsayin shugaban dangin.

A cewar mai gabatar da qarar, 
wanda ya shigar da qarar ya kuma 
shaida wa ‘yan sanda cewa waxanda 
ake tuhumar sun haxa baki da 
waxannan mutane tara inda suka sayar 
da kifi daga wani tafki na al’ummar 
da ya kai Naira miliyan 3.2, inda ya 
nuna cewa a lokacin da xan uwansu 
ya buqaci dalilinsu suka yi barazanar 
kashe shi da dukan gidansa.

Xan sanda mai shigar da qara ya 
kuma shaida wa kotun cewa, yayin 
da suke ci gaba da gudanar da bincike 

qarshe da matarsa ta yi masa ta kai shi ga 
hatsarin da zai yi sanadiyyar mutuwarsa, 
amma Allah ya kuvutar da shi, inda ya 
xage cewa yana son ya sake ta.

Maigidan da ke neman saki matarsa 
saboda yawan faxa da rashin kulawa da 
soyayya da kwanciyar hankali, ya xora 
mata laifin yin zagon qasa ga duk wani 
yunquri na ganin auren ya yi tasiri.

“Mata ta ta tsine min kuma ta ce zan 
mutu kafin qarshen wannan shekarar 
kuma daga baya na yi hatsarin da zai 
yi sanadiyyar mutuwarta idan ba don 
Allah ba ya cece ni ba, sannan tana 
da burin cin mutuncin mahaifina da 

kan lamarin, wanda ake zargin ya 
kai wa Cif  Ijale da mai magana da 
yawunsa, Aigochwu Osu, wanda ya 
samu raunuka kuma a halin yanzu 
yana kwance a asibitin gwamnati da 
ke Makurdi.

Ba za a iya xaukan roqon wanda ake 
tuhumar ba saboda rashin hukumci 
yayin da masu gabatar da qara suka 
ce ana ci gaba da gudanar da bincike 
tare da neman a xage shari’ar.

A hukuncin da ya yanke, babban 
alqalin kotun, Mista Vincent Kor, ya 
bayar da belin wanda ake tuhuma a 
kan kuxi Naira 300,000 da kuma 
mutum xaya mai tsaya masa, sannan 
ya xage sauraron qarar zuwa ranar 18 
ga watan Agusta.

mahaifiyata a duk lokacin da muka 
samu savani ba na sonta kuma sakinta 
nake so a yi”.

Sai dai mai shigar da qarar, ya roqi 
kotu da ta hana matarsa zuwa gidansa, 
wurin aiki ko kuma ibada, kada ta sake 
nuna kanta a matsayin matar aure.

A martaninta, Kalia ta shaida wa 
kotun cewa ba ta shirya barin aurenta 
ba, kuma har yanzu tana son mijinta.

Alqalin kotun, Misis A.O Abimbola, 
a hukuncin da ta yanke, ta buqaci 
mutanen biyu da su sasanta lamarin 
cikin ruwan sanyi da ‘yan uwansu. Don 
haka ta xage ci gaba da sauraron qarar.

Yara da ke jiran a dauke su aiki a gonakinsu a unguwar Lafiyawo da ke karamar hukumar Akko a jihar Gombe, a jiya.   
HOTO: NAN

FROM INIOBONG SUNDAY, UYO

Gabanin zaven shekarar 2023, 
an fara sauya sheqa yayin da 
‘yan jam’iyyar APC aqalla 
huxu suka fice daga jam’iyyar a 
jiya, suka koma jam’iyyar, PDP, 
a jihar Akwa Ibom.

Daga cikinsu akwai masu 
biyayya da kuma mataimaka ga 
Tsohon Xan Majalisar Wakilai 
Mai Wakiltar Mazavar Abak, 
Mista Emmanuel Ekon.

Sun haxa da Kwamared 
Mfonma Chukwu, wanda ya 
yi aiki a matsayin shugaban 
ma’aikatan Ekon, da Amanam 
Hillary Umo-Udofia, 
mataimaki na musamman.

Sauran sun haxa da Tsohon 
Sakataren Qaramar Hukumar 
Etim Ekpo, Udim Thomas, da 
Mista Imoh Inyang.

Tsohon Mashawarcin PDP 
na Qasa kan harkokin shari’a 
kuma shugaban qungiyar 
kiyaye zaman lafiya ta qasa 
MPM, wata tawagar yaqin 
neman zaven gwamna Udom 
Emmanuel tare da Fasto 
Umo Eno, Mista Emmanuel 
Enoidem ne suka tarbi 
waxanda suka sauya sheqa a 
wani taqaitaccen biki a gidansa 
gidan qasa a Utu Ikot Eboro a 
Qaramar Hukumar Etim Ekpo, 
jiya.

Enoidem, mai riqe da tutar 
jam’iyyar PDP mai wakiltar 
mazavar Akwa Ibom ta Arewa 
maso Yamma, ya buqace su da 
su kasance jakadu nagari na 
jam’iyyar kafin zave da lokacin 
zave da kuma bayan zave.

Ya kuma ba su tabbacin 
samun kariya da fa’ida, yana 
mai jaddada cewa “PDP 
tamkar addini ce a Akwa Ibom 
mai babbar laima da ta isa ta 
rufe duk wani mai burin samun 
rayuwa mai inganci daga 2023”.

Ya qara da cewa jam’iyyar 
PDP ita ce jam’iyyar da za ta 
iya doke su a zave mai zuwa, 
ganin yadda jam’iyyar APC 
ke fafutukar ganin ta samu 
gindin zama a jihar tun bayan 
dawowar Dimokraxiyya a 
1999.

Baya ga haka, ya miqa 
hanunsa ga sauran ‘yan uwa 
da suka ji ra’ayinsu da su koma 
kan matakin da suka xauka, su 
gabatar da nasu ra’a yi a gaban 
kwamitin sulhu da shugabancin 
jam’iyyar PDP a qarqashin 
Elder Aniekan Akpan ya kafa.

2023: 
Mambobin 
APC 4 Sun 
Sauya Sheqa 
Zuwa PDP 
A Akwa 
Ibom

 FROM FUNSO OJO, AKURE

Sanata Mai Wakiltar Mazavar 
Ondo ta Kudu, Nicholas Tofowomo 
ya maka Tsohon Mataimakin 
Gwamnan Jihar Ondo, Agboola 
Ajayi, gaban babbar kotun tarayya 
dake Akure, yana neman a soke shi 
a matsayin dan takarar sanata na 
jam’iyyar PDP a 2023. bisa zarginsa 
da rigima da bayanan ilimi.

Ajayi (wanda ake tuhuma na 
farko) ya shiga cikin qarar da PDP 
da Hukumar Zave Mai Zaman 
Kanta ta Qasa, INEC, a matsayin 
waxanda ake qara na biyu da na 
uku, bi da bi.

A qara mai lamba FHC/CS/
AK/ 83/2022 da aka shigar a ranar 
Talata, 5 ga watan Yuli, Sanata 
Tofowomo, wanda ya zo na biyu a 
zaven fidda gwani na ‘yan majalisar 
dattawa na jam’iyyar PDP, ya ce 
Agboola bai cika sharuxan da tsarin 
mulki ya gindaya ba na tsayawa 
takara a zaven 2023 kamar yadda 
fassarar ta ke qunshe a cikin takarda 
da kuma amfani da sashe na 66(1)
(i) na kundin tsarin mulkin tarayyar 
Nijeriya, 1999 (kamar yadda aka 
gyara) da sashe na 29(5) & (6) na 
dokar zave, 2022 da sauran dokokin 
da suka dace.

Tofowomo ta bakin lauyansa, 
Mista Femi Emodamori, ya yi 
iqirarin cewa ya kamata kotu ta 
tantance tare da jimillar bayanan da 
ke gaban kotun, wanda ake qara na 
farko (Ajayi) bai gabatar da bayanan 
qarya da/ko takardar shaidar qarya 
ba a cikin fom xinsa na INEC. EC9 
da wasu takardu da aka maqala a 
ciki, wanda ya miqa wa wanda ake 
qara na uku (INEC) a matsayin xan 
takarar xan takarar Sanata na Ondo 
ta Kudu a zaven 2023.

Daga cikin abubuwan da ake 
nema, mai shigar da qarar ya ce: 
“Haqiqa na yi imani cewa wanda 
ake qara na farko ya yi qarya da/
ko kuma ya rantse da bayanan 
qarya lokacin da ya bayyana a baje 
kolin FEE4 (Babban Shaidar Gyara 
Ranar Haihuwar da ya miqa wa 
wanda ake qara na uku) cewa an 
ba shi 2004 WASSC (Exhibit FEE3) 
No. NGWASSCS 5529745 kuma ya 
yi iqirarin “cewa a cikin takardar 
shaidar an buga kwanan watan da 
aka haife ni bisa kuskure a ranar 8 
ga Disamba, 1980 maimakon 24 ga 
Satumba, 1968.

“Ko, dangane da sashe na 29 (6) 
na dokar zave, 2022, ya kamata a 
soke wanda ake qara na farko a 
matsayin xan takarar wanda ake 
qara na biyu (PDP) na gundumar 
Ondo ta Kudu a zaven 2023.

“Sanarwa cewa dangane da S.66 
(1) (i) na Kundin Tsarin Mulkin 
Tarayyar Nijeriya, 1999 (wanda 
aka gyara), S.29 (5) na Dokar Zave, 
2022 da hukumomin shari’a da suka 
haxa da Hukuncin Kotun Qoli a 
MODIBBO V USMAN (2020) 
3 NWLR (PT. 1712) 470 da PDP 
V. DEGI-EREMIENYO (2021) 9 
NWLR (PT. 1781) 274”, mai shigar 
da qara ya miqa.

Ondo Ta Kudu: 
Tofowomo 
Ya Nemi A 
Cire Ajayi A 
Matsayin Xan 
Takarar PDP
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BY YAHAYA UMAR

Federal Government has announced the 
restructuring and take-over of 5 electricity 
distribution companies, DisCos, across the 
country by some banks in a move that might 
not be unconnected with their inability to meet 
up with the repayment of its debt obligations.

This follows the activation of the call on the 
collateralized shares of Kano, Benin and Kaduna 
DisCos by Fidelity Bank with the initiation of 
action to take-over the boards of these DisCos 
and exercise rights on the shares.

This disclosure is contained in a statement 
jointly signed by the Executive Chairman of the 
Nigerian Electricity Regulatory Commission 
NERC, Sanusi Garba, and the Director-General 
of the Bureau of Public Enterprises, BPE, Alex 
Okoh, in Abuja.

 List of new board members for the 
affected DisCos

Fidelity Bank listed the new board members 
of the 3 affected DisCos to include; Kano DisCo: 
Hasan Tukur, Chairman, Nelson Ahaneku, 
Member, Engr. Rabiu Suleiman Member; Benin 
DISCO: KC Akuma, Chairman, Adeola Ijose, 
Member, Charles Onwera Member, and Kaduna 
DisCo: Abbas Jega Chairman, Ameenu Abubakar, 
Member, Marlene Ngozi, Member,.

BPE nominated Bashir Gwandu, Kano, Yomi 
Adeyemi, Benin, and Umar Abdullahi, Kaduna, as 
independent Directors to represent the Federal 
Government’s 40% interest in the 3 DisCos 
respectively, during this transition.

Also, NERC and BPE met on an Emergency 
Basis and activated the Business Continuity 
Process and have appointed Ahmad Dangana, 
Henry Ajagbawa and Yusuf Usman Yahaya as 
interim Managing Directors of Kano DisCo, 
Benin DisCo and Kaduna DisCo respectively.

The statement also says that with the take-

over of Ibadan DisCo by AMCON, the BPE 
has obtained approval from NERC to appoint 
Kingsley Achife as interim Managing Director 
as well as the restructuring of the management 
and board of Port Harcourt DisCo to forestall the 
imminent solvency of the entity.

It stated that as a condition for support to 
the Port Harcourt entity to meet its market 
obligations, Iboroma Akpana will take over as 
the Chairman of the Board.

Emmanuel Okotete, Eyo Ekpo, Ismaila 
Shuaibu and the DG of BPE will form the interim 
Board. Mr. Benson Uwheru will take over as the 
Managing Director of PHEDC as part of the 

changes.
Meanwhile, NERC and BPE noted that they are 

engaging with the Central Bank of Nigeria, as the 
banking sector regulator, to ensure an orderly 
transition and to ensure that Fidelity Bank does 
not hold the Kano, Benin, and Kaduna DisCos 
shares in perpetuity.

The statement says, ‘’It is envisaged that the 
majority interest in the entities would be sold 
to capable private sector investors willing and 
able to re-capitalize and manage the entities 
efficiently.

’We have also received assurances that Fidelity 
Bank will participate fully in all the ongoing 

market initiatives aimed at improving the sector 
e.g. National Mass Metering Program’’.

The government will support the activation 
of Emergency funds through the Nigerian 
Electricity Market Stabilization Facility to 
support the entity while it goes through 
restructuring and repositioning to serve the 
citizens of the franchise area better.

Also, NERC and the BPE says they are working 
with the Minister of Power to ensure no service 
disruptions during these transitions and 
remain committed to supporting the Nigerian 
Electricity Supply Industry to serve Nigerians 
better.

FG Restructures Five Indebted DisCos, As Banks Take Over Shares

BY CHARLES EBI 

Nigeria can harness huge investments in the 
gas value chain through the development of 
business models that give providers of capital 
the much needed confidence, the Managing 
Director of Seplat Energy Plc, Mr Roger 
Brown has said.

He said this while appearing in one of the 
panel sessions which was held at the 2022 
Nigerian Oil and Gas Conference.

The conference is being attended by oil and 
gas stakeholders in the private and public 
sectors of the Nigerian economy.

Brown in his submission at the event 
hinted that the $700m ANOH Gas Processing 
Company being constructed by Seplat and the 
Nigerian National Petroleum Company Ltd at 
Asaa, Ohaji/Egbema, in Imo State was near 
completion.

He stated that when completed, it would 
provide gas to boost the much-needed supply 
of power to millions of homes and businesses 
across Nigeria to facilitate a better standard 

of living and drive economic growth.
Nigeria is pursuing energy transition in 

order to promote economic growth and is 
gradually investing in gas so as to reduce 
carbon emissions whilst continuing to exploit 
hydrocarbon resources. Currently, natural gas 
is the energy transition fuel for Nigeria.

Nigeria currently has six quadrillion BTU 
of energy production annually making it the 
second highest in Africa.

The Seplat Energy Plc Boss said Nigeria has 
abundant resources of crude oil and gas, but 
added that this can only translate to value 
for the country if they are harnessed for the 
benefit of the people.

He listed one of the main challenges faced 
by industry players to include currency 
convertibility to enable the importation of 
equipment in dollars.

He said, “We have huge resources in gas 
and we can access that gas into power. We 
have between 10,000 to 15,000 megawatts 
of power whether through gas supply or 
transmission.

So that’s an easy fix, we have a community 
of off-takers that are paying five to seven 
times the money they shouldn’t be paying 
and so there is a solution that is the 
connection of the supply chain. And this is 
not a complex solution, it’s about everybody 
working together to get that solution.”

He stated further that there are so many 
investors that want to invest in Nigeria, but 
added that some of these investors are being 
hindered by the challenges in the foreign 
exchange market.

He said, “Currency is one of the biggest 
headaches. I can tell you that we talk every 
time around the world and people are really 
interested in Nigeria.

They find it complex, you need to demystify 
it, there’s a wall of money ready to come 
into this country, but they look at barriers 
to it and one of the biggest barriers is the 
currency.

So, currency convertibility you know, 
bringing equipment in dollars and then 
having a mainly Naira revenue stream.

Foreign Exchange Biggest Challenge In Attracting Investment  – Seplat Boss
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Inflation, Forex, Debt Killing Economy, LCCI Laments
FROM ROTIMI ASHER

Lagos Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry has warned 
the Federal Government to 
find urgent solutions to the 
issues of Nigeria’s growing 
debt burden, inflationary 
pressure as well as the 
worsening foreign exchange 
crisis in order to save the 
ailing economy.

The President of the 
Chamber, Asiwaju Michael 
Olawale-Cole, stated this 
in his address during 
the chamber’s quarterly 
economic outlook press 
conference held in Lagos.

Olawale-Cole said the 
combined forces of rising 
inflation, weakening growth, 
worsening disruption to 
supply chains due to the 
war in Ukraine, and the 
fragile recovery from the 
COVID-19 lockdown, had 
all heightened the concerns 
about stagflation, worsened 
poverty, and recession.

He further noted that 
despite the 3.11% GDP 
growth announced by the 
National Bureau of Statistics 
in the first quarter of 2022, 
the economy was still facing 
a wide range of issues that 
have exacerbated Nigerians’ 
standard of living.

financial market
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 BY MARIAM SANNI 

Banks’ borrowings from the 
Central Bank of Nigeria, 
CBN, declined by 42% 
in the first half of 2022 
compared to the previous 
year following the increase 
in Monetary Policy Rate 
MPR, improved business 
activities post-COVID-19 
and other factors, financial 
data released by the CBN has 
revealed.

According to the data, 
Nigerian banks as at June 
2022 borrowed N3.58 
trillion from the CBN to 
meet their short-term 
liquidity needs.

The CBN has a Standing 
Lending Facility SLF, and 
Repurchase Repo, short-
term lending windows for 
commercial and merchant 
banks to access needed 
liquidity whenever there is 
shortage.

Banks access funds from 
the CBN through the SLF 
at an interest rate of 100 
basis points, bpts, above the 
Monetary Policy Rate.

SLF is a line of short-
term credit available for 
commercial banks to draw 
on when they need to meet 
immediate short-term 

withdrawals from their 
customers, while the Repo 
arrangement involves the 
purchase of banks’ securities 

with the agreement to sell 
back at a specific date and 
usually for a higher price.

The CBN data showed that 

BY CHARLES EBI 

Revenue generated from 
Company Income Tax, CIT, 
has continued an uptrend, 
rising by 35.6% Year-on-Year, 
Y/Y, to N532.48 billion in the 
first quarter ended March 
2022, Q1’22, from N392.7bn 
in the corresponding period 
of 2021, Q1’2,.

The increase follows the 
renewed drive by the federal 
government to bolster its 
revenue through increased 
collections from non-oil 
sources on the back of the 
new Finance Act 2021 which 
came into effect in January 
2022, as well as significant 
post-COVID economic 
recovery.

Breakdown of data from 
the National Bureau of 
Statistics, NBS, also showed 
the figure rose by 53.1% 
Quarter-on-Quarter, Q/Q, 
from the N347.8bn generated 
in Q4 ‘2021.

Analysis of the Q1’22 
data showed that foreign 
CIT payments amounted 
to N323.4bn, while the 
local payments amounted 
to N209.1bn, representing 
60.7% and 39.3% respectively, 
of the total CIT numbers.

Further details show 
that foreign CIT payments 
recorded a 263.5% Q/Q 
increase and a 175.3% Y/Y 
increase while local payments 
declined by 19.2% Q/Q but 
increased 37.3% Y/Y.

Meanwhile, financial 
experts have projected 
further rise in CIT collections 
on the back of recovery in the 
economy, while attributing 
the surge in Q1 ‘22 CIT to 
extension of coverage of 
Non-Resident Companies, 
NRC, with significant 
economic presence in 
Nigeria.

According to analysts 
at United Capital Plc, 
the growth in company 
tax collected appears to 
show fruits of the recently 
amended Company Income 
Tax law as part of the 2021 
Finance Act which became 
effective January 2022. In 
addition, it reflects sustained 
post-pandemic recovery 
in economic activities 
underpinned by stronger 
consumer demand”.

Going forward, they said: 
“We remain bullish on CIT 
collections in FY-2022. The 
NRC coverage expansion 
continues to drive strong 
collections, softening the 
impact of weaker local CIT 
collections. In addition, we 
anticipate local collections 
will improve as the economy 
sustains the impressive 
growth it started the year 
with”.

Finance Act, 
Economy Recoveries 
Increased Company 
Income Tax By 
35.6%

Banks’ Borrowings From CBN 
Drop By 42% In H1

BY PAUL EFFIONG 

Chairman, Senate 
Committee on Banking, 
Insurance and other 
Financial Institutions, 
Senator Uba Sani, has 
reiterated the willingness 
of the National Assembly 
to continually support the 
debt recovery efforts of Asset 
Management Corporation of 
Nigeria.

The Senator made the 
appeal while speaking at a 
one-day retreat held recently 

in Niger State. The retreat 
was themed: “Asset Recovery 
as a Tool for Enhanced 
Growth and Stability of the 
Banking Sector Sustaining 
the Impact and Bridging the 
Challenges of AMCON”.

While appealing to sister 
agencies of the Federal 
Government and all 
stakeholders to support the 
recovery drive of AMCON, 
Sani said the support had 
become critical because 
AMCON remains a strategic 
national institution that 

plays an important and 
pivotal role in stabilising the 
economy.

AMCON is expected to 
recover nearly N5trn owed to 
the country by debtors who 
for years have hidden under 
all manner of technicalities 
to tie AMCON up in different 
courts to stall repayment.

Sani who was 
represented by Senator 
Olubunmi Adetumbi 
however commended the 
management of AMCON 
for remaining resolute. 

He also appreciated the 
contribution of the Inter-
Agency Committee set up 
by the Federal Government 
sometime in 2019 to 
ensure that debtors are held 
accountable.

The work of the committee 
has brought many obligors 
to the negotiation table. The 
Inter-agency Committee is 
chaired by the Chairman 
of Independent Corrupt 
Practices and Other Related 
Offences Commission. Prof 
Bolaji Owasanoye.

NASS To Strengthen AMCON’s Debt Recovery Drive

banks’ borrowing through 
SLF and Repo stood at 
N1.93 trn and N1.65trn as 
at June 2022, respectively.

When compared to June 
of 2021, the SLF and Repo 
borrowing by banks was 
N612.9bn and N162.57bn, 
respectively.

According to the CBN 
data, banks in H1 2022 
have borrowed a sum of 
N19.1trn through the SLF 
and Repo arrangement 
from N15.79trn in H1 
2021.

Analysts stated that 
the improved business 
activities post-COVID-19 
paved the way for banks 
and merchant banks to halt 
borrowing from the CBN.

According to them, banks 
are taking caution to lend 
to the real sector as the 
country is preparing for the 
2023 general elections.

The Head of Financial 
Institutions Ratings at 
Agusto & Co, Mr. Ayokunle 
Olubunmi noted that 
banks were able to increase 
their deposits by revising 
their interest rates to its 
customers.

He said: “The increase 
in MPR helped banks to 

increase their deposit rates. 
And with the increase in 
deposits they were able to 
attract more funds from 
customers. So that was why 
some of them reduced their 
activities in the interbank 
window”.

On his part, Vice-
President, Highcap 
Securities Limited, 
Mr. David Adnori said 
uncertainty in the nation’s 
economy forced banks and 
merchant banks to shun 
borrowing from CBN.

According to him: “Banks 
and merchant banks have 
excess liquidity and might 
not need to borrow from 
CBN. Besides, economic 
uncertainty has started to 
surface following the 2023 
general elections.”

The CBN in its recent 
economic report disclosed 
that transactions at the 
SLF decreased by 24.69% 
to N255.75bn, from 
N339.59bn in January 
2022.

Specifically, in May 2021, 
the net average daily bank 
drawings from the CBN 
were about N222.8bn 
compared to N115bn in the 
prior month of April 2020.

He said, “Nigeria’s trade 
balance stood at a surplus 
of N1.2trn in the first 
quarter of 2022. To sustain 
this trade surplus, we need 
more investment in export 
infrastructure, enhanced and 
automated port operations, 
tackling high production 
costs, and boosting the 
supply-side of the forex 
market to improve liquidity 
and ease access to forex. 

We need to also diversify 
our exports by boosting 
our local refining capacity, 
production of petrochemical 
products, and accelerating 

reforms in the Oil & Gas 
sector to attract more foreign 
investments in the coming 
months”.

On the worsening foreign 
exchange crisis that has 
posed serious problems 
for organised business, 
the chamber proposed a 
unification of the forex 
market, a sentiment earlier 
echoed by World Bank Group 
President, David Malpass, 
during the IMF/World Bank 
Spring Meeting.

The naira has recorded 
unprecedented volatility 
in the first quarter of 2022 

with a widening premium 
between the official rate, at 
N415/USD, and the BDC/
parallel market rate, of 
N615/USD. The chamber’s 
position is that monetary 
authorities need to liberalize 
the FX market by unifying 
the multiple FX rates and 
ensuring FX rates are 
market-driven.

This is critical in the 
process of enhancing 
stability, liquidity, and 
transparency in the FX 
market. The unification is 
expected to improve our 
currency management 

framework given that the 
multiple exchange rate 
systems have continued to 
create uncertainties and 
sources of arbitrage.”

Olawale-Cole, who also 
spoke on Nigeria’s worrisome 
debt profile, warned 
that should the Federal 
Government continue in 
its present trajectory, debt 
servicing would inevitably 
gulp virtually all of the 
government’s revenue, 
thereby making it impossible 
for any reasonable strides 
to be made in the area of 
infrastructural development.

Emefiele



BY BLESSING OTOBONG-GABRIEL

The rate at which the 
national grid has been 
collapsing recently, leaving 
most cities of the federation 
in total blackout, has shown 
that Nigeria needs to look 
at alternative energy to 
complement the electricity 
generation in the country.

This is why the Renewable 
Energy Association of 
Nigeria, REAN, is seeking the 
collaboration of the media to 
promote public awareness in 
adopting Renewable Energy 
Technologies to address 
national grid collapse.  

The President of REAN, 
Mr. Segun Adaju, who 
disclosed this yesterday 
during a media breakfast 
meeting in its secretariat in 
Abuja, warned that energy 
deficiency has resulted in 
high level of energy poverty 
in Nigeria which is capable 
of undermining the socio-
economic values of the 
citizens.

Adaju noted that REAN 
is leveraging access to 
financing to deliver more 
renewable energy projects 
in bridging the access to 
electricity gap. 

According to him, over 
the years, REAN has 
significantly contributed 
to national and economic 
development, by 
energising projects in rural 
communities, industry 
investment programs, 
and capacity development 
programs for youth’s job 
readiness.

He said Most of the 
association’s activities 
are geared towards policy 
advocacy, capacity building 
and awareness creation to 
address challenges such as 
finance, capacity/knowledge 
gaps in renewable energy, 
the association recently 
held a stakeholder’s 
engagement on alternative 
funding sources for rural 
electrification as well as 
unlocking the barriers in 
accessing government social 
intervention funds targeting 
renewable energy/ climate 
change.  

Also, the Executive 
Secretary of REAN, Salamatu 
Baba Tunzwang, stressed 
that REAN has continued 
to engage the public through 
various communication 
channels including social 
media where it has a growing 
followership base.

REAN activities are 
made possible through 
partnerships and funding 
from donor organisations.

REAN Seeks Media 
Collaboration 
On Sustainable 
Energy Adaption

BY MARIAM SANNI

The Debt Management 
Office, DMO, has released its 
FGN bond issuance calendar 
for the third quarter of 2022, 
a document released by the 
DMO on its website, showed.

AljazirahNigeria reports 
that FGN Bonds are debt 
securities (liabilities) of 
the Federal Government 
of Nigeria, FGN, that are 
issued by the DMO for and 
on behalf of the Federal 
Government.

The FGN has an obligation 
to pay the bondholder the 
principal and agreed interest 
as and when due.

This plan is aimed at 
raising between the range 
of N630 billion and N720 
billion in the next three 
months.

According to the press 
release, the issuance for the 
quarter under review will be 
held on July 18, August 15, 
and September 19, 2022, 
respectively.

The breakdown of the 
calendar shows all bonds 
to be issued in the third 
quarter are reopening 
issuances.

On July 18, bonds will 
be offered for subscription 
in three tranches of 10-
year, 10-year, and 20-year 

DMO Releases N720bn Bond Issuance Plan For Q3’22

Electricity: FCCPC To Sanction DisCos Over Noncompliance With Industry Rules

Insurance: NSITF Pays N306m Claims To Injured Employees, Others

The Federal Competition 
and Consumer Protection 
Commission, FCCPC, 
will henceforth, sanction 
Distribution Companies, 
DisCos, and other offenders 
who fail to comply with 
extant rules and regulations 
in the electricity industry.

Mr. Babatunde Irukera, the 
Executive Vice Chairman of 
the Commission, made this 
known at the Electricity 
Consumer Complaint 
Resolution Platform 
organised by FCCPC 
yesterday, in Nasarawa State.

Irukera, represented by 
Alhaji Adamu Abdullahi, the 
Executive Commissioner, 
Operations of the 
Commission, said that non-
compliance of DisCos 
with the regulations of 
the Nigerian Electricity 
Regulatory Commission 
(NERC) is a bane in the 
industry.

Irukera said that non-
adherence to NERC’s 
standards of performance, 
orders and codes by DisCos 
was also a problem in the 
sector.

He said that electricity 
related issues ranging from 
poor service delivery in the 
industry was the highest 

economy
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original tenor respectively.
The DMO hopes to raise 

between N210 billion and 
N240 billion in the month 
of July.

Similarly, in the next 
month, the 13.53 per cent 
FGN March 2025 will 
be issued on August 15, 
alongside the 12.5 per cent 
FGN April 2032 10-year 

bond and the 13 per cent 
FGN January 2042 20-year 
bond.

Also, on September 19, 
the 13.53 per cent FGN 
March 2025 bond will be 
reopened together with 
the 12.5 per cent FGN April 
2032 10-year bond, and the 
13 per cent FGN January 
2042 20-year bond.

When one buys FGN 
Bonds, one is lending to the 
FGN for a specified period 
of time.

The FGN Bonds are 
considered as the safest of 
all investments in domestic 
debt market because it is 
backed by the ‘full faith 
and credit’ of the Federal 
Government, and as such 

it is classified as a risk-free 
debt instrument.

According to the DMO, 
the bonds have no default 
risk, meaning that it is 
absolutely certain your 
interest and principal will 
be paid as and when due.

The interest income 
earned from the securities 
is tax exempt.

category of consumer 
complaints received by the 
Commission.

Irukera listed some of 
the complaints to include 
over-billing, metering, 
transformer issues, 
connection, illegal and mass 
disconnections and poor 
customer service, among 
others.

He urged DisCos to 
show more commitment 
to compliance with NERC’s 
regulations.

”The FCCPC has been 
working with NERC, Nigerian 
Electricity Management 
Services Agency (NEMSA) 
and other stakeholders to 
resolve salient consumer 
issues in the industry.

”The council on its part 
has resolved to henceforth 
punish offenders who fail to 
comply with extant rules and 
regulations in the electricity 
industry,” he said.

Irukera said the 
programme was aimed at 

providing an opportunity 
for consumers and the Abuja 
Electricity Distribution 
Company (AEDC) to resolve 
outstanding and emerging 
electricity complaints under 
the supervision of regulators.

Mr Zubair Babatunde, the 
Assistant General Manager, 
Consumer Education of 
NERC, said that buying 
transformers was not the 
responsibility of electricity 
consumers.

He said the issues around 

BY MARIAM SANNI

The Nigeria Social 
Insurance Trust 
Fund, NSITF, has paid 
N306,554,896.23 claims 
and compensations to 
registered employers, 
employees and their 
dependents in the last four 
months.

According to the agency, 
the claims covered medical 
expenses refund, loss of 
productivity, disability 
benefits to injured 
employees, death benefits 
to next of kin of the 
deceased employees and 

retirement benefits to 
disabled employees.

Managing Director of 
NSITF, Michael Akabogu, 
made this known yesterday 
to Labour correspondents 
in Abuja, said its 
operational activities were 
being automated through 
its ‘e-NSITF’ project

The NSITF chief 
explained that automating 
the agency’s activities 
became imperative to 
comply with the Federal 
Government’s directives.

The Federal Executive 
Council, FEC, last month 

approved the digitisation 
of the NSITF, to be known 
as e-NSITF to block 
financial and productivity 
leakages.

Minister of Labour and 
Employment, Chris Ngige, 
while briefing State House 
correspondents at the end 
of the council’s meeting, 
said the decision to digitise 
the NSITF was in line with 
the government’s policy on 
ease of doing business.

“The ministry presented 
two memos to the council 
today. The first memo 
was presented on behalf 

of our parastatal, NSITF. 
As you’re aware, a lot has 
happened in the NSITF in 
terms of revenue losses 
and plunder of funds 
that have been given to 
that organization,” the 
Minister said.

Akabogu, who was 
represented by the 
Director of Administration 
at NSITF, Maureen 
Allaguao, also noted that 
apart from the blockage 
of financial leakages, 
e-NSITF would increase 
contributions of employers 
to the pool of funds.

the purchase of transformers 
and other electricity 
equipment by customers 
would be resolved before the 
end of the programme.

”I have heard people 
complaining about the issue 
of meters.

”NERC is working on that, 
even the Federal Government 
to give people meters.

”All issues around 
metering, over-billing will 
be resolved before we leave 
here,” he assured.

Oniha



BY ABAH ADAH

Performance of the housing sector is one of the 
yardsticks by which the health and happiness 
of any nation, which is an aggregate of the 
health and happiness of the individual citizens, 
is measured. No wonder Nelson Mandela of 
blessed memory in his book titled: “Long walk 
to Freedom”, said, “It was the opposite of grand, 
but it was my first true home of my own and I 
was mightily proud. A man is not a man until he 
has a house of his own”.

People prefer to own their own house to call a 
home no matter the standard as long as it meets 
the average human living condition standard 
where this is affordable rather than paying 
exorbitant rent for a sophisticated apartment. 
But with the massive poverty in the midst of 
roof-top inflation and drop in other economic 
indices in Nigeria at the moment, the masses, 
that in most cases have no tangible income to 
save, see realisation of their home ownership 
dream as a mirage.

Apart from the sense of satisfaction and pride 
that individuals feel when they have an assured 
shelter with good living conditions, provision of 
houses comes with a lot of economic benefits. 
Housing markets and housing construction in 
various economies have served as an engine of 
growth. The housing sector has typically played a 
leading role in the process of economic recovery 
from depression. Housing construction has also 
played an important role in urban economies of 
developing countries by creating employment, 
especially for unskilled labour. The construction 
and house building industries have both 
constituted a “port of entry” to urban labour 
markets. However, in Nigeria, one of the issues 
that have dominated public discourse in recent 
times is the huge and widening housing gap. To 
put it plainly, a large number of citizens have 
no access to a living home, and the geometric 
rate at which the population is increasing shows 
that the housing deficit is on the increase. This 
is evident, especially considering the fact that 
every human being opt for the best in life, in 
the number of people that are cramping up 
in ghettos and slums, more of which are even 
springing up in the country’s topmost cities such 

As REDAN Woos Investors 
Amid 20 Million Housing Gap
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There are currently 
lots of real estate 
housing projects 
scattered around 
the country that are 
vacant because a 
lot of people cannot 
afford them

“

as Lagos, Port Harcourt, Kano, and Abuja, the 
Federal Capital Territory, FCT. 

A recent study of housing situation in Nigeria 
put existing housing stock at 23 per 

1000, inhabitant. The country’s present 
housing deficit as at December 2018 is estimated 
at a staggering 20 million units which is about 
15.0% increase from the figures in January 
2019.

The Chief Executive Officer Matrix Court, Mr. 
Tambaya Suleiman, had in his forecast sometime 
in 2019 while speaking to newsmen projected 
a 10 years’ timeline for the country’s housing 
deficit to hit 22 million based on population 
increase and other socio-economic indices.

Noting that as at 2020 when Nigeria’s 
population was put at 206 million, it grew at a 
rate of 2.55%, Suleiman projected a population 
of 211 million for 2021; amounting to an 
increase by five million people with a housing 
need of over 400,000 units. 

He said going by the trend, “In ten years, 
if nothing is done to address the increasing 
demand occasioned by increasing numbers 
of citizens, there will be a deficit of about 22 
million houses.

In the same vein, the chief economist at PwC 

Nigeria, Andrew Nevin, sometime in April this 
year stated that to fix the current housing deficit 
in Africa’s biggest economy, Nigeria, will need 
a minimum of 10 years if it maintains building 
700,000 units of houses every year.

According to Nevin, all the stakeholders 
in Nigeria’s real estate sector need housing 
programmes that will accommodate its large 
middle class in order to fix its growing housing 
deficit.

“There are currently lots of real estate housing 
projects scattered around the country that are 
vacant because a lot of people cannot afford 
them; We need housing mortgages that are 
easily affordable for most Nigerians”, Nevin said 
at BusinessDay’s maiden property investment 
conference tagged PRINVEST 2022.

About N21 trillion would be required to 
finance the deficit, according to a statement 
credited to the Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN, 
much earlier. In 1991, Nigeria’s housing deficit 
was at 7 million and rose to 12 million in 2007, 
14 million in 2010 and currently 20 million 
units. House prices and rents, on the other hand, 
have grown ahead of general inflation. Making 
matters worse, the composition of houses for 
sale and rent on the market has been inexorably 
shifting towards very expensive houses.

Also, experts believe that it is only 10% of 
those who desire owning a home in Nigeria 
that can afford it, either by way of purchase or 
personal 

Construction as against: 72.0% in USA; 78.0% 
in UK; 60.0% in China; 54.0% in Korea; and 
92.0% in Singapore.

In the light of this, the recent call on 
well-meaning Nigerians by the Real Estate 
Developers Association of Nigeria ,REDAN, to 
key into the potentials of the real estate sector 
and invest need be taken very seriously, not just 
for the gains, but also to save the soul of the 
nation as there are pointers already to the fact 
that the current surge in banditry, kidnapping, 
and terrorism is a fallout of unemployment and 
poverty which has denied many access even to 
the basic needs of life, especially housing, in the 
midst of the abundant resources being high-
jacked and enjoyed by a few.

REDAN has asked Nigerians, especially 

entrepreneurs, to go into real estate business 
because it is lucrative.

 President of REDAN, Dr Aliyu Oroji 
Wamakko, made the appeal at the 13th Yearly 
General Meeting of the association held in 
Enugu.

Wamakko said real estate business was a 
profitable venture that, “Provides high returns 
on investment, creates jobs, increases Capital 
Stock, provides shelter as well as makes life 
comfortable for humanity”, stressing therefore 
that people should go into the business.

The REDAN president said that the 
association has zero tolerance for shady and 
shoddy deals and would continue to work with 
the government and their agencies to check the 
menace of money laundering through estate 
business in the country.

He, therefore, called on their members to 
carry out their business with utmost diligence 
and in conformity with extant laws guiding the 
business, pointing out that there was no need 
for any of their members to soil their business 
through unwholesome business relationships.

“Real Estate is our business and we must do 
all in our powers to protect it and align it with 
best global practices”, he told members.

At that event also, the immediate past 
president of the Real Estate Developers 
Association of Nigeria ,REDAN, Rev. Ugochukwu 
Chime, affirmed, in spite of all the orchestrated 
efforts of government and real estate developers 
towards closing the housing deficit gap, that 
Nigeria still battles with 20 million housing 
deficits and called for the total regulation of 
the real sector.

He noted that the sector only contributes 
five percent to the country’s GDP against 
South Africa’s 30%, and the UK and the US’ 
70% respectively.

Delivering a lecture themed: “Enhancing the 
real estate sector through effective regulation 
and collaboration’’, Chime, said the real estate 
sector is marred by under-regulation.

“As of today, it is clear that we have a twenty 
million housing deficit. As it stands today, the 
contribution of the housing sector to our GDP 
is only five percent. In South Africa, it is 30%; in 
the USA and UK, it is 70%. What we are looking 
at is not just about the Real Estate Developers 
Association of Nigeria, but about the generality 
of the ecosystem of real estate with the view not 
only to regulate it but to also tap its potential of 
creating employment, dynamic socio-economic 
improvement in the lives of our people. That is 
why regulation is so important”, Chime, who 
is also the Chief Executive Officer of COPEN 
Group, said.
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Oyo Impeachment: Court Fixes Date For Judgement In Deputy Governor’s Suit
Oyo State High Court sitting in Ibadan 
yesterday fixed July 26 for judgment in a 
suit filed by Rauf Olaniyan, the State Deputy 
Governor, challenging the impeachment 
process served on him by the state House 
of Assembly.

Justice Ladiran Akintola adjourned the 
case for judgment after the submission 
of written addresses and responses to the 
originating summons and counter affidavits 
by the parties.

Olaniyan, had jointly filed a suit against 
the state House of Assembly; the Speaker, 
Mr Adebo Ogundoyin and the House Clerk 
over the impeachment process against him 
by the lawmakers.

On Tuesday, Akintola adjourned hearing 
of the matter until Wednesday and to enable 
the claimant’s Counsel, Afolabi Fashanu 
,SAN, to respond to the respondent’s 
interlocutory injunction and originating 
summons.

Fashanu had filed an application for the 
court to restrain the House from taking steps 
toward the deputy governor’s impeachment.

He prayed that the court should grant 
the originating summons, saying that the 
misconduct allegation against Olaniyan was 
vague and without particulars, according to 
Section 188 of the 1999 constitution.

Fashanu said, “An impeachment is 

politics
thursday

From left: PDP National Secretary, Sen Samuel Anyanwu;  Deputy National Chairman, South West, Amb.Taofeck Arapaja; Acting National Chairman, Umar Damagumin, and Chairman, Osun State PDP Reconciliation 
Committee, Eyitayo Jegede during the presentation of  the State PDP Reconciliation Report to the Acting National Chairman in Abuja, yesterday.  NAN 
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An election monitoring group, YIAGA 
Africa, has identified suspected threats to 
the peaceful conduct of the July 16 Osun 
Governorship Election.

It told newsmen in Osogbo, the state 
capital, on Wednesday that recent escalation 
in the activities of political thugs, cultism, and 
voter inducement were potential threats.

It commended the recent arrest of some 
political thugs, but added that there was 
an urgent need for more intelligence to be 
deployed in addressing the rising threats 
and ensure more arrests and prosecution of 
culprits.

The submissions were made by YIAGA 
Africa’s Director of Programme, Ms Cynthia 
Mbamalu.

“Yiaga Africa’s pre-election reports have 
revealed the activities of cultists and political 

CSO Lists Threats To Osun Governorship Election
thugs in some local government areas as 
capable of threatening the peaceful and credible 
conduct of the election, if not contained.

“In addition to these threats, there are also 
attempts by some political mercenaries to 
manipulate the process right from the pre-
election stage.

“In spite of the foregoing, the preparation 
for the Osun governorship election has seen 
a religious implementation of the electoral 
timeline by INEC’’, she said.

She said the critical job of effectively securing 
citizens, electoral materials and stakeholders 
without any bias should remain a priority for 
security agencies before the election.

Mbamalu added that the rate of voter 
inducement across the state was on the 
increase.

She noted that if the practice of vote 

merchandising was not curbed, it would 
consistently delegitimise political mandate 
and undermine the electoral process.

She said the group was also concerned 
about the uncouth and unguarded utterances 
by some political actors in the state in their 
efforts to woo voters.

“There is no doubt that these desperate 
utterances by major actors going into the 
election demonstrate a lack of caution and 
sportsmanship.

“This is capable of not just intimidating 
prospective voters, but also inflaming the 
political environment, if not checked.

“We call on these actors, especially those of 
the All Progressives Congress ,APC, and the 
Peoples Democratic Party ,PDP, to exercise 
restraint and advise their supporters to play 
by the rules’’, she stressed.

a process and all the items listed in the 
Constitution should be strictly followed.”

Also, Counsel to the respondents, 
Kunle Kalejaiye (SAN), said the removal 
of the deputy governor under the 1999 
Constitution was a legislative constitutional 
affair outside the jurisdiction of the court.

Kalejaiye argued that the notice served by 
the claimant did not have particulars and that 

the submission was unsustainable, implying 
that the claimant did not understand the 
allegations against him.

“The removal of Olaniyan is not a criminal 
trial; the claimant jumped the gun, crying 
foul when no foul has been committed.

“The court should, therefore, dismiss the 
originating summons by the claimant,” he 
submitted.

NAN reports that earlier, a member of 
the Oyo State House of Assembly, Lateef 
Adebunmi from Oorelope State Constituency 
had through his lawyer, Sunday Aborisade, 
sought the leave of the court through an 
application, to be joined as a party in the case.

Fasanu moved against the application on 
the point that he is a member of the House, 
who had already been joined in the suit.



How Okowa’s Emergence As VP Candidate 
Triggered Uproar In PDP 
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BY CALEB ISHAYA 

Following the controversy surrounding the 
selection of Delta State Governor Ifeanyi 
Okowa as running mate to the Presidential 
candidate of the Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, 
Atiku Abubakar, last month, as against Rivers 
State Governor Nyesom Wike, there has been 
a crisis in the party.

After much deliberation on who should be 
his running mate, Atiku presented Okowa as 
his vice-presidential running mate 18 days after 
the former vice-president won the presidential 
primary of the party. 

Wike, who came second in the primary, was 
one of three governors recommended by an 
ad-hoc committee of the party to Atiku for 
consideration as his running mate.

Atiku explained to party leaders that he could 
not work with Wike. Aside from describing 
him as a direct opponent, he said Wike does 
not like him, citing how he almost thwarted 
his nomination in 2018 at the party’s National 
Convention in Port Harcourt, Rivers State 
capital.

Shortly after Okowa’s emergence, former 
Governor of Niger State, Babangida Aliyu 

In an interview with Channels TV stated 
the reason Atiku did not consider Wike as his 
running mate is because he talks too much.

Aliyu  noted that Wike had insulted a lot of 
people and the former Vice President wished to 
share his presidential ticket with someone who 
complements his person.

“You do not go around choosing people that 
would not compliment you. As a governor, you 
choose people that will complement your office; 
people that are ready to take over from your 
office; people that people will be comfortable 
with because it is a ticket. The presence of one 
or the other could affect the whole ticket.

“Unfortunately, I don’t know whether it is 
temperament or something else. Sometimes, 
when you speak too much, when you insult 
yourself, or you insult your way to power, it 
does not normally happen…I can count many 
people who have been insulted, either some 
people saying he is saying his mind, no, there 
are certain times you don’t say your mind”, he 
said. 

After the selection of Okowa as Atiku’s 
running mate, many PDP governors who are 
sympathetic to Wike, and who actually felt he 
should have been chosen as vice presidential 
candidate, have kept away from subsequent 
party functions. 
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Atiku Wike Ayu Okowa

If we are in a 
democratic era and 14 
people out of 17 say 
it should be Wike and 
he in his wisdom gave 
it to Okowa, I expect 
more explanations

“

It would be recalled that last week, some PDP 
governors were absent from the inauguration of 
the party’s National Campaign Council for the 
Osun State governorship poll. The governors 
who were absent included:  Wike, Ifeanyi 
Ugwuanyi, Enugu;  Okezie Ikpeazu, Abia; 
Samuel Ortom, Benue; and Seyi Makinde, Oyo.

Others absent at the event included the 
Chairman of the Campaign Council and 
Bayelsa State Governor, Diri Douye; Sokoto 
State governor, Aminu Tambuwal; Bauchi 
State Governor, Bala Mohammed; Edo State 
governor, Godwin Obaseki, Akwa Ibom State 
governor, Udom Emmanuel and Adamawa State 
governor, Ahmadu Fintiri, who  are all members 
of the 128-man  campaign council.

Reports indicate that the majority of the 
governors are not satisfied with Atiku over his 
choice of running mate. 

Ortom, Fayose Fume
Benue State Governor Samuel Ortom, in 

a television interview said that Wike and his 
supporters deserve an explanation from Atiku 
on why he was not chosen as the party’s vice-
presidential candidate.

According to him, “I expect Atiku to reach 
out to Wike, who came second and he denied 
the popular view of PDP members; 14 out of 
17, saying that Wike should be the VP. In his 
wisdom, he said that it should be Governor 
Okowa. Governor Okowa is a nice man. I have 
no problem with him. If we are in a democratic 
era and 14 people out of 17 say it should be 
Wike and he in his wisdom gave it to Okowa, I 
expect more explanations. I expect him to talk 
to Wike first. I expect him to even reach out 
to some of us. So, together we can work as a 
party”.

“Unfortunately, the candidate himself picked 
Okowa. Some of us have resorted to prayers. I 
was really confused because I felt Wike would 
have been the VP candidate. He was the second 
person to Atiku and Wike has charisma. All of 
us have our weak points”.

“Wike can be something, but when it comes 
to mobilisation, impact, value addition and 
reaching out, Wike is an instrument. Wike is 
somebody who stood for the party. For some 
of us, we believed in him, but unfortunately, it 
was someone else. Well, the party is supreme 
but for some of us, for me, I have resorted to 
prayers”, the governor said. 

In a related development, former governor 
of Ekiti State, Ayodele Fayose, has insisted 
that the next president must come from the 

Southern part of Nigeria.
The remark from Fayose who reportedly 

supported the presidential aspiration of 
Governor Wike comes a few days after meeting 
the Rivers State governor in Port Harcourt.

Fayose, in a tweet  on his official Twitter 
account  acknowledged that the constitution 
of the  PDP provides for a rotational presidency.

“The PDP Constitution provides for a 
rotational Presidency. Section 3, c, provides that 
the Party shall pursue its aims & objectives by 
“adhering to the policy of the rotation & zoning 
of Party & Public elective offices in pursuance 
of the principle of equity, justice, and fairness”, 
Fayose maintained.

“The current President of Nigeria is a 2-term 
Northern Presidency, thus implying that it 
MUST be a Southern Presidency in 2023 or 
NOTHING. Awa ‘South’ lo kan’. Nigerians 
should await details soon”, he said. 

Umahi, Obi visit to Wike 
Meanwhile, Wike’s recent romance with the 

ruling All Progressives Congress, APC, and 
Labour Party, LP, is raising concern within 
the PDP as the he was seen with Ebonyi State 
Governor David Umahi, who is a member of the 
APC, and the presidential candidate of the LP, 
Peter Obi in Port Harcourt. 

Report indicates that Umahi and Obi’s visits 
were to persuade Wike to join their parties, 
though not much was heard from the duo. 

PDP constitutes reconciliation 

committee to meet Wike
However, the Board of Trustees, BOT, of the 

PDP has set up a reconciliatory committee to 
meet with Wike over the crisis in the party. 

The committee is to be headed by the party’s 
presidential candidate and 13 governors, elected 
on the party’s platform as members.

Chairman of the party’s BOT, Senator Walid 
Jibril, made the announcement in a statement 
at the weekend, stating the visit to Wike would 
take place immediately after Atiku and the PDP 
National Chairman, Iyorchia Ayu, return to the 
country from their vacation abroad.

“I have noted with a great concern and great 
sense of feeling on the various recent comments 
coming from some of our PDP members and 
some prominent Nigerians on the choice of 
Chief Okowa, the Governor of Delta State as 
the vice-presidential candidate by Alhaji Atiku 
Abubakar, the presidential candidate of our 
Party, PDP, the biggest party not only in Nigeria 
but the whole of Africa”.

“All the comments and various submissions 
are very normal in any political setup in Nigeria 
today with the PDP being the strongest and 
most prominent party that has all potential to 
form government in 2023”.

He noted that the reconciliatory committee 
will also comprise the party’s vice-presidential 
candidate, Governor Ifeanyi Okowa of Delta 
State, as well as Ayu and members of the PDP 
National Working Committee.

Others include former PDP governors and 
ministers, as well as party elders from various 
zones and states in the country.

Senator Jibrin described Governor Wike as a 
very responsible and obedient PDP member who 
assisted tremendously in building the party to 
its present status.

“We must come back to our senses by all 
our members and all most responsible and 
respectful Nigerians by giving total support 
to the party to enable it to form government 
by holding all political positions in Nigeria in 
2023”, the BOT chairman said.

“We must come together and unite ourselves 
as earlier established by our founding fathers. 
We should, therefore, shun any bad comment 
aimed at dividing us. We must be ready to forgive 
ourselves, thereby encouraging Nigerians to 
continue supporting us and our party.

“It is my strong appeal to all current and 
former governors and former Presidents of 
Nigeria not to add more fuel to the fire but to 
always try to quench the fire from spreading”, 
he said.
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2023: APGA Has No 
Faction, Says Publicity 
Secretary

INEC Must Accept Primaries 
By Ekanem-led Exco In 
A/Ibom – Sen Enang

Gov. Abdullahi Sule of Nasarawa 
State has renewed his commitment to 
providing an inclusive government for 
women and other stakeholders of the 
state.

He said this was to give them a sense 
of belonging and improve the standard 
of living of the women.

Sule gave the assurance on Wednesday 
while playing host to Frontline Women 
Alliance for Development, led by its 
President, Mrs Hannatu Daniel, in Lafia.

He said that his administration would 
continue to empower women in order to 
improve their standard of living.

The governor appreciated the women 
for the visit and for supporting his 
administration to succeed.

“I want to assure you of my 
administration”s continued commitment 
to provide an inclusive administration.

“This is to enable you and other 
people contribute your quota to the 
development of the state and the society 
at large,

“My administration will also continue 
to provide an open door policy in the 
interest of peace and for development 
to thrive”, he said.

Sule, however, urged the women to 

continue to ensure proper upbringing 
of their children for the betterment of 
the society.

He also advised them to live in peace 
and tolerate one another, irrespective of 
their affiliations.

Earlier, the President of the 
association said that the visit was to 
reassure Sule of their support at all 
times.

Daniel, who also assured the governor 
of their readiness to mobilise support 
for him beyond 2023, appreciated Sule’s 
efforts in developing the state and called 
for its sustenance. 

A lawmaker in Enugu State, Mr Innocent 
Ugwu, has blamed election violence in the 
country on desperation by politicians to 
win elections at all cost.

Ugwu, representing Igbo Eze North 
Constituency II in the state House of 
Assembly, said this in an interview with 
the News Agency of Nigeria, NAN, in 
Enugu yesterday.

He said that many politicians in the 
country were desperate to win elections, 
when they have no record of integrity, 
performance and academic credentials.

He said that instead of preparing for 
elections in line with the provisions of 

the Electoral Act, they always resorted to 
actions that would provoke violence.

“They want to win elections at all costs, 
hence the desperation.

“Politicians are very conversant with 
the rules of the game but the truth is that 
most of them cannot face the electorate.

“They have nothing on ground to 
campaign with, hence they would engage 
thugs to help them win elections”, he 
said.

Ugwu called for an electoral reform 
that would recommend stiffer penalties 
for electoral offenders.

“If not, we are going nowhere in the 

quest to curb electoral violence.
“Both voting and collation of results 

must be done electronically so that the 
efforts of desperate politicians causing 
violence during elections would be 
curtailed”, Ugwu said.

He expressed concern that many elected 
office holders in the country preferred to 
perpetuate themselves in office even when 
their performance in office was too poor.

He regretted that such politicians 
would employ violent means to secure 
another term in office, using their ill-
gotten wealth to recruit unemployed 
youths as thugs.

Sule Restates Commitment To Inclusion 
Of Women In Governance

Winning  At All Cost Reason For Election Violence, Says Lawmaker
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 National Publicity Secretary of the All 
Progressives Grand Alliance, APGA, Mr Tex 
Okechukwu, has said that the party has no 
faction except for some intruders that target 
to destabilize the party.

Okechukwu stated this while addressing 
journalists in Onitsha on Wednesday.

According to him, the APGA has no faction; 
Dr Victor Oye is the only authentic National 
Chairman of the Party.

“Any other person or group of people 
and their cohorts are intruders whose aim 
is to destabilize the party ahead of the 
forthcoming elections.

“I want to emphasize that the APGA is 
the only political party in Nigeria with good 
intentions for the people and has the best 
presidential candidate with best and verifiable 
antecedents”, he said.

He expressed optimism that with the APGA 
structures scattered all over the country that 
definitely its presidential candidate would 
clinch the presidential seat come the 2023 
general election.

He urged the people to ensure they acquire 
their voters’ card that would enable them 
to vote APGA as the party for the mass 
movement.

He stressed that Gov. Charles Soludo has 
started to improve the welfare of the people 
in the state.

He described the governor’s 100 days 
in office as a good omen going by his 
achievements within the period under review 
and pleaded for support from the people to 
enable him to take them to the next level.

Sen. Ita Enang, a former presidential adviser 
on Niger Delta Affairs, says the Independent 
National Electoral Commission, INEC, must 
recognise the outcome of the All Progressives 
Congress, APC, Akwa-Ibom governorship 
primaries conducted by the Austin Ekanem-
led executive.

Enang made this remark in a letter dated 
July 5 and addressed to the APC National 
Chairman, Sen. Abdullahi Adamu and made 
available to newsmen on Wednesday in  
Lagos.

Enang was reacting to controversies 
and protests surrounding the May 26 APC 
governorship primaries and the INEC’s 
report that the APC did not conduct any 
governorship election primary in Akwa Ibom.

The letter was titled: “Akwa Ibom APC 
Fruitless Primaries and “No Candidates” 
Challenge: Electoral Act 2022, Our “Bigger 
Than the Law” Posturing and Not INEC is 
Our Problem”.

Enang urged the chairman and the National 
Working Committee, NWC, to prevent a 
situation where the APC would have no 
candidates in the elections.

He explained that the National Assembly 
in the 2010 Electoral Act vested many powers 
as to congresses and conventions to choose 
candidates on political parties, expressing 
the same to be the internal affairs of the 
respective political parties.

According to him, the 2022 Electoral 
Act confers monitoring and indeed more 
active functions and powers on the electoral 
management body, INEC, from their 
experiences in the actions of the management 
of the respective political parties in the 
conduct of party primaries and party affairs 
generally.

Sule
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Local Vacations And Barriers
COMPLIED BY JOEL AJAYI

Despite the fact that the forecast has shown 
that tourism, hospitality business in Nigeria 
are expected to remain one of the fastest-
growing markets in Africa; Nigerians 
themselves have chosen not to take advantage 
of it.

Nigeria has great prospects when it comes 
to tourism. A country with diverse landscapes, 
beautiful scenery and many destinations with 
historic significance should have a thriving 
tourism sector. Unfortunately, this is not 
the case and hence this post highlights major 
problems of tourism in Nigeria and possible 
solutions.

Tourism is a vital sector for every nation 
in the world. It is not just about people going 
on vacation from one place to another. It is 
important because it has the capacity to boost 
a nation’s GDP.

Vacationing is foreign to the typical 
Nigerian, and it has a lot to do with culture 
as much as it does with poor economy and 
infrastructure.

In Nigeria, citizens barely ever have any 
appearance of long holidays, and the whole 
country looks from the outside like a busy bee 
hive – motion, activity, work – 24/7 hours, 
365 days a year.

For travel or vacation in Nigeria, the 
children are locked up, fed, and enrolled into 
holiday classes to prepare them for the school 
term ahead.

In a country of 210 million, one would 
expect that local tourism from holidaying 
alone would fuel the Nigerian travel industry, 
but the sector is driven primarily by business 
and corporate travels with Lagos, Abuja, 
and Port Harcourt may be Kano, Anambra 
being the most popular destinations hosts 
to conference-bound men in suits, hosts to 
travelling hustlers doing the buy-and-sell.

Apart from travels for business, the only 
other problems in our otherwise flat line are 
religious pilgrimages and excursions, yearly 
trips to Makkah and Jerusalem, and the 

famous trips back to the village for Christmas 
or Sallah.

Ask any Nigerian why he doesn’t travel or 
go on vacation, and you’re sure to hear a quip 
or two about money, bad roads, insecurity, 
banditry, and kidnapper among others.

Not only that, the travel destinations are 
mostly poorly developed, maintained and 
promoted.

Also, awareness and infrastructure are 
other issues, with the decaying of almost all 
the heritage sites in the country.

Average Nigerians think vacationing equals 
destinations abroad because our local tourism 
and holiday destination sites are relatively 
unknown to even Nigerians.

Findings revealed that several Nigerians 
do not travel for recreation simply because 
they do not travel for recreation to them, 
walking across towns is pointless when you 
can pay for cable TV and give your kids a slice 
of adventure.

In Nigeria man must hustle every day, 
vacations are for the rich, neither for the poor. 
For the middle-class Nigerian however, money 
or the supposed lack of it is still a top factor 

in his decision to relegate recreational travel.
There are a lot of tourist centres in Nigeria 

and they possess immense potential for the 
economy if their resources are harnessed well.

Today, several leisure places like, Ikogosi 
Warm Spring Resorts, Whispering Palms, 
Obudu cattle Ranch, Le Meridien Ibom Resort,  
Osun Osogbo, Ibeno Beach, Ibom Tropicana 
Entertainment Centre, Amalgamation House, 
Ibibio And Oron Museums, Sukur Cultural 
Landscape, Adamawa State, Osun-Osogbo 
Sacred Grove, Osun State, Oban Hills, Cross 
River State, Oke-Idanre Hill, Ondo State, 
Ogbunike Caves, Anambra State, Alok Ikom 
Monoliths, Cross River State, Ancient Kano 
City Walls, Kano State, Gashaka-Gumti 
National Park, Taraba State, Yankari Games 
Reserve, Tinapa Resorts Experience Drought 
Because Of Numerous Factor.

In a country where the minimum wage is 
30,000 Naira, Nigerians are right to think 
of travel for recreation as a luxury, and one-
month long holiday classes for their kids as 
Eldorado.

For the middle-class Nigerian however, 
money or the supposed lack of it is still a top 
factor in his decision to relegate recreational 
travel.

The sample Nigerian adult suffers from 
stress and fatigue, and he distrusts the next 
man from the other tribe. Local vacations 
are hence like two-pronged swords; creating 
an outlet to breathe, and an opportunity to 
explore the beauty of the vast diversity of 
Nigeria.

Travel and vacationing are a thing of beauty, 
and in spite of the institutional challenges, 
Nigerians should explore, know new lands, 
feel the miles of tar beneath their tyres, the 
salt in the air on cruises, and the weight on 
their ears slicing through the skies

Our AljazirahNigeria travel and tour 
Correspondent, however, feels the pulse of 
many Nigerians on why they don’t go on 
vacation either locally or internationally. 
Honestly the list is endless.

Mrs Florence Adeleke, a staff of the National 
Youth Service Corps ,NYSC,  said she wished 
to go on vacation from time to time, being 
conscious of the health benefits but lacking 
the financial strength to do that.

Her finances had been a huge challenge for 
me.

“my New Year resolution in 2022 was 
to ensure she visits some of her choice 
destinations in Akwa Ibom, like Ibeno Beach, 
Ibom Tropicana Entertainment Centre, 
Amalgamation House, Ibibio and Oron 
Museums, go on vacation to at least one of 
her choice destinations.

“I will save towards it because it is my new 
year’s resolution to ensure I go on vacation 
at least once this year, vacation should be a 
part of our life because we also learn while 
doing that, at least, I will leave the home 
environment.

“Aside from the health benefits of changing 
one’s environment, I also love to have fun but 
the huge financial burden involved in going on 
vacation is what puts me off most times this 
year. I will achieve that regardless of the cost.

On her own, Tolu Akinsiku, a 
businesswoman said , she loves to go on 
vacation and that the last time she did was in 
2018 but due to the outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic, she had not been able to travel 
again.

Speaking on the challenges she said she 
might not accomplish that again as insecurity 
in the land is getting worse by the day

She said this was a huge problem which the 
Nigerian government needed to wade into.

Other people who spoke identified, lack of 
management, lack of data, insecurity.

Misrepresentation of Nigeria abroad:
 Relegation of indigenous culture, crime 

rate, lack of awareness of political unrest are 
indices of Nigeria’s problems in the tourism 
sector, air travel challenges among others as 
tourism challenges in Nigeria

All these problems need to be solved before 
many can embark on local tourism

In Nigeria, citizens 
barely ever have any 
appearance of long 
holidays, and the 
whole country looks 
from the outside like 
a busy bee hive – 
motion, activity...

“
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 parliament

Delta House of Assembly 
yesterday passed the 
Development and Property 
Authority Bill, 2022.

The passage  followed a motion 
for the suspension of Order 12, 
Rule 82, 83 of the House by the 
Majority Leader, Chief Ferguson 
Onwo, during plenary in Asaba.

Onwo said, `I hereby move 

a motion for the suspension 
of Order 12, Rule 82 and 83 to 
enable the House take the third 
reading and passage of the Delta 
State Development and Property 
Authority Bill, 2022.

 The motion, seconded by Mr 
Shedrack Rapu, representing 
Oshimili South Constituency, 
was unanimously adopted by 

the Assembly when put to a 
voice vote by Speaker Sherriff 
Oborevwori.

The bill seeks to promote 
property development in the 
state.

The bill also seeks to increase 
the availability of different types 
of dwelling houses for sale or 
acquisition by members of the 

public, schools among others.
The speaker in his remarks on 

the bill said: ”My dear colleagues, 
I congratulate you all for the 
successful passage of this bill.

”By virtue of this repeal 
and re-enactment, the House 
has addressed the mischief 
associated with the Delta 
Development and Property 

Impeachment: Oyo Lawmakers Urge CJ To Appoint 7-man Panel

Delta Assembly Passes ‘Development 
And Property Authority Bill’

Twenty-three members of the 
Oyo State House of Assembly, 
yesterday, passed a motion 
directing the Chief Judge to 
appoint a seven-member panel 
to investigate allegations of 
gross misconduct levelled against 
the Deputy Governor, Mr Rauf 
Olaniyan.

The motion, jointly sponsored 
by the Majority Leader, Mr Sanjo 
Adedoyin (Ogbomoso South) 
and Mr Akintunde Olajide, 
representing Lagelu State 
Constituency, directed that the 
panel should report back to the 
Assembly in three months.

It would be recalled that on June 
17, a correspondence/petition 
entitled: “Notice of Allegations 
of Gross Misconduct against the 
Deputy Governor of Oyo State, 
Mr Rauf Olaniyan” was read at 
plenary.

In the petition, the 23 members 
accused the deputy governor 
of gross misconduct, abuse of 
office, financial recklessness, 
abandonment of office and 
insubordination.

The lawmakers, thereafter, 
served the deputy governor and 
other members of the legislature 
a copy of the allegations.

While reading the motion, 
Adedoyin said that up till now, 
the deputy governor has not 
responded to the allegations 
served him by the Assembly.

The motion reads: “With this 
development, the House needs to 
invoke the provisions specified in 
Section 188 (3) of the Constitution 
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 
1999 (as amended).

“In accordance with the 
provisions of Section 188 (4) of 
the Federal Republic of Nigeria 

1999 (as amended) to request 
the Chief Judge of Oyo State to 
appoint panel of seven persons 
of unquestionable integrity to 
investigate the allegations of 
gross misconduct against Mr Rauf 
Olaniyan.

“The panel is to report its 
findings to the House within three 
months of its appointment”.

Commenting, the Speaker, Mr 
Adebo Ogundoyin, said the issue 
was no more with the Assembly, 
as it has been handed over to 
the State Chief Judge, Muntar 
Abimbola.

Ogundoyin said: “We have no 
say whether Olaniyan is guilty or 
not. The issue will be determined 
by the seven members to be 
constituted by the state chief 
judge.

“We are only working in line 
with the constitution. Once the 

report is submitted within or at 
the expiration of the three months 
that is what we are going to act 
upon.

“We are not in a position to 
judge in this case. We will ensure 
that due process is followed.

“The vote was unanimous and 
we shall wait for the outcome of 
the report and investigation of the 
panel.”

The legislators, therefore, 
adjourned plenary until July 19.

NAN recalls that the deputy 
governor had jointly taken the 
House of Assembly; Speaker 
Ogundoyin and the House clerk to 
court over the impeachment move 
against him by the lawmakers.

Counsel to the claimant, Afolabi 
Fashanu, SAN, said he received the 
respondents’ scanned reply to his 
earlier filed application only on 
Saturday.

Lawmarkers in session

Authority, DDPA, Law, 1960.
”There is no doubt that this bill 

has taken care of the erroneous 
assumption of discretionary 
powers by DDPA Board.

  ”Accordingly, the governing 
structure of DDPA has been 
strengthened by this passage 
for efficient and effective service 
delivery”, he said.

Fashanu had earlier filed 
an application for an interim 
injunction restraining the House 
from taking any step in pursuant 
of the impeachment suit.

Meanwhile, Counsel to the 
House, Kunle Kalejaiye (SAN), 
said he served his response to the 
claimant’s application on Friday.

Kalejaiye said adjourning the 
case for a long time would delay 
the House from performing its 
constitutional duties.

Thereafter, Justice Ladiran 
Akintola, gave a short 
adjournment until Wednesday 
to enable the claimant to serve 
his reply to the respondents 
interlocutory injunction and 
originating summons.

Akintola ruled that the 
Assembly should, however, 
still maintain status quo on the 
impeachment process.
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BY ERASMUS IKHIDE , LAGOS 

Hate or like Governor Nyesom Ezenwo 
Wike’s style of politics; his objective 
stance on what he believes, his refusal to 
call a spade by other names, or his failure 
for pretext to become another person in 
order to acquire power. Politics would have 
been described differently if it’s devoid of 
intrigues and intricacies. Those are the 
attributes that set the no-nonsense first 
class ‘Mr Projects’ Governor of Rivers State 
apart from the rest. 

Wike’s righteous indignation even 
though it’s at the realm of rumour mill that 
he’s about to quit the People’s Democratic 
Party ,PDP, or abandon its presidential 
candidate, Alhaji Atiku Abubakar – he 
would not be doing the unthinkable because 
of the absolute injustice meted out on him 
in a political party that openly subscribes 
to equity and justice. 

First, it’s difficult to believe that the 
PDP minders in their wildest imagination 
would allow Atiku Abubakar from Northern 
Nigeria to fly the party’s presidential ticket 
against the constitutional provisions 

BY JEROME-MARIO CHIJIOKE UTOMI

Recently, I wrote an opinion entitled ‘2023; PVC 
and Future of the Republic’. The referenced piece 
among other things narrated how in my effort to 
obtain my permanent Voters Cards, PVC, I took a 
trip to one of the Government buildings in Lagos 
venue of the programme. And in the process, 
met with courageous Nigerians and came across 
Nigerian youths, mostly boys with a sprinkle of 
girls, who narrated how they have met resistance 
from their own government in the past but refused 
to give up in their quest to build a better Nigeria.

I listened to them explain that their decision 
to actively participate in this electoral process 
was not taken hastily or rashly. But because there 
is little hope for Nigerians until they become 
tough-minded enough to break loose from the 
shackles of prejudice, half-truth, and downright 
ignorance, noting that a nation that produces soft 
minded men purchases its own spiritual and socio-
economic death at installment plan’.

Expectedly, a chain of reactions trailed the piece.  
Majority of commentators rued that with the 

recent political development documented by the 
piece, Nigerian youths have gained their pride of 
place and are ready to make political statements 
come 2023. To others, the above argument may 
not be as easy to post as what happens on the day 
of the election determines who wins.

To further add side light to the present 
discourse, this piece will spread out two examples 
of such comments.

First came via a whatsApp message and has to 
do with the news report that with dropping a kobo, 
top notch artists assembled to ensure more PVCs 
are gotten in support of a presidential ambition of 
a particular candidate in the 2023 general election!  
President Muhammadu Buhari, they argued, won 
his presidential position with only 15m votes. But 
at the moment, over 13m people are registered; 
these guys are calling for more.  Nigeria shall 
witness the most powerful voting event in history 
worldwide. This is massive!  It concluded.

To another, youths contrary to the above 
opinion, cannot get to the next phase of the 
nation’s political project or achieve their leadership 
vision without a grander mind-set. Getting a 
Permanent Voters Card is not enough!

Continuing he said; never mind the huge 
excitement of the excited youths.  Though the 
youth has the noise, they should also learn 
to understand power, not noise.  In politics, 

that talked about rotation. Second, what 
qualifies an Alhaji Atiku to be ranked above 
Governor Wike who has been dubbed “PDP 
Conscience” for his untiring moral and 
financial support at a time Atiku Abubakar 

experienced politicians are not as agitated as the 
average Nigerian youth because politics is power; 
it is not noise or mere youthful ‘drama’. This is 
the reality everywhere in the world. Politics is not 
straightforward anywhere like Nigerian youth 
fantasize it to be. Everything is not based on 
“competence”. Favour must back competence for 
competence to be relevant in politics. Sometimes 
this plays out behind the scenes, away from the 
impressionable eyes and ears of the gullible youth. 
If these youths that everyone knows are still the 
ones in question, then, such effort/paparazzi will 
soon fizzle out. Majority of the youths registering 
today will definitely not vote on the day of the 
election-they lack discipline and patience   which 
are the basic ingredients of the Nigerian electoral 
process, he concluded.

Indeed, leadership in Nigeria is in my views 
not only deformed, but has glaringly become 
a platform where  leaders daily assume self-
sufficient attitude, despise others and view self 
as the exclusive possessor of what he has, as 
well as claim excellence not possessed. A factor 
that largely explains current leaders’ inability to 
provide direction, protection, orientation, shape 
norms or manage conflicts in their various places 
of authority and impeded the establishment of a 
people-centered leadership culture.

In view of these troubling realities, this piece 
views as right, and supports Nigerian youths’ 
present resolve to democratically redress 
the situation come 2023 general election by 
participating in the electoral process; a move that 
has prompted many to angle for different political 
positions including that of the presidency.

However, despite the popularity of this opinion, 
it is of considerable significance to state that, there 
are of course probable factors that may render 
the current move fruitless irrespective of the 
demographic advantage enjoyed by these youths.

Indeed, the need for a shift in the nation’s 
leadership structure has become inevitable and 
eminently desirable to accommodate young 
technocrats who can take responsibility for their 
actions and results, be accountable where previous 
administrations were not, and tell the truth about 
their failures without blame games.

But, one fundamental obstacle that will prevent 
this from coming to fruition is the subjective view 
of the electoral process/positions by the youths 
as a right which must be given, even in the face of 
obvious inabilities, and gross absence of planned 
programmes and pragmatic strategies to making 
a positive impact by the power-seeking youths.

was hawking himself to be nominated by 
the APC under its presidential ticket? 

What’s the reward for commitment, 
resilience and party loyalty if inconsistent 
character, political prostitute like Atiku 
Abubakar who has been junketing from one 
political party to another without ideology 
should be rewarded for debasing the same 
PDP in the past? Why should Governor 
Wike support a prodigal, compulsive 
political opportunist whose only political 
deposit has been that he comes from a 
region with manipulated population and 
make-believe myths of being in possession 
of stolen wealth with an entitlement 
mentality?

It’s even more infuriating that Governor 
Wike who scored fourteen (14) out of 
seventeen (17) votes cast to nominate the 
PDP Vice-Presidential candidate was left in 
the cold for little known Governor Ifeanyi 
Okowa whose only contribution was that 
he opened Delta State treasury for Dollars 
rain on the PDP delegates on Atiku’s behalf. 

For a fact, the combination of Atiku 
Abubakar and Ifeanyi Okowa as one of 
the major opposition political parties has 

To Nigerians with discerning minds, electoral 
exercise as practised the world over is both 
programme and strategy based and a keen 
contest where the candidates with the best 
programme and realistic strategies for achieving 
that programme are given priority, favoured by 
the electorates. The youths at the moment, have 
neither been programme specific nor strategy 
concerned.

Again, from investigations, seeking an elective 
position with the aim of effecting political and 
socioeconomic change is synonymous with 
fighting for emancipation from captivity which is 
never voluntarily given without personal sacrifice, 
self-denials; as the beneficiaries of the old order 
will do everything to thwart the moves. Very 
objectively, Nigerians are yet to see such sacrifice, 
be it ideological or material from the youths. The 
situation is even made worse as some of the youths 
for pecuniary benefits work across purpose while 
others have settled for political crumbs that fall 
from ‘the masters’ table.

Certainly, the need to inject youths into 
positions of authority to ameliorate the present 
blow of inflation and recession, subsidize 
education, health, and create employment as 

deflated the hope of Nigerians who were 
looking up to the party for redemption 
after seven years of the APC’s ruinous 
administration. This is because perception 
is everything in politics. Nigerians see 
Atiku Abubakar as a doyen of corruption, 
Fulani fundamentalist and a precursor of 
bloodbath. 

The other day, Atiku Abubakar quickly 
pulled down his tweet condemning the 
roasting alive of Deborah Samuel after 
Islamic bandits threatened him with a-no-
vote in next year’s presidential election. 
How can such a hermit who barely visits 
Nigeria from his Dubai base each time 
elections are around the corner be trusted?

Atiku’s missteps and Wike’s righteous 
indignation has become the PDP’s new 
Achilles heel because you can’t step into 
the same river twice! It’s even more so now 
that Nigerians have an alternative to the 
leprous and vanquished the APC and the 
PDP. The current political weather forecast 
in Nigeria seems to be blowing in favour 
of another presidential candidate and 
movement called ‘ Obidient ‘ in the Labour 
Party! 

well as guarantee security of lives and property 
has become unavoidable.

It will, however, be antithetical to support a 
movement based on sentiment or allow sentiment 
to determine our actions. What the youths 
currently project in my views, is well-intentioned 
but pragmatically vague, variable and ungraspable 
to be taken seriously as their actions and strategies 
are masked in ambiguity with unclear vision and 
blurred goals.

For the youths to be taken seriously, therefore, 
what Nigerians expect is a development of 
potentials that are politically new, something 
that is not yet known and not in existence, which 
will establish new political configurations. This is 
an imperative demand as their political survival 
should not be left to chance just as anyone 
that fails to search for his potential leaves his 
survival to chance. Very instructive also, the 
argument for a generational change from the 
head and the placement of our fate in our youths 
who had integrity, energy and the drive to 
recognize that extraordinary conditions call for 
extraordinary solutions is indispensable but must 
be accompanied by a reassurance from the youths.

Another contentious challenge that may in the 
estimation of the vast majority scuttle the present 
ambition/move is the belief that electoral projects 
in Nigeria are capital intensive while Nigerian 
youths are financially placed at the base of the 
pyramid.

The assertion about the huge financial 
involvement in my views is in order but may 
not be completely correct. Such an argument is 
not only sophistry but antithetical to building 
a nation devoid of corruption and goes against 
the global warning on corruption as succulently 
pointed out.

‘A precondition for an honest government 
is that candidates must not need large sums to 
get elected, or it must trigger off the circle of 
corruption. Having spent a lot of money to get 
elected, winners must recover their costs and 
possibly accumulate funds for the next election 
as the system is self-perpetuating.’

To make an impact in the forthcoming 2023 
general election, therefore, what the youths 
urgently need is the creation of innovative ideas 
that electorates can buy into, building of alliances/
coalition with various pressure groups and being 
ecumenical in movement with already existing 
coalitions or political parties.

They need to do something theatrical to make 
such plan both effective and efficient

The current political 
weather forecast in 
Nigeria seems to be 
blowing in favour of 
another presidential 
candidate and 
movement called 
‘ Obidient ‘ in the 
Labour Party

“

A precondition 
for an honest 
government is 
that candidates 
must not need 
large sums to 
get elected, or 
it must trigger 
off the circle of 
corruption. 

“

Atiku’s Missteps, Wike’s Righteous Indignation 

2023: PVC Rhetoric And What The Youths Must Commit To Mind
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President Muhammadu Buhari’s State 
Visit to Lisbon, Portugal, Wednesday 
28th June to 2nd July was a first class 
success story and this is measurable 
by outcomes, not least, the real 
determination of the two nations to 
engender a close relationship.

Many in Nigeria remember that 
historically, Portuguese sailors were the 
first in Europe (ahead of British) to have 
contact with the territory now called 
Nigeria, when a certain Explorer, Rui de 
Sequira visited the Lagos area in 1472, 
actually naming the area around the city 
as Lago de Curamo, which means Lake 
of Curamo (Curamo, recall Kuramo 
Lagoon, Kuramo Beach and Kuramo 
Hall at the famous Eko Hotel, Lagos).

Among the important things 
embedded in the vision of Nigeria’s role 
and place in the world, clearly laid by 
President Muhammadu Buhari, is the 
revival of important relationships that 
have suffered long neglect. In addition, 
he has a strong willingness to assume 
the leadership expected from Africa’s 
largest country in population and 
economy.

So herein lies the first importance of 
this visit.

One, there can be no better 
illustration of the larger strategic goal of 
the future of this relationship than the 
eight agreements and Memoranda Of 
Agreement, MOUs signed in the course 
of this visit.

These are the MOU on political 
consultations, diplomatic training, 
research and exchange of information 
and documentation; cooperation in the 
field of culture; in the field of women 
and girls development, empowerment 
and gender affairs; youths and in the 
area of sports.

At the very well attended Portugal 

and Nigeria Economic Forum with the 
chosen theme: “Expanding Investment 
and Trade Between Nigeria and 
Portugal,” two agreements also were 
signed, one between the Nigerian 
Investment Promotion Council and 
AICEP, its Portuguese equivalent 
and another between the Nigerian 
Association of Chambers of Commerce, 
NACCIMA and the similar body in 
Portugal.

Two, this visit achieved a desire for a 
strategic partnership to strengthen the 
work Nigeria has been praised for doing 
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by all levels of Portuguese authority- 
President, Prime Minister, President 
of National Assembly and Mayor of 
Lisbon-which is her stabilizing role in 
West Africa and importantly for the 
hosts, the stability and support of the ex-
Portuguese territories in the subregion, 
specifically Guinea Bissau and São Tomé 
and Principe. This is resonating very 
well with the Portuguese.

Three. Invariably linked to this is the 
convergence of strategic interests and 
the laying of a framework to strengthen 
security and cooperation between the 
two states.

Portugal which has an association 
with its former territories in Africa, 
the equivalent of our own British 
Commonwealth made up of Angola and 
Cape Verde in addition to the two others 
states mentioned. They have troops 
deployed for safekeeping duty in West 
Africa. 

They have committed to support 
Nigeria in military training, the sharing 
of intelligence and in the war against 
terrorism.

They have troops 
deployed for 
safekeeping duty in 
West Africa. 
“
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